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Concorde had been delayed
GONESSE,France(AP)—The Air France
Concorde plane that crashed and killed 113
people during takeoff had been delayed for
last-minute maintenance on one of its engines,
Air France said Wednesday as its fleet of
supersonic jets was indefinitely grounded.
French forensic experts examined the
charred bodies of the victims, mainly German tourists, to determine their identities
as relatives began arriving in Paris a day
after the crash. "Today Germany is shaken," Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder said at
a service for the victims at a chapel in
Hanover, Germany, on the grounds of the
World's Fair. Pope John Paul II sent con-

dolences.
In France,,President Jacques Chirac was
to attend an ecumenical ceremony later
Wednesday in the town where the plane
went down. He said "everything" would be
done to determine the causes of the accident.
Air France said the crash of Flight
AF4590 on Tuesday appeared to have been
caused by a fire in one of the engines at
the moment of takeoff. Experts said possible causes of the fire ranged from birds
flying into the air intake to mechanical
failure.
At a morning news conference, compa-

ny spokesman Francois Brousse said the flight
was delayed for several minutes before takeoff while work was done on an engine.
Brousse did not say if the engine was the
same one that caught fire or if the problem was related to the crash.
He said the work was done at the request
of the crew.
"Our safety rules are such that if our
crew has any hint of a problem, then this
kind of intervention is automatic," Brousse
said.
French Transport Minister Jean-Claude
Gayssot on Wednesday ordered the indefi
flute suspension of all Air France Concorde

s.
-

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A tanker truck slammed into
five vehicles on the Pennyrile
Parkway Tuesday, causing a
chain-reaction collision that
killed one person and left five
others injured, according to Kentucky State Police.
Another tractor trailer, hauling general freight, had overturned in an earlier crash, which
caused a traffic backup on the
Parkway's US 41-A south-bound
off ramp, Sgt. Stacey Blackburn wrote in her report. Hopkinsville police were working
that crash at 2:25 p.m. CDT
when a south-bound tanker
loaded with cooking oil and
driven by Ricky Allen Murray,
47, of Lake Placid, Fla. crashed
into the last vehicle in line, a
1990 Buick, Blackburn said.
The collision killed James
T. Herndon, 62, of Hopkinsville,
whose 1993 Ford Aerostar van
was the third vehicle in line,
Blackburn reported. Herndon's
wife, Nila, 61, was taken to
the Vanderbilt University Hospital where she was listed in
very critical condition.
David Blakely, 49, of Cadiz,
driver of the Buick, was admitted to Jennie Stuart Hospital
where he was listed in good
condition this morning.
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Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
60 to 65. Light south wind.
Thursday...Partly cloudy. A
30 percent chance of afternoon showers and thunderstorms. High around 90.
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By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Kentucky's congressional delegation applauded Texas
Gov. George W. Bush's selection Tuesday of a running
mate who knows his way around the nation's capital.
Bush selected Dick Cheney, who was defense secretary under President Bush and a six-term Republican
congressman from Wyoming.
Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell said he had been
pulling for Cheney since March.
"I think he was far and away the best person in the
country for that job," McConnell said in a teleconference Tuesday afternoon.
He added that Cheney, who led Bush's search for a
running mate, had the most important quality that a running mate could possess.
"There is not a person in America who doesn't think
Dick Cheney could be president tomorrow if called upon
to do that," McConnell said.
Rep. Ron Lewis, R-2nd District, predicted Cheney
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flights. He said he wanted more checks,
with an emphasis on the recovered black
boxes — the flight recorders and cockpit
voice recorder.
"When we know a sufficient amount
about them, and when we're in touch with
our British colleagues, we will be able to
consider the decision to resume," he said.
However, he said the future of the Concorde was "not in question."
The Ministry of Transportation said the
two recorders were damaged but had been
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BOWLING GREEN. Ky.(AP)
— Two teen-agers participating in a NASA-funded summer
astronomy program at Western Kentucky University have
discovered an eclipsing binary,
or two stars that orbit one
another.
The discovery by Kaitlin
Lewis, 16, and Vince Ingram,
17, came while the eight-student group was analyzing data
and images collected over the
past 10 years by robotic telescopes.
Using a computer program
to analyze images of the stars,
the students could see variations of light and made their
discovery, said Todd Hillwig,
an Indiana University doctoral
student who is working with
the students.
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IN STEP...The Calloway County High School
school.
first week of band camp, being held at the

Judge nixes monument
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — A fed- display the commandments were defeat- monwealth."
Rep. Tom Riner, D-Louisville, said
eral judge Tuesday prohibited the state ed, but the resolution that passed direct
from erecting a monument to the Ten the state to display an old monument Hood's ruling ignores history.
"The intent of the legislature was
Commandments on the Capitol grounds, and encouraged schools and local govruling that a General Assembly direc- ernments to post the commandments. not to indoctrinate the young people
Some religions believe the Ten Com- or citizens of the commonwealth, but
tive to do so is unconstitutional.
U.S. District Judge Joseph Hood mandments were issued by their deity simply to give credit to the source of
our statutes historically," Riner said.
said the monument — a dark stone as guidelines for human conduct.
Assistant Attorney General Jennifer
The monument had been on display
tablet 6 feet tall and 4 feet wide that
was supposed to go up behind the flo- in a corner of the Capitol complex Carrico made the same point to Hood.
ral clock — would amount to a gov- grounds from about 1971 to about who was not convinced.
Hood noted there is little reference
1988, when it was removed for conernment endorsement of religion.
"I think the purpose of this is not struction of a heating and ventilating in Kentucky law to the first three comsecular, but I think it is religious," building. The monument, which was mandments, which generally direct the
Hood said after about an hourlong donated by the Fraternal Order of Eagles, recognition and honoring of a single
deity.
hearing. Hood announced his ruling from has been in storage since that time.
"Obviously, not all of Kentucky law
The resolution directed that the monthe bench and said he would file a
ument be part of a display that includes was founded on the Ten Commandwritten version later.
Debate over the Ten Commandments "historical and cultural" materials that ments," Hood said.
riveted much of the 2000 legislative "remind Kentuckians of the Biblical
session. -Efforts to force the schools to foundations of the laws of the corn- III See Page 2

Board approves
road extension
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Depending on the Calloway County Fiscal Court, the
Calloway County Health Center's landscape could change
soon.
The Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped (WATCH), located at 702 Main St., had a plan
approved Tuesday by the Calloway County Board of
Health that would allow WATCH to construct a throughroad that would connect their parking lot to Olive Street.
According to Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry
Elkins, the fiscal court will have to vote on whether the
project can be completed because the health center, located at 701 Olive St., is considered county property.
WATCH Director Peggy Williams said the idea for
the road came about because of the difficulty of pulling
out into traffic on Main Street for WATCH buses. The
access to Olive Street, she said, would alleviate some
of the risk of traffic accidents.
"The congestion on Main Street is really bad," Williams
said. "We've already had some accidents."
The proposed construction would go through part of

• See Page 2

Hero in Heath
shootings admits
story exaggerated
NEW YORK (AP)— A former
student who emerged as a hero
following the 1997 school shooting in Paducah, Ky., acknowledges
his role may have been exaggerated, The New York Times reported Tuesday.
"Sometimes, people get the
wrong idea," Ben Strong, 20, told
the newspaper.
Three girls were killed in the
December 1997 shooting at Heath
High School. Five other students
were wounded when shots were
fired at a student prayer group.
After the shooting, Strong
appeared on national television and
was widely quoted in newspaper
stories. He also has preached to
young people across the country
and works at his father's Concord
Assembly of God Church. He's
often introduced as the hero of
Heath High.
However, Strong acknowledged
in an interview that he did not
take the gun away from the shoot-

er, Michael Cameal, as he sometimes suggested after the attack,
the Times said.
He also acknowledged he might
not have done anything to stop
Carneal from continuing to shoot,
the newspaper said.
New information began to
emerge because of a lawsuit filed
by the families of the three slain
girls.
The families sued school officials and several students, including Strong, saying they could have
prevented the killing. The judge
has since dropped all defendants
except Carneal from the $120 million lawsuit.
Strong has acknowledged that
Carnes' warned him not to come
to the prayer group that morning
because something was going to
happen. But he also denies that
he had any idea what Carneal
planned.

•See Page 2
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ALMOST THE BEACH...Winnie
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center Tuesday. Love and others celebrated the first-ever "Beach Day" at the center.
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The victims on the ground
included two Polish hotel employees, the Polish Consulate in Paris
confirmed. The identities of the
other two victims were not immediately known, though television
reports said they were a British
tourist and a French woman.
Authorities said 81 bodies had
been taken away for autopsies by
Wednesday morning.
The Concorde passengers were
headed for New York, where they
planned to board a German cruise
liner for a luxury voyage through
the Caribbean. They were supposed to be enjoying champagne
over the ocean at twice the speed
of sound.
But the dream vacation ended
in a nightmare of flame and black
smoke at Gonesse, a small town
near Charles de Gaulle airport
about nine miles northeast of the
French capital.
"We saw flames shoot up 40
meters (120 feet) and there was a
huge boom," said Samir Hossein,
a 15-year-old student from Gonesse
who was playing tennis. "The pilot
tried to yank it up, but it was too
late."
Firefighters poured streams of
water on the blackened chunks of
what was once the pride of the
Air France fleet.
The crash did not appear to be
linked to cracks found recently in
both British Airways and Air France
Concordes.
"There were no hairline cracks
in this Concorde, but the accident
could have resulted from fire in
the engine on takeoff," Air France
said. The jetliner was powered by
Rolls-Royce Olympus 593 engines.
The plane, full of fuel on takeoff for the Atlantic run, 'had been
in service since 1980 and had
flown 12.000 hours.

found.
Air France already grounded all
Concorde flights
Wednesday.
British Airways canceled its two
Tuesday night flights, but resumed
Concorde service on Wednesday
between New York and London
after completing safety checks.
German Transport Minister Reinhard Klimmt, who along with 50
psychologists was meeting victims'
relatives in Paris, said the investigation was focusing on engine failure.
"Technology can fail and in this
case, it failed horribly," Klimmt said
on German television.
French media speculated on
whether this marked the end of
the swooping "white bird," a source
of French pride. The daily Le Figaro
wrote, "The Concorde without a
doubt died yesterday."
Until Tuesday, the Concorde
had a perfect safety record during
31 years of service since it was
developed by Britain and France
in the 1960s.
At least one of the two leftside engines was on fire as the
plane took off at 4:44 p.m. from
Charles de Gaulle airport carrying
1(X) passengers and 9 crew members, witnesses said. As the jet strug=
gled to gain height, witnesses saw
a plume of flame trailing 60 yards
behind it.
All those aboard perished, along
with four people on the ground.
Twelve people were rushed out of
Hotelissimo, the hotel that was
hit. One was seriously injured.
police said early Wednesday. A
neighboring hotel was damaged.
Ninety-six of the passengers
were from Germany — 13 from
the town of Moenchengladbach,
on the border with the Netherlands. There were also two Danes,
Twelve of the needle-nosed
one Austrian and one American.
The American was a retired Air supersonic jetliners are still operFrance employee, but the compa- ated by Air France and British
Airways.
ny did not release a name.

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Tracy Lemont Beasley, 29. of Wingo, was arrested Monday at a Rob
Mason Road residence on a warrant charging him with first-degree rape
and second-degree burglary. He was released from the Calloway County
Jail Tuesday on a $25,000 surety bond.
• Dina Smith. 33. with a South 10th Street and Post Oak Drive addresses, remained in jail Wednesday without bond after being arrested
Tuesday at the Post Oak Drive residence on a Calloway District Court
warrant charging her with being a fugitive from justice.
• Linda Meadows, 39, of Irvin Cobb Road, was arrested at home Monday on a Calloway County grand jury indictment warrant charging her
with first- and third-degree trafficking in a controlled substance. She was
released from jail Tuesday on a $16,500 property bond.
(Information gathered front logs, reports and press releases from respective agencies.)
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SKATING AWAY...Brenda Eagleston (left), a Calloway County preschool teacher, and Janet
Byasse, a Southwest Elementary counselor, get in some laps around the Calloway County
High School track on their in-line skates Tuesday afternoon.

• VP...
From Page 1
would appeal to the 31 delegates
from Kentucky who are attending
the Republican National Convention in Philadelphia next week.
"I think he will probably be
someone that would bring unity
to the delegation, if there were
any problems to begin with." said
Lewis. He said Cheney was a conservative, but added that "he doesn't wear that on his shoulder."
"My view always has been,
'Don't take chances with the vice
presidency,— McConnell said. "To
me, this is a selection that says
to the base party people, 'This is
the person I want to succeed me
should something ever happen to
me.'"
Cheney, like Bush, opposes abor-

•

Hero

tion. Bush had also considered abortion-rights Goys. Tom Ridge of
Pennsylvania and George Pataki
of New York.
Some Republicans in Congress
called upon Bush last week to
reconsider Sen. John McCain, who
initially said he didn't want the
job. McCain's supporters argued
that the Arizona Republican would
help Bush win the White House
by attracting independent voters.
But Rep. Ernie Fletcher, R-6th
District, said Cheney is probably
more attractive than McCain to
Kentucky voters.
"I think he's the kind of seasoned statesman I think will make
a lot of Kentuckians very comfortable." Fletcher said.
McConnell pointed out that only

in rare instances has a vice president ever significantly affected a
presidential race.
"I don't think anyone ever votes
for the vice president," he said.
"I don't think any vice-presidential nominee would have had a
tremendous amount of voting significance."
Cheney did receive some criticism from Democratic Congressional candidate Brian Roy, who
will run against Ed Whitfield for
the 1st District Representative seat
in November.
In a press release issued Tuesday afternoon, Roy criticized
Cheney's association with Halliburton Company subsidiary Brown
and Root, which was awarded a
$25 million maintenance contract

for the Land Between the Lakes
Wildlife Recreation Area.
Roy's states in the release that
while many LBL worker contracts
remain up in the air, Cheney
received a "fat stock payment" of
$5 million when he resigned from
Hallibunon to run for vice president.
"Today, Cheney cashed out of
Halliburton with $5 million in his
pocket, while LBL's workers don't
even know if they will have a
job next month," Roy said in the
release."LBL employees have been
fearing for their jobs since December, and now it appears their
months of worrying have been a
result of political favors."
(Editor's note: The Associated
Press also contributed to this story.)

I asked him, 'why are you shooting people, you know?" Strong
said. "And then he was shaking,
and — he was just kind of, I
don't know, dumbfounded ... "
When the lawyer asked Strong
if he ever took credit for stopping the shootings, he said no.
Carneal pleaded guilty but mentally ill to murder and is serving
a life sentence. Asked during testimony for the lawsuit if Strong
had stopped him from shooting,
he said: "No sir."
Strong's story began to circulate after Bill J. Bond, principal
at the time, told reporters that Strong
had probably saved people's lives
by stopping the rampage.

"I asked him what he did, and
he said, 'I told him to lay the
gun down, and I took that at face
value," Bond told the Times.
In some accounts just after the
shootings, Strong described a tugof-war over the gun. On ABC's
"Good Morning America," he said:
"And I went for him and I grabbed
him, you know, and he put down
the gun and everything."
He also has said he persuaded
Carneal to drop the gun.
State Rep. Charles Geveden, DWickliffe, an attorney hired to help
Strong with media requests following the shooting, said he doesn't recall any discrepancies in
Strong's story, but he said it was
overwhelming for the teen to
receive 20 to 30 media requests
a day for an interview.

"How could it not be (overwhelming) for a young man 18
years old to have those requests?"
Geveden said in a phone interview Tuesday.
Strong is a fine young man
who can overcome recent reports
about the discrepancies in his story,
Geveden said.
"I think Ben walked over to
the young man. Give him credit
for that. Most everybody else took
off and ran and he walked to him.
That took a lot of courage in
itself, just to walk to a man who's
shot eight people," Geveden said.
"And to walk towards him, whether
he had the gun or didn't have the
gun, when your adrenaline's flowing, you're in a state of shock almost
and then he was put under all the
media pressure."

• ••

From Page 1
In testimony for the lawsuit.
Strong said he won praise for
bravery "because of what people
said, how things were portrayed"
after the shooting. not what really happened.
He also.testified that the Carneal
discarded the gun himself, rather
than having it taken away from
him.
"He just got done, and he
dropped it." Strong said.
In testimony, however, Strong
said he did grab Carneal by the
shoulders after he put the gun
down.
"What are you doing? I think
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David Friedman, a lawyer for
the American Civil Liberties Union,
which challenged the law along with
three individuals who are active
or retired church leaders, said the
real purpose of the display could
not be hidden behind other materials that also had a generally religious tone.
"The text itself talks about God,
religion and the Bible. That's what
it's about," Friedman said. "Government must remain neutral toward
religion."
Carrico said the monument
would be placed in an area that
already has other displays, such
as recognition for individuals for
service to state government and
one that amounts to an advertisement for Kentucky state parks. No
one visiting the Capitol on business or as a tourist would be
forced to view the display, she
said.
Friedman said the stone tablet
would dominate the scene around
the floral clock, one of the most
popular attractions to the thousands of visitors to the Capitol
each year.
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the health center's current parking lot on the west side of the
building, according to local attorney Sid Easley, who spoke on behalf
of WATCH at the meeting.
Since WATCH owns the strip
of land next to the parking lot, it
would trade the land to the health
center in return for an easement
through the parking lot that would
allow them to construct and use
the road.
The road would then come
through the existing parking spaces
on the west side of the lot, but
the health center will actually gain
parking spaces because the road
construction will extend the amount
of pavement.
Parking spaces would then be
placed next to the building and
on the other side of the throughroad.
"The parking's going to be on
both sides," Easley said. "It'll be
like Wal-Mart, except there won't
be as much traffic."

The road is still far from a certainty, though. In addition to the
fiscal court approval, Williams said
WATCH is still working on obtaining funding to build the road. She
also said Murray City officials
have had some concerns about a
ditch that runs through the property.
"I've been told by the city that
that ditch is one of their main
drainage ditches, so they are very
concerned about any construction,"
Williams said.
Elkins, though, said he did not
see any reason the fiscal court
would not approve the project as
well.
"I don't see any problem with
it," he said.
- The board also voted to leave
the Calloway County Public Health
Tax rate at 2.8 cents per $100 of
assessed valuation of all personal
property and 3.1 cents per $100
of assessed valuation of all motor
vehicles.
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NAACP calls for reparations for lynchings
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. (AP) —
The NAACP is calling on the City
Council to consider making reparations to the black community for
the 1906 lynchings of three black
men on a downtown square.
"It's about so much more than
just money," said Rosemary
Stewart-Stafford, a member of the
NAACP's local chapter. "Money
changes things and it's a very powerful force, but the real issue is the
inability by public officials to issue
a public apology."
Cheryl Fischer, a board member
with the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People, offered no specific proposal on

what the city should offer. But she
Horace Duncan, Will Allen and
said reparations are being discussed Fred Coker were lynched, burned
in communities across the country.
and dismembered. All were later
There was little discussion of the found innocent of accusations rangproposal at Monday night's council ing from burglary and assault to
meeting. Afterward, however, suspicion of murder.
Mayor Lee Gannaway was blunt.
Within hours of the lynchings,
"I think it's totally absurd," he hundreds of people fled, taking
told the Springfield News-Leader. with them the strong black commu"I can't think of too many things nity presence that Springfield
had.
much more ridiculous than that."
said Katherine Lederer, a professor
On Easter weekend 1906, three at Southwest Missouri State Uniblack men were dragged out of jail versity who writes about the history
to the town square by a mob of of blacks in Missouri.
about 7,000 people, many of them
"After the lynchings and the
fueled by alcohol and the rumor rampant discrimination, the numthat a white woman had been bers just dwindled," she said.
raped.
Just 2 percent of the 225,000

residents in Greene County. which
includes Springfield. are black, according to Census Bureau statistics.
More than 96 percent are white.
A group of citizens has tried to
get the City Council to recognite
the lynchings with a plaque downtown. City leaders have beeoreluctant to approve the plaque, fearing
it would stir racial tensions.
Instead. the Citv Council voted
in January to remember the hangings as part of a time line of events
of the last 150 years — a compromise that sex eral . members of
Springfield's black community said
was insulting.

Attempts in other cities to conic
to terms with some of Amerita's
largely forgotten racial episodes
have led to efforts to pay reparations to the victims. The NAACP
has estimated that more than 3,000
people were lynched during the late
1800s and the early part of the last
century, many of them blacks.
Earlier this year, an Oklahoma
state commission recommended
reparations for black survivors of a
1921 rampage by white mobs in
Tulsa. Historians say as many as
300 blacks were killed. In 1994, $2
million in compensation was approved for nine survivors and dotens of descendants of a 1923 attack

Ruling could put Napster out of business
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Napster Inc., the small company
that has used the Internet and digital technology to revolutionize music distribution, could see its death
warrant signed by a federal judge.
The Recording Industry Association of America is seeking a
temporary injunction that would all
but put Napster out of business
pending a trial over whether the
San Mateo-based company is violating copyright law.
The hearing was scheduled to
begin Wednesday.
Napster works as a clearinghouse — pointing users to computers where songs in the popular MP3
format can be downloaded. The industry considers itself in a life-ordeath struggle with a software
startup that has made music piracy
simple.
The dispute is being closely
watched. Heavy metal band Metallica has been particularly outspoken
against Napster. Other artists are

also anti-Napster, but many are ambivalent.
The company is daily conversation grist among young people who
use it with a vengeance, but it has
also prompted congressional hearings and caused considerable angst
in corporate boardrooms„
It is unclear whether Internet
music file-swapping is so bad for
the music industry after all.
A recent study of More than
2,200 online music fans by Jupiter
Communications suggests that users of Napster and other musicsharing programs are 45 percent
more likely to increase their music
purchasing than fans who aren't
trading digital bootlegs online.
The recording industry says the
Napster case isn't about alienating
music lovers, but rather about protecting artists.
"Clearly, people who are using
Napster love music. They're probably our best customers," said Hilary
Rosen, president of the RIAA.

On May 9, Chief U.S. District
Judge Marilyn Hall Patel rejected
Napster's claim that the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act of 1998
protected it from the illegal actions
of its users. Napster promptly adjusted its defense strategy, arguing
that personal copying of music is
protected by federal law.
The RIAA estimates that songswapping via Napster by an estimated 20 million people worldwide
has cost the music industry more
than $300 million in lost sales.
Metallica drummer Lars Ulrich
told a Senate committee earlier this
month that Napster users are basically stealing.
That attitude has angered many
fans.
"I think. they should just shut
up.- James Cavanaugh. 25, said of
Metallica. "They don't have to
worry about getting fans. It's really
about control."
"Napster and the Internet
shouldn't hurt record sales." said

Grant County votes to stay'dry'
WILLIAMSTOWN, Ky. (AP)
— Voters in Grant County rejected
on Tuesday a proposal to legalize
alcohol sales by a margin of more
than 2-1.
The official vote totals, with all
17 precincts reporting, were 1,591
in favor and 3,553 opposed. It was
the first wet-dry vote in this central
Kentucky county between Lexington and Cincinnati since 1985,
when voters defeated it by a 2-1
margin.
The county has 12,552 registered voters. County Judge-Executive Darrell Link said turnout was
about 45 percent. Link said the
measure was defeated by a 2-1
margin in every precinct.
Seventy-five of Kentucky's 120
counties are "dry," 30 are "wet"
and 15 allow alcohol to be sold in
some areas. Grant County is bordered by seven counties — four
"wet," two dry, and one, Pendleton,

which allows alcohol sales in some
areas. Owen and Scott counties are the
other surrounding counties that remain totally dry. Scott County voters narrowly rejected legalized alcohol sales in April.
Proponents of legalized alcohol
sales had argued that the move
would boost Grant County's economy and attract restaurants such as
Applebees and Rafferty's, which
had not located in the area because
of the ban on alcohol sales. Opponents claimed the move would give
underage drinkers easier access to
alcohol and create safety problems
in the community.
"I'm ecstatic, I'm extremely
pleased" the measure was defeated,
said Link. "From day one when I
found out (pro-forces) were circulating a petition, I went on record
saying the measure would be defeated 2-1. In fact, this margin was

greater than in 1985."
Link had said early in the debate
he opposed alcohol sales in the
county.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Stephen Flinn. .-to. a jut, percussionist attending an Internet music
convention in New York on Tuesday. "Music is the healing force of
the universe. A true artist is going
to w ant his music to be heard
through whateser medium."
Among the Net-sav sy. it's pretty
much agreed that online music
swapping is here to stay whatever
happens to Napster.
"All of this litigation is really

setting the groundwork for s hat is
going to the future of the Internet."
said Larry Iser. an intellectual property attorney.
Iser, who has worked with the
Beatles and Michael Jackson to
protect their copyrights. sav s Internet companies must develop "protected. royalty-generating" downloading systems.
No one has yet been able to figure out how to do that.

STORE
CLOSING SALE
Boots - 529 &'32
Classic Pumps - 525 & 530
BAKER'S RACKS - 5200-5450
WICKER SETTEES - 5150-$200
Computer/Checkout, Etc.
Everything Must Go!

Closing Sat. 7/28 at 4:00 p.m.

Ihrowntou ri ort the Square • 767-022:1 • Murray

on blacks in Rosewood, Ha.
Stewart-Stafford said the story
of Springfield's lynchings will be
the main study of a book titled
"Lynching: The Dark Metaphor of
the American Identity," being written by Georgetown University Law
Professor Emma Coleman Jordan.
"It is a hidden story that we are
bringing to light." she said. "People
should not be allowed to forget."
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Edward Williams.Clarksville, TN
S100,000 CASH 5

Robert Daniel, Union City IN
S100,000 CASH 5

Ella Alvey Owensboro
S100 000 CASH 5

David Dennis Henderson
$15,000 JUMBO BUCKS

Rlsoada Elliott Rinetyvdie
$30,000 — HARLEY DAVIDSONcr

Martin Chesney, Jr., Whitesville
SI 5 000 BINGO

Saturday
8a.m.-Noon
July 29
\ 1

ellt°1\11.

MCCH Outpatient Services
Ninth Street
SPONSORED BY
The Calloway County MedicalSociety

and
MURRAY-CAUDWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

803Poplar Street•Murray,Ky.42071
270-762-1388

•If your child has not
turned in a signed school
physicalform, please
arrive with your child to
sign the proper form
prior to his or her exam.

between

5 00-600 p.m Monday-Friday or
4 30-500 p m Saturday at 753-1916
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HEY! I MUNK' vvE
FINALLY wit- romEThint
wiTN oulk mssILE
DErenlsE TESTS'.

WE DID IT! APTER
yEi\Rs OF DELAYS,
LeJ 'vE succEssFoLLy
LAuNckED O
PlEcE
oF 114E NTERNATioNAL
SPACE sTATioN!

Reclaiming the White House
WASHINGTON (AP) — Long
before Dick Cheney's transformation from talent scout to running
mate, George W. Bush was relying on him and other veterans of
his father's presidency in his campaign for a new Republican lease
on the White House.
Should he get there, Cheney as
vice president surely would be
joined by others from the old Bush
administration, in the Cabinet and
top echelons of the new one.
Bush has talked of Colin Powell as a prospective secretary of
state, and the former chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff has said
he'd serve were he asked. That
choice could be made in advance
for campaign impact.
While Democrats will taunt Bush
about the legacy of policy advisers, they do the same thing. Presidential nominees always look to
people who served in prior administrations for help, counsel, and
often, major roles on their teams.
That is, after all, the talent bank
for each party. It is where the
comers come from, and where the
elder statesmen get that way.
Still, the Democrats won't miss
an opportunity to suggest that the
son is leaning on his father's team.
It fits their argument that the Texas
governor lacks experience and
expertise a president needs, especially on foreign policy.
Cheney brings those credentials
to the ticket, but realistically, they
are not transferrable. Vice presidents seldom have had a significant impact on the choice voters
make for president.
As secretary of defense under
President Bush, Cheney was the
civilian side of the partnership that
managed the 1991 Persian Gulf War.
Powell was the general. Cheney's
path to the inner circle, and onto
the ticket with George W. Bush,
began with his role on a defense
and foreign policy advisory team
organized a year before the 2000

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

WALTER MEARS

-.. .
,

Associated Press Columnist
campaign.
Condoleeza Rice, a national
security adviser in the Bush White
House, led that group, and is
Bush's campaign counselor on foreign policy. She would be a likely choice to head the National
Security Council should Bush be
elected.
Bush's policy teams began taking shape more than two years
ago, when former Secretary of
State George P. Shultz invited fellows at the Hoover Institution to
his home in Palo Alto, Calif., to
talk with the governor. Rice, then
provost at Stanford University, and
veterans of both the Bush and
Ronald Reagan administrations
were there, to discuss issues foreign and economic.
By 1999, advisory panels were
meeting with Bush in Austin, dealing with topics he would face in
a presidential campaign he had
not yet declared. That winter,
Cheney and Shultz, who served
in the Reagan Cabinet, were guests
at the governor's mansion for dinner, a long talk, and an overnight
visit.
Bush said it wasn't Cheney's first
Austin visit and wouldn't be his
last. "He's a person whose judgment I trust," the governor said.
Cheney had been an aide in
Richard M. Nixon's White House,
chief of staff to Gerald R. Ford,
then a Wyoming congressman for
six terms, with a Reagan-right voting record.
He left the House as the No.
2 Republican leader when Bush
chose him for the Pentagon in
1989. Cheney has been chairman

of a Dallas oil services corporation.
Vice President Al Gore's campaign spokesmen started the sniping at once.
•
"A retro pick," said Chris
Lehane. "Old guard," Mark Fabiani said, versus "the new guard,
represented by Al Gore."
Gore's vice presidential selection will come later this month.
Warren Christopher, who is screening prospects for him as Cheney
did earlier for Bush, is a veteran
of three Democratic administrations, and served as President Clinton's secretary of state.
Bush decided on Cheney for
the ticket 90 days after choosing
him to screen his field of potential running mates. Announcing the
choice at an Austin rally on Wednesday, Bush said he had asked Cheney
at the beginning of the process
whether he would consider the
vice presidency, and was told no.
"Gradually, I realized that the
person who was best qualified to
be my vice presidential nominee
was working by my side," said
Bush.
Cheney said he'd changed his
mind as he watched Bush in action.
"In the end, I learned how persuasive he can be," he said.
"Big changes are coming to
Washington and I want to be a
part of them," Cheney said.
After a campaign swing together, Bush and Cheney will be nominated in Philadelphia at the Republican National Convention, managed for the governor by Andrew
Card, another veteran of the George
Bush Cabinet.

Soul in the balance
In his book, "Earth in the Balance," Vice President Al Gore positions himself as something of a
scientific expert. But on last Sunday's "Meet the Press," Gore
showed that he has an enormous
hole in his moral ozone layer.
Responding to a question from
host Tim Russert as to whether
Gore believes that human life begins
at conception, Gore responded categorically and with surprising certainty for a politician: "No."
Reversing an earlier pro-life
position in which he claimed to
hold a "deep personal conviction
that abortion is wrong," Gore said
he had changed his mind because
"I talked to a lot of women who
taught me about the kinds of circumstances that can come and the
kinds of dilemmas that women can
face."
Now, he says, he's come to
another "deep conviction that a
woman's right to choose must be
protected regardless of the woman's
income."
Huh?
It appears that Gore's convictions have the depth of floor wax.
Never mind that all of the circumstances that lead a woman to
have an abortion - except personal convenience - can be alleviated and that there are childless
couples yearning to give life and
love to a baby that some women
just discard. For Gore, politics is
more important than life.
Gore's sale of his soul to the
pro-choice political devils was further evident in two other comments. He hinted that he would
not require parents to give permission for their minor daughters
to have an abortion. Why? He
said such requirements are used
by pro-lifers to try to eliminate
all abortions.

CAL'S THOt*GM'S

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Cohtmnist

\
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Tim Russert asked Gore about Hymie Gordon, chairman of the
a law on the books that says "a department of genetics at the Mayo
(feaeral) sentence of death shall Clinic in Rochester, Minn., said,
not be carried out upon a woman "The question of when human life
while she is pregnant." Gore seemed begins is an established fact. All
flummoxed. He wasn't familiar with life, including human life, begins
the law. But the next day, appar- at the moment of conception."
ently after consulting the NationThe late Dr. Jerome Lejeune, a
al Abortion Rights Action League, world-renowned French geneticist,
Gore told a news conference in wrote in "Social Science and ModNashville, "the principle of a ern Society" (May/June, 1982),
woman's right to choose governs "Modern biology teaches us that
in this case."
ancestors are united to the progIn other words, if a condemned eny by a continuous material link,
pregnant women wants to take her for it is from the fertilization
of
unborn child to the death charn- the
female cell (ovum) by the
ber with her, it's her "right." A
male cell (the spermatozoon) that
pro-lifer who favors the outlawa new member of the species will
ing of abortion under all circumstances is condemned as a zealot emerge. Life has a very long hisand fanatic. Why aren't the same tory, but each individual has a
words valid for the opposite posi- very neat beginning - the moment
tion, which Al Gore holds, of abor- of conception."
On June 27, the editorially protion under any and all circumstances
choice New York Times reported
and for whatever reason?
Gore's contention that human life on the Human Genome Project
does not begin at conception is that maps the body's DNA: "The
objectively untrue. Here, logic has human genome is ... a model of
been eclipsed by politics. Even high performance and reliability.
many pro-choice scientists acknowl- Millions of times a year, egg
edge that life's beginning occurs genome meets sperm genome, and
when egg and sperm meet. The the result is a human baby, its
Chicago Tribune reported on a parts all in place, its brain a uniconference of scientists meet* verse of love and meaning."
Such facts - and they are indisin Montreal in 1977 to study the
latest research on DNA:"The over- putable - suggest that Vice Presriding message of all this new ident Gore is such a pro-abortion
research is that the life of a baby zealot that he has aborted his own
soul for what he believes will be
begins at conception..."
Testifying before a Senate sub- the prize of winning the White
committee in 1981, the late Dr. House.

Cheney pros and cons
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
Unwilling or unable to make a
bold choice, George W. Bush played
it safe with Dick Cheney.
His newly minted running mate
gives the Republican presidential
ticket a gold-plated political resume.
The former defense secretary
knows his way around the White
House — and the world — and
can offer comfort to voters questioning Bush's readiness.
Cheney is a bridge between two
generations of Bush family politics.
So why are Al Gore's advisers
chortling?
They look at the same selection and see an opportunity to tie
Bush to his father's recession, his
party's right wing and his favorite
special interest, the oil business.
Yet independent analysts, including Democrats, say the pros slightly outweigh the cons.
"I don't think anybody can argue
that anything is wrong with
Cheney," said Democratic strategist Jim Duffy of Washington.
"You can disagree with him
politically, but even Democrats must
admit he's a decent guy with a
resume to die for. In that sense,
it shows that Bush chose wisely;
he chose a man who can step in
and do the job."
Cheney was not the best political pick.
Bush could have put John
McCain on the ticket, appealing
to moderate Democrats and ticket-splitters who backed the Arizona senator during the Republican primary fight.
But Bush wanted somebody
loyal and subservient. McCain is
neither.
Bush wanted to land retired
Gen. Colin Powell, knowing the
Persian Gulf War leader is America's most popular political figure.
Democrats think it would have
cost them the election.

16 CASTAWAYS
MARooNED FORWIt Ks
ONA RAT,* sNAKC LiNcEsTED ISLAND

ANALYSIS

RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Mier
But the retired general refused
to take the job, though Cheney
was still talking about the possibility of a Bush-Powell ticket three
weeks ago.
Bush could have named Govs.
Tom Ridge of Pennsylvania or
George Pataki of New York, abortion-rights supporters who would
have signaled the ticket's independence from the religious right.
Ridge also could have helped
the ticket win Pennsylvania, a battleground state.
Bush decided not to take the
risk. He gambled that he can play
it safe.
With an edge in polls, Bush
thinks he can beat Gore without
a running mate from a key state
or an important constituency.
"I think it's a pretty good pick
for what Bush is trying to do. It's
safe. It's secure. He'll do no harm,"
said Terry Madonna of Millersville
University in Pennsylvania.
An overnight poll showed that
voters are no more or less likely
to vote for Bush with Cheney on
the ticket.
"Unless he goes to General
Powell or John McCain, a vice
presidential pick isn't going to
broaden his appeal among independents or weak Democrats, so
he's clearly going for competence
and expertise to inoculate himself
against the charge that he is a
lightweight," Madonna said.
Though just five years older
than his new boss — Bush is 54
and Cheney is 59 — Cheney is
light years ahead of Bush in public service.
He is a former White House chief
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of staff, six-term congressman and
Pentagon chief under Bush's father,
former President Bush.
Gore advisers were quick to
exploit Cheney's ties to the elder
Bush.
One Gore aide, Chris Lehane,
called it "a retro pick." Another,
Mark Fabiani, said: "The race is
now clearly between the Old Guard,
which brought deficits and economic stagnation, and the New
Guard, represented by Al Gore."
Many voters, however, consider Gore a continuation of the Clinton administration.
With Cheney in the mix, both
Gore and Bush will have a hard
time calling themselves fresh faces.
It's the Old Guard vs. the Older
Guard.
"Gore's people should just leave
Cheney alone if you accept the
fact that people vote for the man
at the top of the ticket and (Cheney)
is capable of being president," said
Democratic strategist Duffy.
Yet even some Republicans
winced at the idea of a look-back
ticket in Philadelphia, the historybound city hosting the party's convention next week.
"The old man is back in play,"
sighed a senior GOP strategist,
referring to the elder Bush's role
in promoting Cheney to his son.
Another Republican, this one
involved in convention planning,
said Bush-Cheney "is our father's
Oldsmobile."
Republicans also fretted about
Cheney's health — he suffered three
heart attacks more than 10 years
ago — and his rustiness on the
campaign trail.

Letter policy...
Letters must be brief.
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, Ky.42071.
They may also be faxed
to (270) 753-1927 or emailed to mlt@murrayledger.com
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Navy dismisses
petty officer for
posing nude
CHICAGO (AP) — A former
Navy petty officer is bearing the
onsequences for baring all in the
September issue of Playboy magazine.
Sherry Lynne White, 26, said
she was discharged from the Navy
on July 9 because she posed for a
nude photo spread. She originally
was scheduled to be released from
duty on Oct. 31.
"I felt I wasn't doing anything
wrong by posing," White said
Tuesday. "I'm not making the
STUDENTS AT WORK. Students at New Beginnin
gs are Navy look bad by having those picshown painting with buttermilk during Farm Week.
Pictured, turts there."
from left, are Eli Rodford, Katlin Walker, Justin Wilhelm
Lt. Cmdr. Dave Werner. a Navy
and
Bracken Robertson.
spokesman in Pearl Harbor. Hawaii, where White was stationed,
said both the Navy and White
agreed to the discharge.
"As she agreed, it was best that
she pursue her career outside the
military," Werner said: "It was in
James W.(Jim) Burkeen, 42, Green Valley Road, Dexter, died Tues- everyone's interests for her to leave
early."
day, July 25, 2000, at Baptist Hospital, Memphis,Tenn.
Werner would not say what role
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
the Playboy photos played in the
agreement.
White, a native of Washington,
Mrs. Masie E. Owen,84, English Road, Hazel, died Tuesday, July 25,
N.J., who had served in the Navy
2000, at 11:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
for eight years, said her trouble beA retired homemaker, she was a member of Hazel Baptist Church.
Her husband, Loyd V. Owen, died in 1991, and one brother, James E. gan when she submitted a nude
photo that was published in the
Hamilton, died in 1991. Born Jan. 15, 1916, in Marshall County, she was
"Grapevine" section of Playboy's
the daughter of the late W.A. Hamilton and Beulah Newton Hamilton.
February issue.
Survivors include three sons, Gerald Owen, Feril Owen, and Rehna
Neither the photo nor the capOwen and wife, Brenda, one granddaughter, Erin Owen and one grandson,
tion made reference to White's
Tyler Owen. all of Hazel; one sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary Hamilton, Murray.
service in the Navy,- she said. But
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
she said her superiors told her to
Home of Murray. The Rev. Joel Frizzell will officiate. Burial will follow
ask Playboy not to publish any
in Bethel Baptist Church Cemetery in Marshall County.
more of her photos.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. Thursday.
Instead, White contacted the
magazine and arranged to do a full
pictorial, with an accompanying arJohn Paul Stewart, 81, McDonald Street, Puryear, Tenn., formerly of
ticle and pictures of her in uniform.
Murray. died Tuesday, July 25, 2000, at 7:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
After she told her superiors of her
County Hospital.
decision, she was told she would be
A retired mechanic at Carroll Volkswagen, he was a Navy .veteran of
discharged for misconduct under
World War H and a member of Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
honorable conditions, she said. She
Born Nov. 10, 1918, in Matthews, Mo., he was the son of the late
eventually signed a letter stating
James Clarence Stewart and Jennie Marie Williams Stewart.
those terms.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Sue Stewart, to whom he was
White most recently had served
married Nov. 10, 1956; one daughter, Mrs. Jane Heatherington and husas a naval information systems
band, Doug, Yukon, Okla.; two sons, Fred Stewart, Memphis, Tenn., and
technician second class as part of
Ray Stewart and wife, Jennifer, Frankfort; three grandchildren; seven
the Commander Submarine Force,
great-grandchildren.
U.S. Pacific Fleet.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. at Parsons Mortuary, Parsons,
Tenn. Burial will follow in Mt. Ararat Cemetery, Darden, Tenn.
Visitation will be at Parsons Mortuary from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local arrangements.
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Farm Fresh Medium

Eggs

-

James W. Burkeen

47°

Mrs. Masie E. Owen

Dozen

Lipton Family Size Tea Bags

.47
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee
sec
Beefaroni or
Spaghetti & Meatballs

12 Pk. 12 oz. Can

15 oz. Can

Kelly's Hot Dog Chili Sauce
10 oz. Can Reg. 2 for 99c3 For

Star Kist

Pork & Beans

Tuna

Blue Bonnet Margarine

3

For $1*00

Blacktop Pink Salmon
15 oz. Can

996

39'

6 oz.
Can

For

Pride of Illinois Corn or Green Beans
15 oz. Can

2.99

Bush's Showboat

15 oz.
Can

Former Davidson
County Sheriff
Thomas dies at 73

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API —
Former Davidson County Sheriff
Fate Thomas, a popular and influential power-broker who served
four years in jail for abusing his
authority, died Tuesday following
heart bypass surgery. He was 73.
Thomas and six others were indicted in 1990 on 54 counts of
abusing power, including a charge
that the sheriff's department paid
for the spareribs, pork shoulders
and chicken used in Thomas' campaign barbecues. Another charge
was that Thomas and others pocketed money allegedly paid to nonexistent department employees.
Thomas pleaded in 1990 guilty
to theft, mail fraud and tax conspiracy. He was sentenced to five years
in prison and fined $80,150.
Thomas owned a Nashville bar"They had all kinds of paper- becue restaurant when he made his
work back and forth against each first run for office, losing a 1954
race for the state Legislature. He
other," he said.
In 1995, a former guest on "The was elected sheriff in 1972 and
Jenny Jones Show" was killed after served 18 years.
He built support for hit favorite
taping an episode about secret
candidates — and political allies
crushes.
Guest Scott Amedure admitted for himself— by organizing barbethat he was attracted to Jonathan cues and other fund-raisers.
Some of the state's most promiSchmitz, who had agreed to appear
on an episode of the show to meet nenotioliticians, including former
Govs. Ned McWherter and Lamar
his secret admirer.
Schmitz, who was convicted of Alexander, contributed to a fund to
help Thomas retire a tax debt after
murdering Amedure last year.
he got out of prison.

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

24 Ct Box $1

John Paul Stewart

Mrs. Elizabeth Hiter Hooks,47, Columbus, Ga., died Monday, July 24,
2000, at Medical Center Hospital, Columbus. She was a former resident of
Marshall County.
A graduate of Murray State University and Western Kentucky University, she was a special education teacher for the Russell County Board of
Education.
Preceding her in death were her grandparents, Thomas and Rixceny
Collie and Willie and Cora Filter.
Survivors include her husband, Tommy H. Hooks; one daughter,
Sarepta Dawn Hooks, and one son, Charles Hays Hooks, all of Columbus;
her parents, Charles B. Hiter and Mary Ellen Hiter, Fairdealing; one sister,
Mrs. Brooks Pickard, Louisville; two brothers, Thomas Y. Niter, Fairdealing, and Charles Chuck Hiter, Murray.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Lexie Ray will officiate. Burial will follow in Hiter Cemetery, Fairdealing.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today(Wednesday).

Prices Good
Wed., July 26
thru
Tues., August 1

LOW LOW PRICES

EATHS

Mrs. Elizabeth Hiter Hooks

623 South 4th St.• Murray
70-759-1144* Mon.-Sat.7 a.m. - 7 p.m.

1 Lb. Sticks

39°

Sunshine High Protein Dog Food

$1.18

8'7

20 Lb. Bag $3
•

QUALITY MEATS

'Jerry Springer'guest
found dead after show
SARASOTA, Fla.(AP) — People tune into "The Jerry Springer
Show" for its explosive love triangles. Authorities fear the violence
may have spilled over later, resulting in a guest's death.
In an episode entitled "Secret
Mistresses Confronted," which was
taped in May and aired Monday,
Ralf Panitz and his wife, Eleanor
Panitz, accused his former wife of
stalking them.
Shortly after the broadcast, the
body of Nancy Campbell-Panitz
was found in a home the three were
fighting over, according to the
Sarasota County Sheriff's Office.
Investigators wouldn't say how
the 52-year-old woman was killed,
but said the death was a homicide
and they were searching for Panitz,
40, and his new wife, 45.
During the show, the couple
confronted Campbell-Panitz, saying she stalked them to the point
they had. to hide. Using the
"gotcha" surprise element that is
typical of the show, the couple announced to Campbell-Panitz that
they were married.
A spokeswoman for "The Jerry
,Springer Show" called the incident
"a terrible tragedy" and said it was
cooperating with the investigation.
• Police said they found the ,ltIody
of Campbell-Panitz after responding to a call that two women iyere
!arguing at a home near Sarasota. It
was unclear who lived there.
Campbell-Panitz had a court order giving her access to the house.
• Eleanor Panitz had another saying
she belonged there, sheriff's
spokesman Cpl. Chuck Lesaltato
said.
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Pork

Boneless

Steaks

Chicken Breast

Pork

Beef

Cutlets

Minute Steaks

Country Style

U.S.D.A. Choice Sirloin

Ribs

Tip Steaks

1.79
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Lb.

$1.99 Lb.
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Golden Ripe
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Bananas

a
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Watermelons
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Tomatoes
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Telethon needs volunteers
Volunteers are urgently needed
tor various duties to participate in
the Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon. The Telethon, which will air
on KFVS 12 September 4, will
)rigittjte part of its local segments

FUN & FASHION

Some of the iconS of American style
have a lot to offer in their knowledge and
wisdom about fashion and beauty.
Patty Hansen, a model, who has
appeared on hundreds of magazine covers
says -a short stylish hair cut can make
YOU feel younger. But it should be a little
bit edgy. a little messy and no low ponytails which drag the face down."
Nicole Miller, a designer, says to check
the rear view. "You can look well coffed
from the front but a mess in the back
without knowing. it." Long pants lengthen
the leg, if you wear capri's wear them
midcalf." Linda Dresner, owner of
Ultrafashionable stores in several locations says, "Don't hang onto the same old
thing unless it becomes you. Seek out
change.""Sparkle or Vintage, like a beaded sweater, is fine by day if paired with a
simple skirt or pants."
Grace Mirabella, former editor of Vogue
and the editor. of .Mirabella offers this
-advice, "Avoid a short jacket if you are
big in the rear. You may look great from
the front, but..." Wear a shoe with a heel
not over 2 inches with pants. "To define
your style analyze people you admire and
find the look that really suits you.
Lois joy Johnson, beauty and fashion
director of "More" says, "match hosiery
to your arms when wearing a sleeveless
top. Don't date yourself with lips
matched to nails or bag to shoes." Try a
trendy color or print in a classic shape,
and a new shape in a classic color."She
also uses these options for a survival kit
for a had day: "tinted self tanners, depuffing eye mask, a shimmery nude eyeshadow. pink cream blush and sexy sunglasses."
Sandy Linter, makeup artist to the stars
— "avoid dark lipstick if your lips are
thin, it makes you look unhappy. not
sexy," give up pale foundations which
can give you a wan look."
Carolee, jewelry designer, "Give yourself a .lift with a blast of color, coral or
turquoise jewelry, a soft pastel shawl."
Jade Hobson, former fashion editor of
"New York" magazine, says a .bag within
a hag works well — a small one for credit cards and cell phone tucked into a tote."
Separates are a modern look for evening.
Pair a simple sweater with a chiffon,
taffeta, satin, or sequined skirt or pants.
Remember fashion and style are all a
personal thing. find out what works for
you and do it. Don't be afraid to try new
looks, get the advice.from experts and go
from there to create your look.
Congratulations to Lashlee Foster who
won the sweet jalapenos twin the Pickle
Sisters last week at our luncheon.
1/2 PRICE SALE on Tommy Bahama,
summer handbags, and lots more.
Join us this week for lunch and see all of
our bargains and new looks for fall.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &

JO'S DATEBOOK

from Lowe's Home Improvement
Warehouse in Carbondale, IL.
"Volunteers are needed in all
kinds of functions, from answering
the pledge phones on camera to escorting guests to the proper place
within the store," stated Tammy
Wubker, MDA Regional Coordina'tor. "Those who wish to help can
volunteer all day or any three-hour
part of the day." To call to volunteer, the number is 573-335-4400.
Proceeds from the Jerry Lewis
Labor Day Telethon benefit the
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
MDA is a voluntary health agency
working to defeat 40 neuromuscular diseases through programs of
worldwide research, comprehen-\
sive services, and far-reaching professional and public health education. The Association's programs
are funded almost entirely by individual, private contributors.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
It is time once again for the Make A Difference Day. It will be
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State
University Roy Stewart Stadium.
These are sponsored by the Murray Family Resource Center,
Calloway County High School Resource Center, Calloway County
Middle School Resource Center and Calloway County Family Resource Center.
Newspapers in bundles only, plastic, glass and motor oil will be
collected. Murray Lions Club will be collecting eye glasses to use in
their sight conservation project. WATCH (work activities training
center for the handicapped) will be collecting aluminum cans. Also
monetary collections will be received by Big Brother/Big Sister
Program. Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
will be there to offer free blood sugar and blood pressure checks,
but persons must fast for two hours prior to the screening.
Donna Herndon of the Calloway County Family Resource Center said the van will not be at the stadium on Saturday for the collection of clothing. She said just continue to collect and save your
clothing for the Resource Fair this fall.

Local residents
are graduates
Nathan Cooper and Stephen
Cooper were members of the fifth
graduating class of the Bison Future Preacher Camp at Lipscomb
University, Nashville, Tenn., June
14.
The Cooper brothers were
among the 17 young men receiving
personalized Bibles or biblical reference books following the fourday camp from camp director Tom
Riley, minister of Fourth Avenue
Church of Christ, Franklin, Tenn.
Nathan, 17, and Stephen, 16, are
the sons of Mr. and Mrs. Alan Cooper of 5288 New Providence Rd.,
Hazel. They attend University
Church of Christ.
The Bison Future Preacher
Camp, its named taken from the
university mascot, was held to encourage young men to enter the
ministry as a career.
"I get excited when I think of
the possibilities that lie ahead for
these young men. Who knows how
God will use them? I don't; butt do
know as they prepare themselves
for ministry and make themselves
available to God, He will use
them," Riley said.
Students were involved in a variety of activities related to preaching, including researching, preparing and presenting a talk, guided by
mentors who are Church of Christ
ministers.

NARFE Chapter will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan C. Worful

Jackson and Worful
vows said on July 22
Andrea May Jackson of Corydon, Ind., and Jonathan Christopher Wor-,
ful of Nashville. Tenn.. both formerly of Murray, were married Saturday,
July 22. 2000, at Corydon Presbyterian Church. Corydon. Ind.
The bride is the daughter of Donald L. Jackson of Corydon, and the
groom is the son of Lana Lee Bell, also of Corydon.
The Rev. David Montgomery officiated at the ceremony. Music was by
Kathryn M. Bernis. soloist, and Jennifer Bell, pianist.
The bride was given in marriage by her father.
Serving as maid of honor for the bride was Kathryn M. Bemis. Bridesmaids were Carolyn R. Borton and Jessica C. Worful.
Beau Care served as best man with Christopher Ward and Jason Borton
as groomsmen. Ushers were Lyle Jackson, Greg Bell. Jeff Bell and Richard Bell Jr.
The llov‘er girl was Sarah Bell and the ring bearer was Rebecca Bell.
The couple is now residing in Nashville, Tenn.
The bride is a 1996 graduate of Murray High School and is a magna
cum laude. honors and thesis honors from Converse College, Spartanburg,
S.C.
The groom is a 1995 graduate of Murray High School. He is currently a
Chyron operator at Shop at Home Network.

BIRTHS
Billy and Teresa Mathis of
Nebo, formerly of Murray, are the.
parents of a son. Hunter Bradley
Mathis, born on Tuesday. May 16,
2000, at Regional Medical Center,
Madison vi Ile .

/4 StiteCia 10W:earl:OK- 70-

Hunter Bradley Mathis
The baby weighed seven pounds
1/2 ounce and measured 19 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Don and Joyce
Mathis of Dexter and Larry and
Rita Stone of Madisonville.
Great-grandparents are Olvie
and Wanda Mathis of Almo and
Calvin and Jewell Mooney of
Dixon.

'1=)C.:;1
Home of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company

767-0579

(X‘f

North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church
Will Hold Revival Services Beginning

Sunday, July 30 and ending
Tuesday, August 1st
YOU ARE INVITED!

-< REV. RANDY LOWE,SPEAKER >Sunday, July 30 - Potluck Dinner 5:30 p.m.
Services Each Evening At 7:00 p.m.

...A

Special Music Each Evening • Rev. Terry Vasseur, Host Pastor
From Murray, take Hwy. 121 North to Roy Graham
Road, turn right and follow to the end.

Bazzell Cemetery Day planned
Bazzell Cemetery Day will be Saturday at 11 a.m. with the Rev.
Richard Edmiston, pastor of West Fork Baptist Church, as speaker. Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the maintenance of
the cemetery to Willis Sanders, 8224 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, KY
42071. Later the descendants of Albert Lee Bazzell will have a potluck
meal at the Farmington Community Building, Farmington.

Beyer reunion on Saturday
Descendants of the German immigrants Johann Thomas Beyer and
Johannes Ulrich Beyer will meet Saturday at 2 p.m. at Concord United
Methodist Church, 5178 Highway 60 West, Paducah. A potluck meal
will be served. For information call Ervin Goodman, 1-270-442-6559,
Bryan Stewart, 1-270-898-7820, or Rhonda Beyer, 1-270-554-5844.

Life Skills Seminar Saturday

ac

L

The family of W.B. Hughes will have a reunion on Saturday from 2
to 6 p.m. at Hazel Community Center, Hazel. A potluck meal will be
served. For more information call Ella Tidwell at 753-5308.

Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the administration annex conference room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is for all parents who have experienced the loss of a child,
regardless of the age of the child. For more information call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, MCCH chaplain, at 762-1274.

NEW LOCATION!
WOW Building - 3rd & Maple Sts.

Murray, KY • 753-7441

Hughes reunion on Saturday

Compassionate Friends will meet

Quality Technique Classes

305 South 12th

Calloway County High School Class of 1980 will hold its 20-year
reunion on Saturday at 6 p.m. at the Executive Inn, Paducah. A breakfast will be from 9 to 11 a.m. for class members and their families at
the CCHS cafeteria. Any CCHS faculty members are invited to attend
the breakfast and visit with former students. Any class member who
has questions or needs more information may contact Sharon Furches
at 753-8151 or Karon Johnson at 759-4053.

Calloway County 4-H Club will have a fund-raising promotion on
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Captain D's on the north side of Murray and Walter's Pharmacy on the south side of Murray. Funds raised
in this promotion will go toward expenses of taking 4-H projects to the
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville.

Mon., Aug. 7, 10-2
Fri. & Sat., Aug. 11 & 12, 10-3
or By Appointment
Classes Begin August 14th

0MILti

CCHS Class of 1980 plans reunion

4-H promotion on Saturday

Fall
Registration

repor,,

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Green Horse Cafe,
Highway 121 North, according to Richard Huddleston, president, who
urges all NARFE members and interested persons to attend.

SUBSCRIBE

EYE HEALTH & YOUR VISION

Dr. David Jaco
106 N.6th St., Murray, KY 42071
753-2842 • www.ecak.com
Computer Vision Syndrome
As the use of computer., in the workplace and at
home continues to govt. an increasing number of
people are experiencing the as
ofcomputer.
relatedeye strain. These p mptnms hate come to be
known as computer vision syndrome, or ('VS.
Unlike printed material. with its excellent edge
definition, images on electronic displays are made
up of pixels with bright centers and fading, indis.
tiedt edges This lack of clearly defined edges on
the characters makes comfortable focusing virtually impossible.
Symptoms of CVS include headaches, blurred
vision, dry eves tearing and soreness of the eyes.
five without ergonomic chairs, wrist rests and
glare screens, if we can't efficiently process this
information. LOP experience the discomfort of eve.

strain as we concentrate harder to get our work
done. Quite often, correcting a patient's computer
vision needs can alleviate many other symptoms.
This is simply because when we can't see something clearly, we naturally mote or adjust our position to make the image clearer. This includes leaning toward the computer screen or tilting the head
An examination by an eye care professional can
identify those demonstrating computer vision syndrome. Your eye doctor can recommend a pair of
well-designed glasses with the proper computerspecific prescription to help remedy the symptoms
associated with ('VS. Computer glasses that
include anti-reflective, UV and scratch -resistant
coatings, as uell as a light. gray tint are the most
beneficial

A Life Skills Seminar, sponsored by Westside Jail/Prison Ministry,
will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
Roger Wood, counselor from Mayfield's Fuller Center, and CCDC
Chaplain Dale Boyd will speak, along with representatives from Freedom Ministry. Reservations must be made by today (Wednesday) by
calling the church office, 753-8240.

Openings available
Openings are available for the After-School Program at First Baptist
Church. Hours are 2:30 to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. For more
information call Joetta Kelly at 753-1854.

Mohler reunion on Aug. 6
Mohler family reunion will be Aug. 6 at the Benton Senior Citizens
Building, Golf Course Road, Benton. The building will open at 11 a.m.
A potluck lunch will be served at noon.

If your church has not been featured in
all
"110110Q0 CR Ho,
please contact Amy Wilson at 753-1916 ext. 27.

Bridal
Registry

gies(9
:
ia N

We are pleased to
announce that
Danielle Glover &
Adam Haynes
have joined our
bridal registry,
Danielle & Adam
will be married
Aug 26, 2000

Casa del SoL
1100 Chestnut St.
753-1133

,1J
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SATURDAY MARKET
11 50 Dow sr lawn Tien tr!!!

Murray Court Square
Wher: Ion Will Find The

Bounty of the County
29, 2090•7:30 a.m.- \nun
VIOalkt'

Mt TR

RAY

•i

For Information Call
759-9474 or 753-7222
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Mr. and Mrs. Melton in 2000

Mr. and Mrs. Melton in 1940

Mr. and Mrs. Michael D. Carr

Helton-Carr wedding
vows said on June 1

0

Emily Elizabeth Helton and Michael David Carr, both of Murray,
were married Saturday, June • 10. 2000, at First United Methodist
Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Roy and Jamie Helton of Murray.
She is the granddaughter of the late Dr. Roy A. Helton Sr. and
Rebecca Rankin Helton. She is also the granddaughter of James R
and Mary Sneed, Hendersonville, Tenn., and the late Iva Williams Van
Vleet.
The groom is the son of David and Donna Carr of Murray.
He is the grandson of James and Alice Carr, Toms River, N.J. He
is also the grandson of the late A.H. Morgan and Faye Hicks Morgan.
The Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery and Dr. Larry Daniel performed
the ceremony.
The bride was presented in marriage by her father.
The solemnization of the marriage followed the wording of the
vows of the wedding of the bride's parents, including_ a reading of
John Ciardi's poem, "Most Like an Arch This Marriage" by Jon Reid
of Murray.
Joan Bowker, organist, and Erika Johnson, trumpet, provided a program of music including selections from Bach, Handel, Schubert and
Beethoven. The processional was "The Prince of Denmark's March"
by Jeremiah Clarke and "Trumpet Tune" by Henry Purcell. The recessional was the "Trumpet Voluntary" by John Stanley.
Bethany Wright of Nashville, Tenn., was maid of honor. Serving
as attendants to the bride were Laurel Meyer, Northfield, Ill., Lindsay Tuggle, May-field, Erica Vidmer, Cincinnati, Ohio, Allison Hocking, Bowling Green, Kerrie Allen and Allison Graham, Lexington,
Kelley Burgess, Nashville, Tenn., Keeli Clark, Boston, Mass., and
Allison Beck, Newburgh, Ind.
The father of the groom served as best man. Groomsmen were
Darren Gantt, Alton, Ill., Scott McKee!, Lexington, Nick Helton, Murray, Spencer Ripley, Atlanta, Ga., Thomas Daniels, Chicago, Ill.,' Russell Adkins, Louisville, Kevin Compton, Bowling Green, Rick Bray,
Paducah, and Evan Beck, Newburgh, Ind.
Ringbearer was Clark Wagner and flower girl was Allie Watson,
both of Nashville.
Ushers were Josh Dowdy, Cape Girardeau, Mo., Travis Johnson,
Baltimore, Md., Adam Grogan. Lexington, Matthew Price, Louisville,
and Brian Schooley, Paducah.
The guest register was kept by Leah Hooper of Nashville. and programs were given by Erica Emmons. Indianapolis, Ind.
A reception followed at the Murray Country Club.
The bride is a graduate of Murray State Universjty with a bachelor of science in wildlife biology. The groom is also a graduate of
MSU with a bachelor of science in organizational communication and
is a graduate of the University of Kentucky with a master of science
in kinesiology and health promotion.
After a honeymoon on the Caribbean island of St. Lucia, the couple now resides in Lexington.
The groom's parents hosted a rehearsal dinner at the Murray Country Club on June 9.
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Couple will celebrate their 60th anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. Cad Melton, 1704 Magnolia Dr., Murray , will celebrate
their 60th wedding anniversary on July 29.
They were married July 29. 1940, in South Fulton. "Fenn., by Judge
Squire McDavid. Daisy Holland. Jim Moreland, and Ted and Estelle Darnell were their attendants.
Mrs. Melton, the former Lucille Holland, is the daughter of the late
Noah and Lucy Holland. Mt.field. She is a homemaker.

Mr. Melton is the son of the late Ed and Cora Melton. 1.ynnville. He retired from the Merit Clothing Company and served as a Mayfield city'
councilman for 12 years.
Mr. and Mrs. Melton moved to Murray in 1985 and share life here with
daughters. Ms. Lynn Kay Melton and Mrs. Carla Talky, son-in-law . Ross
Talley. and grandchildren. Deanna and Brian Talky
The Meltons are members of First Baptist Church

Anniversary reception
will be held on Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.(Bob) Sw [slier of Paducah will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Friday.
A reception, hosted by their nieces and nephews. will be at First Presbyterian Church Memorial Hall. Paducah.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Swisher were married Nov. 24, 1950. in San Diego,
Calif.. Nov. 24. 1950. by Harris goods in. Their attendants were Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Shelby.
Mrs. Swisher, the former Hilda Grey Hughes. is the daughter of the late
John Washington and .Carrye Lawrence Hughes of Murray. She is retired
from First Presbyterian Church as director of Christian education.
Mr Swisher is the son of the late Robert E. and Juanita Swisher. He is
retired from the Navy Air Corp and also from WPSD-TV as sports dire,
tor and production manager.

WHY ARE 37 MILLION CARS
INSURED WITH STATE FARM?
lervag44a
sti,

Don't trust just anyone to
insure your car, see me:
Mark Lewis, Agent
305 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-9627
Fax (270) 753-9626

Parks named award winner
Kristen Lee Parks of Murray has
been named a national award winner in science by the United States
Achievement Academy.'
Parks, a student at Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for this award by David
Foley, science teacher.
Her biography will appear in the
academy yearbook.
The criteria for selection are a
student's performance. interest and
aptitude, leadership qualities. responsibility. enthusiasm. motivation to learn and improve. cititenship, attitude and cooperative spirit.
dependability and recommendation
from a teacher or director, accord-

ing to the academy officials.
Parks is the daughter of Jeff and
Lisa Parks of Murray.
Her grandparents are Bill and
Bettye Hudson of Haiel. Larry and
Joella Parks of Murray, and Brenda
s;i1,,,v Parks of Fr• ink tort

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.a
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company not in NJ,
State Farm Indemnity Company INJI• Home Offices• Bloomington. Illit.

•

MichaelBobo,D.D.S.,M.D.
Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeon
isjoining the medical practice of
Dr.Nlichael Ridley
Medical Arts Building,Suite 10%
300South Eighth Street
Murray. Ky.42071

Rainey's
By
Rainey Apperson
When Chuck Wynn told Charlie Walston he had seen the Walston's
daughter, Charla, on the "Today Show," Charlie was shocked, to say the
least. Of course, Chuck had recognized Charla because she worked for
him at Pagliai's Restaurant when she was in high school.
A little later that same day someone remarked to Charlie that they en
joyed the story of Charla's party on Channel Six.
At about this time Charlie and Nancy called their daughter and her husband in Idaho and said,"Hey. what's going in Boise?"
Here is the - rest of the story.
When Jamie and Charla Cooper were buying a charming old Boise,
Idaho, home. Jamie accidentally loosened a panel in a basement storage
room revealing the metal door of a safe.
Last week, the door was opened at a "safe cracking party" to raise
funds for the Women's and Children's Alliance Crisis Center.
There were no bonds,jewelry, documents or cash,just a little dust.
About 70 people attended the fund-raising safe opening, contributing
more than $2,000. The money will go to converting a patio into a children's play room at one of the center's "transition" homes.
The story of how this came about is interesting.
Charla's husband works in marketing for a software company, and
Charla is a homemaker and former counselor for the crisis center.
The house dates back to 1926 and a University of Idaho architecture
student designed the home for his thesis.
The safe cracking and the party were a huge success. An NBC reporter
did 3 short story about the entire occasion, sent it out to other NBC stations and that explains how Channel Six and the "Today Show" happened
to feature our own Charla.

Foran appointment.call
270-7594063

KRISTEN PARKS

PERMANENT
MAKE-UP
l'et marient C hang('

• Eyebrows
• Eyeliner
• Lip Liner
• Full Lips
mudge. ,mear, or wash oft henetiiial
Won't,
women with poor %tsion, arthrito allergies to
makeup, ismer, eyes. problem, with iontao
lens, loss ot hair 'mimed hi ihemotherapi
alopeila. or arring

FOR A FREE CONSULT CALI :

Pam Mansfield, R.N.
Days (270) 753-8282
Evenings (270) 489-6144
1600 Dodson • Murray, KY
Ldcated in Leta's Salon

native of Mt. Pleasant. Tenn.. Michael Bobo. D.D.S.. M.D.. has joined
Dr. Michael Ridley's practice in oral and maxillofacial surgery.. His services
include dental extractions. dental implants. corrective jaw surgery, oral and
facial pathology. IND surgery. facial trauma and facial plastic surgery.
Dr. Bob() earned his doctor of dental surgery degree in 1994 from the
University of Tennessee at Memphis. He canted his medical degree in 1997
at Vanderbilt University. He completed his internship in general surgery. at
Vanderbilt University Medical Center in 1998. while completing his residency in
2001).
oral and maxillofacial surgery at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in
Dr. Bobo is a member of the American Association Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons.
American Medical Association. and the American Dental Association.
To schedule an appointment. call 270-759-4063.

Michael Bobo, D.D.S., M.D.
Oral& Maxillofacial Surgeon
Medical Arts Building
300 South Eighth Street
,
Suite 109E
Murray. Ky. 42071
270-759-4063

Fteners Te
Ralik°

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL
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Tatis' homer
boosts Cards
By The Associated Press
St. Louis rallied from a 3-1
A Fernando Tatis grand slam deficit in the sixth when Mike Mathisn't unusual. After all, he hit two eny hit a two-run homer off Johnin a single inning last year.
son.
Randy Johnson getting chased
Placido Polanco singled, Edgar
after 5 2-3 innings. Now, that's Renteria walked, Dan Plesac
something that doesn't happen too relieved and walked Jim Edmonds
often.
and Tatis connected off Russ
"I never got ahead of hitters," Springer for his fourth career slam.
Johnson said after his Arizona Dia"When you hit a grand slam
mondbacks lost 7-3 at St. Louis like that, it's a great feeling," Tatis
on Tuesday night. "I found myself said.
behind in the count most of the
In other games it was Atlanta
night against a very good team. 6, Florida 5; New York 5, MonYou can't pitch like that and expect treal 0; Houston 7, Cincinnati 4;
Chicago 8, Philadelphia 7; Los
to be successful."
Johnson (15-3) lasted just 5 2- Angeles 6, Colorado 4; San Diego
3 innings in his shortest outing 3, San Francisco 2; and Milwauof the season, allowing five runs kee 4. Pittsburgh 1 in 11 innings.
At St. Louis, Garrett Stephen— four earned — and five hits
with sevq strikeouts.
son (11-6) gave up three runs and
He had completed six innings five hits in eight innings.
in 40 consecutive starts since a
Braves 6, Marlins 5
10-4 loss to Atlanta on June 20,
Javy Lopez hit a tiebreaking,
1999. It was just the sixth time three-run homer in the sixth at Turnin 22 starts this season the Big er Field as Tom Glavine (12-5)
Unit didn't reach double digits in gave up 11 hits — all singles
strikeouts.
in 6 2-3 innings.

Mustang All-Stars
open Zone play

BIG SLAM...Fernando Tatis slugged a grand slam to help
lift the St. Louis Cardinals past Randy Johnson and the Arizona Diamondbacks Tuesday night at Busch Stadium.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Mustang All-Stars
carried the PONY Mideast Regional Championship banner to Marion, Ill. on Wednesday for their
first game in the North Zone Tournament. Murray (17-4) was scheduled to face the winner of the Homer
(Ill.) regional at 1 p.m. today at
Ray Fosse Park.
The team of local nine and 10year-olds has won 10 of their last
11 games. They will play three
games in preliminary pool play
on Thurs2lay and Friday, following Wednesday's action.
Murray tackles the Murphysboro (III.) regional winner at 6
p.m. on Thursday and concludes
pool play against the Chatham
(111.) region champ at 3 p.m. on
Friday.
Eight teams will vie for the North
Zone title in two preliminary pools
of four. The top two teams in
each division will advance to Saturday's semifinal games at 10 a.m.
and noon, with the winners playing for the title at 4 p.m.

"We are still excited about winning the regional here on Sunday," said head coach Clay Boone
or the 14-12 title win over
McCutchanville (Ind.). "Only one
other team from Murray has ever
advanced to zone play, and we
hope we can take it even one step
further and make it to the PONY
World Series."
The winner of the North Zone
will advance to the PONY Mustang Division World Series in Irving, Texas Aug. 2-5. The World
Series is an eight-team showdown,
playing a similar format with teams
from the North, East, West, two
from the South, Irving (Texas),
the host area, and the Caribbean.
Members of the 2000 Murray
Mustang All-Stars are: Ian Boone,
Casey Brockman, Jacob Burks,
Bradley Cobb, Chris Dobbins,
Robert Fry, Brett Gibson, Adam
Heskett, Cole Hurt, Shawn
McClure, Josh Reynolds and Chess
Volp. Coaches are Clay Boone,
Ronnie Gibson, Steve Cobb and
Randy McClure.

Rice, Sanders top list of NFL All-Decade team
•Elway named
QB of 1990s
NEW YORK (AP) — Barry
Sanders, Jerry
Rice, Bruce
Matthews, Bruce Smith and Reggie White were unanimous selections to the NFL All-Decade team
for the 1990s, announced by the
league Tuesday.
Sanders, who retired following
the 1998 season, was the first running back to rush for 1,500 yards
in four straight seasons — including 2,053 in 1997 when he was
the co-MVP of the league. He
won four rushing titles with Detroit

(1990, 1994. 1996-97).
Rice led receivers with 860
coaches, 12,078 yards receiving and
103 touchdowns for San Francisco.
Matthews, a guard who played
in the last Super Bowl with Tennessee, started all 160 games for
the Oilers in the '90s and was selected to 10 Pro Bowls.
Smith and White were the
decade's premier defensive ends.
Smith led the league with 113 1/2
sacks for Buffalo, two more than
Whitt, who'Ifirred for Plidadelphia and Green Bay.
Smith, who signed this offseason with Washington, went to four

Super Bowls with the Bills and
was the 1990 and 1996 defensise
player of the year.
White, who came out of retirement last week to sign with the
Carolina Panthers, was the 1998
defensive player of the year.
John Elway of Denver is the
first-team quarterback.
Deion Sanders and Mel Gray
are the only players selected at
two positions. Sanders is a firstteam cornerback and punt returner, while Gray made the second
team as both a kick and punt
returner.
Safety Ronnie Lott, who will
be inducted into the Pro Football

Hall of Fame on Saturday, Morten
Andersen. Gar. Anderson, Sean
Landeta, Rice, White and Smith
are making their second appearances on an All-Decade team. All
were chosen for the 1980s team.
Andersen and Anderson are kickers, Landeta a punter.
Emmitt Smith is the other firstteam running back and Cris Carter
was chosen as the second receiver. William Roaf and Gary Zimmerman are the tackles; Randall
McDaniel, the other guard; Dermonth Dawson is the center and
Shannon Sharpe was picked at
tight end.
On defense. Cortez Kennedy

and John Randle are the tackles;
Kevin Greene, Junioi Seau and
Derrick Thomas, who died after a
January car accident, were chosen
at linebacker.
Rod Woodson is the other cornerback; Steve Atwater and LeRoy
Butler are the safeties.
Darren Bennett is the first-team
punter.
The first-team coach is Bill Parcells, who won one Super Bowl
with the Giants and lost another
with New England during the '90s.
Mary Levy is the second-team coach
for leading the Bills to four Super
Bowls, despite not winning any.

New Fenway plan tentative
BOSTON (AP) — Key state
legislators. the governor, the mayor
and Boston Red Sox officials have
reached a tentative agreement for
a new ballpark. Only a public
hearing, City Council action and
a vote in the state Legislature
stand in the way.
After three hours in the latest
of a series of talks among state
and city politicians and the team,
officials emerged Tuesday with
details of a financing plan.
A public hearing on the agreement is likely to be held Friday.
And the Legislature is planning
to convene a formal session Saturday to act on the deal before
Monday's adjournment of this
year's session.

Assuming a bill is approved by
the House and Senate and signed
into law by Cellucci, the project
still -faces,the hurdle.a(
_IKen

Cy
13-member council is needed to
approve any land taking, and seven
councilors have already publicly
opposed the plan.
Under terms of the tentative
agreement, the city would contribute $140 million for land acquisition and site preparation, as well
as $72 million for a parking garage.
while the state would kick in $100
million on infrastructure costs, such
as road and subway improvements.
The city and team would share
revenues from the garage.
The team would spend $352

C
B
REMODELING
-A Kitchens
A Bathrooms
A Sidine

A Windows
A Drywall
A Painting

call 753-3636

million for construction of a new,
44,000-seat ballpark, which is, to
be next to the current 88-year-old
park — the oldest and smallest
in the 'country.
The deal would also )Id the
team responsible for a possib additional cost of $28 million that ma}
be needed for soil removal on the
site of a new ballpark. The team
will have to pay for the soil
removal without the help of either
state or city government.
In order to raise $12 million
annually to pay off bonds to be
taken out by the city for its portion of the cost. a $5 parking surcharge would be levied on spaces
around the park on game days.
Other sources of revenue include
a 5 percent surcharge on general
admission tickets and a 15 percent surcharge on luxury box tickets.
The terms of the deal — particularly the ticket surcharges and
the need to look for private financing — left Red• Sox CEO John
Harrington concerned.
"It may be impossible to overcome," Harrington said of the
financing hurdles. Nevertheless, he
remained optimistic, saying,"I hope
we will be able to open a new
ballpark in 2003 or 2004."
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Mohammed's
father found
murdered at
auto store

STACKING HIS CARDS...University of Louisville head football coach John L. Smith will have three Conference USA
preseason first-team selections on his squad in 2000: wide
receiver Arnold Jackson, center Jason Padget and defensive back Antonio Roundtree.

UofL places three on
C-USA football team
CHICAGO (AP) — Three
Louisville football players have
been tabbed by Conference USA's
coaches as preseason first-team allconference selections, the league
announced Tuesday.
Wide receiver Arnold Jackson,
center Jason Padget and defensive
back Antonio Roundtree were
named to the 25-man first team.
Jackson enters his final collegiate season just 63 catches short
of the NCAA Division I-A alltime receptions record and is the
nation's top returning receiver after
pulling in 101 passes last season.
Padget started all 12 games for

the Cardinals last year following
his transfer from Phoenix College
in the spring of 1999.
Roundtree. an all-conference
choice following the 1998 season.
made 36 tackles and broke up six
passes last season.
The coaches also picked the
Cardinals to finish third in the
conference standings behind Southern Mississippi and East Carolina
and ahead of fourth-place pick
Memphis.
The bottom five teams in order
of predicted finish were UAB,
Cincinnati, Houston, Tulane and
Army.

CHICAGO (AP) — The father
of Philadelphia 76ers player Nazr
Mohammed has been found murdered in his auto parts business,
Chicago police said.
Alhaji Mohammed, 55, of the
Chicago suburb of Country Club
Hills, was found dead Monday
night in the store he owned on
Chicago's South Side, said Sgt.
Bernard Ryan.
He died of apparent blunt force
trauma, police said. The Cook
County medical examiner's office
ruled the death a homicide. Detectives said they did not have any
suspects in the killing.
Alhaji Mohammed's son, Nazr,
played for Kentucky for three
years and was part of the 1996
NCAA Championship team before
leaving early to enter the NBA
draft.
Nazr Mohammed, 22, said he
was at an airport outside Cincinnati on Monday when his brother called with the news.
"I immediately came to Chicago," Mohammed said. "This is a
real bad time for my family right
now. We are at a loss for words."
On July 16, Nazr Mohammed
and Antoine Walker, who plays
for the Boston Celtics, were victims of an armed robbery in Chicago. They said they were robbed
of $3,000 cash, a $55,000 watch
and other jewelry.
They were sitting in a vehicle
with three friends at 4:15 a.m.
waiting for a South Side restaurant to open when three men
approached and demanded cash
and their valuables, said Chicago
Police Officer Joseph Bourgoyne.

Pet Grooming Service
by
Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

(270) 753-6749

Open
Monday
thru
Friday g-5

Wegside Veterinary Service L.L.P.
1271
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Rangers, Yanks
power past foes

BOMBS AWAY...Paul O'Neill had a home run among his
four hits and six RBIs in the New York Yankees' 19-1 rout
of the Baltimore Orioles Tuesday at Camden Yards.

at the base of his right thumb,
By The Associated Press
The Texas Rangers didn't pack which was injured Monday night.
it in without Pudge. They hit the He is expected to be fully recovered by spring training.
ball out instead.
In other AL games, it was the
In their first game since losing
MVP Ivan Rodriguez to a season- Yankees 19, Baltimore 1; Cleveending thumb injury, the Rangers land 10, Toronto 3; Boston 4, Minhit four home runs to beat the nesota 2; Detroit 6, Tampa Bay
Anaheim Angels 9-6 Tuesday night. 4; Kansas City 6, the Chicago White
"With Pudge out, the natural Sox I; Texas 9, Anaheim 6; and
tendency is to slack off," Rangers Oakland 8, Seattle 7.
• Yankees 19, Orioles 1
manager Johnny Oates said. "So
Paul O'Neill had six RBIs, four
my focus right now is to make
sure we're playing hard. ... We've hits and a homer, and Bernie
won games before without Pudge, Williams. hit a grand slam as New
but we're going to miss him, no York hammered Baltimore.
Derek Jeter. Ryan Thompson
doubt about it."
Frank Catalanotto hit a leadoff and Clay Bellinger also homered
homer for Texas and Rafael and Jose Vizcaino had four of the
Palmeiro had a two-run homer in Yankees' season-high 20 hits.
An eighth-inning homer by B.J.
the first. Gabe Kapler and Rusty
Greer also homered for the host Surhoff enabled the Orioles to avoid
the worst shutout loss in franchise
Rangers.
"You can't take anything for history. Baltimore's most lopsided
granted with them," Angels man- defeat was by 19 runs, 26-7 at
ager Mike Scioscia said."Even with Texas in 1996.
Pudge out, there are still a very
Andy Pettitte (10-6) allowed
good offensive team."
eight hits in seven innings to
Rodriguez underwent surgery improve to 11-2 lifetime against
Tuesday to repair three fractures the Orioles.

Marine gets Broncos' Mile High Salute'
By The Associated Press
Mike Anderson carried a rifle
before he started cradling a football, and survived boot camp long
before he ever thought of attending an NFL training camp.
Three years after creating the
"Mile High Salute," the Denver
Broncos have found a true-to-life
soldier.
Anderson, Denver's sixth-round
draft pick in April, spent four
years as a communications specialist in the U.S. Marine Corps
after graduating from Fairfield
(S.C.) Central High School.
Football was never a consideration when Anderson was a lanky
teen-ager. He played drums in the
school marching band before deciding to join the Marines.
"When I got out of high school,
I was just looking for something
to do," Anderson said during a break
at Denver's training camp. "I kind
of wanted to get away from where

I grew up, and I also wanted to
earn money for college. I saw it
as a good opportunity and it was
a challenge."
Six weeks of two-a-day practice sessions pale in comparison
to rigors of the I3-week boot camp
in Parris Island, S.C., where Anderson began to acquire the traits he
still takes onto the football field.
"As a Marine, you've got the
attitude that you're willing to lay
down and die for the man beside
you," he said. "That's your brother. When you come out on the
football field, as a team you want
to achieve the ultimate goal, the
Super Bowl. You can't let the next
man down."
After Parris Island, Anderson
was assigned to Camp Pendleton,
north of San Diego, and fulfilled
his physical training requirements
by playing flag football.
Word of his running ability led
to a visit from a Camp Pendleton

football coach, who gave Anderson an order than would change
his life.
"A couple buddies of mine in
the unit played on the base team
that we had," Anderson said. "They
had the coach come to me and
demand me to come out. I went
out and started playing after that."
Hooked on football, Anderson
traded his military stripes for a
chance to play tailback at Mount
San Jacinto College. The junior
college stint led to an impressive
two-year Division I career at Utah.
Anderson set a school record
by average 102.4 yards per game
for his career and was twice selected as all-conference running back.
Discipline and maturity are sure
to help Anderson as he tries to
embark on an NFL career at age
26.
"Some people say the agejnight
be a problem, but the way I look
at it, I didn't play any high school

ball. lye been playing tour years
now, so I really haven't taken too

much of a beating." he said. "I
may be coming up on 27, but I
feel like I'm 20, 21 when I'm
out there. I feel' fresh."
Falcons
Michael Booker, a former firstround draft pick. missed two more
practices Tuesday after walking
out of camp.
After talking with Booker by
telephone, Atlanta coach Dan
Reeves said he expects the cornerback on the field Wednesday.
Booker, the No. II pick in the
1997 draft out of Nebraska, attended a Monday morning practice at
Furman University, but was a noshow for the afternoon workout.
Booker started 10 games for
Atlanta the last three seasons,
including six during the team's
1998 NFC championship campaign.
He has six career interceptions
and 93 tackles.
Seahawks
Rookie tight end Rufus French
is out for the season after tearing the anterior cruciate ligament
in hi left knee Tuesday.
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SCOREBOARD
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
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"Your more than one company agency"
David King

901 Sycamore

NATIONAL LEAGUE — East Division
L Pct. GB
61
610
Atlanta
39
New York
44
54
551
6
47
Montreal
49
490
12
48
Florida
485 12 12
51
Philadelphia
44
54 449 16
Central Division
43
56
566
St Louis
Cincinnati
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Milwaukee

50
44
42
41
37

Houston

50
54
56
59
63

500
449
429
410
370

b
11
13
15
19

1 2
1 2
1'2
1 2
1'2

AMERICAN LEAGUE — East Division
L Pct. GB
New York
53
42 556 —
Boston
51
46 526
3
Toronto
53
48 525
3
Baltimore
43
56 434 12
Tampa Bay
39
59 398 15 1/2
Central Division
Chcago
62
38 620
Cleveland
51
47 520 10
Detroit
46
52 469 15
Kansas City
46
53 465 15 1/2
Minnesota
57 447 17 1/2
46

West Division
Arizona
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Colorado
San Diego

56
54
53
48
45

44
44
46
50
55

753-8365

West Division
560
551
535
490
450

—
1
2 1/2
7
11

Tuesday's Games
N.Y Mets 5, Montreal 0

Seattle
Oakland
Ananeim
Texas

58
54
54
47

41
45
47
51

586
545
535
480

Tuesday's Games

Milwaukee 4. Pittsburgh 1, 11 innings
Chicago Cubs 8. Philadelphia 7
Atlanta 6, Florida 5
Houston 7, Cincinnati 4
St. LOUIS 7, Anzona 3

Los Angeles 6. Colorado 4
San Diego 3, San Francisco 2
Today's Games
Houston at Cincinnati, 11 - 35 a m
Milwaukee at Pittsburgh. 6:05 pm
Montreal at New York. 6:10 pm
Chicago Cubs at Philadelphia, 6- 35 m
Florida at Atlanta. 6-40 p.m
Arizona at St. Louis. 7:10 p m.
Los Angeles at Colorado. 8.05 p.m.
San Francisco at San Diego. 9,05 p.m.

Boston 4. Minnesota 2
Detroit 6. Tampa Bay 4
Cleveland 10, Toronto 3
Kansas City 6, Chicago White Sox 1
N Y Yankees 19. Baltimore 1
Texas 9, Anaheim 6
Oakland 8. Seattle 7

Today's Games
Cleveland at Toronto. 11 35 a m
Minnesota at Boston. 12 05 p m
Kansas City at Chicago White Sox
pm
Oakland at Seattle, 305 p m
Tampa Bay al Detroit, 605 p m
New York at Baltimore, 605 pm
Anaheim at Texas 7 35 p m

Meeting scheduled for MMS football players
An orientation meeting for

all

Murray Middle School seventh- and eighth-

graders interested. in playing football and parents has been set for Thursday
at 6:30 p.m. at the MMS auditorium. For more information, contact the school
at 753-5125 or Jr. Tiger head coach Scott Turner at 753-6727.

Murray's Collins, Ski Nuts break 7 records
EMINENCE — Brittany Collins of Murray was one of four members of the
Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts to break state records at the 2000 Kentucky State
Water Ski Championships last weekend at Stillwater Lake.
Collins set a new standard of 50 feet to win the Girls' II jumping contest.
She also placed second in her division in tricks, slalom and overall competition. Tyler Collins of Murray was the Boys' II runner-up in all four events.
while Bobby Hill of Murray finished second overall and third in jumping in
the Men III bracket.
The Ski Nuts, who established seven of the 12 state records set at the
state meet, won the team competition by nearly doubling the score of their
nearest rival, the Stillwater Ski Team.

Quertermous ties for 3.1st at KGA tour stop
BOWLING GREEN — John R. Ouertermous of Murray carded an 8-overpar round of 80 (42-38) over 18 holes to finish in a three-way tie for 31st
in the amateur division of the 2000 KGA-PGA Budweiser Classic Monday at
Bowling Green Country Club.
Bill Rogers of Owensboro and Robie Crockett of Somerset joined Cuedermous at 8-over. 10 strokes behind Eric Mason of Booneville, who shot a
2-under 70 to earn a two-shot victory over six other golfers.

CLEAN SWEEP...D&D Plumbing finished its year as Park I League regular season and
tournament champions. Team members are (front row, from left) Jacob Klossner-Read,
Robby DeBoer, Tyler Saucier, Chasten Howard, Hunter Henson, (back row) coach Steve
Simmons, Brock Simmons, Mario Pannunzio, Shickill Davis, Landon Russell, Cody Redden and coach Cary Redden. Not pictured is Dylan Miller.
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Discipline not about perfection
QUESTION: I like your idea
of balancing love with discipline,
hut I'm not sure I can do it.
Nly parents were extremely rigid
Nsith me, and I'm determined
not to make that mistake with
my kids. But I don't want to
he a pushover, either. Can you
give me some help in finding
the middle ground between
extremes?
DR. DOBSON: Maybe it would
•lartiv the overall goal of your
liscipline to state it in the negave. It is not to produce perfect
ds. Ben if you implement a
as less system of discipline at
-line. which no one in history
,as done, your children will still
r)e children. At times they will be
silly-, lazy, selfish and, yes, disrespectful. Such is the nature of the
human species. We as adults have
the same weaknesses.
Furthermore, when it comes to
kids, that's how it should be. Boys
and girls are like clocks: You have
to let them run. My point is that
the purpose of parental discipline
Is not to produce obedient little
robots who can sit with their hands
folded in the parlor thinking patriotic and noble thoughts! Even if
we could pull that off, it wouldn't be wise to try.
The objective, as I see it, is to
take the raw material with which
our babies arrive on this Earth,
and then gradually mold them into
!nature, responsible and God-fearing adults. It is a 20-year process
i hat will bring progress, setbacks,
,umesses and failures. When the

Support
Local
Merchants

sq.
32c sq. ft.

Syndicated Columnist
child turns 13, you'll swear for a
time that he's missed everything
you thought you had taught - manners, kindness, grace and style.
But then maturity begins to take
over, and the little green shoots
from former plantings start to
emerge. It is one of the richest
experiences in living to watch that
blossoming at the latter end of childhood.
QUESTION: You place great
emphasis on instilling respect during the developmental years. Why
is that so important? Do you
just want adults to feel powerful and in control of these little
people?
DR. DOBSON: Certainly not.
Respect is important for several
very specific reasons. First, a child's
relationship with his parents provides the basis for his attitude
toward every other form of authority he will encounter. It becomes
the cornerstone for his later outlook on school officials, law
enforcement
officers,
future
employers, and the people with
whom he will eventually live and
work.
Teachers, for example, can tell
very quickly when a boy or girl
has been allowed to be defiant at
home, because those attitudes are
brought straighk into the classroom. Again, relationships at home
are the first and most important
social encounters a youngster will
have, and the problems experi-

Carpet &
Vinyl

$2.88

DR. JAMES DOBSON
enced there often carry over into
adult life.
Second, if you want your child
to accept your values when she
reaches her teen years. then you
must be worthy of her respect during her younger days. When a
child can successfully defy your
authority during her first 15 years,
laughing in your face and stubbornly flouting your leadership.
she develops a natural contempt
for everything you stand for. "Stupid old Mom and Dad!" she thinks.
"I've got them wound around my
little finger. Sure they love me.
but I really think they're afraid
of me." A child may not utter
these words, but she feels them
each time she wins the confrontations with her mom or dad.
Third. and related to the second, respect is critical to the transmission of faith from one generation to the next. The child who
disdains his or her mother and father
is less likely to emulate them on
the things that matter knost. If
Mom and Dad are not worthy of
respect. then neither are their
morals, their country. or even their
most deeply held convictions.
*****
Dr. James Dobson is president
of the nonprofit organization Focus
on the Family, P.O. Box 444. Colorado Springs, Colo. 80903: or
www.family.org. Questions and
answers are excerpted from books
written by Dr. Dobson and published by Tyndale House.

0000
000

A group of 10 university administrators from Taegu University,
South Korea. are getting the inside
story on various universky.operaLions during a three-week visit to
the Murray State University campus sponsored by the Institute for
International Studies.
This Taegu University administrators group comprises administrators in the areas of general affairs,
audit and evaluation, support for research and grants, academic affairs,
computer network and information
management, facilities management, international cooperation, library and foreign language education center. In addition, a group of
20'Taegu University are also studying in a special summer program of
English-lahguage instruction.
"This is the inaugural group of

See State Farm Agent:
Don Henry
270/753-9935
302 East Main Street
Murray. KY

Starting at
& up

$1•49 sq. yd.
44c sq. ft.

staff members and students visiting
Murray from our partner Taegu
University in Taegu, Korea. The
staff group is composed of 10 administrators holding a variety of
posts at the university who have
come to Murray State University to
see first-hand how an American institution of higher learning is run,"
said Dr. Michael Basile, director of
the MSU Institute for International
Studies.
Dr. Hongeal Sohn, professor of
English and managing director of
Taegu University's Foreign Language Education Center, said,"We
came to Murray State University to
learn English and, more importantly, to see and learn about
MSU's administrative structure.
One of Taegu University's priorities is internationalization of higher
education. TU is also trying hard to
reorganize its administrative structure. For these reasons, we thought
MSU is one of the best institutions
for us to visit."
Sohn continued,"We are enjoying our stay here. People are
friendly, helpful, open-minded and
above all, easily accessible. I hope
that our presence is somewhat
meaningful to the MSU community, too, and that the good cooperative relationship our two institutions have now will be more fruitful in the future."
Basile added, "We are excited
by the potential this first program

Clarence Goforth at

A+
CARPET

Hwy. 641 SOUTH • MURRAY, KY • 753-0074
Look For Old Steam Engines And Our Warehouse At Hazel•492-6168

NEW YORK (AP) — In a television interview intended to promote an upcoming two-hour Internet chat session, O.J. Simpson said
his ex-wife was partly responsible
for her own death.
"At times I'm angry with her,"
he said Tuesday during an interview for the Fox News Channel.
statefarm.com
"Because
I felt that she brought a
st.tie Vann %Initial \iinqn..hilc Insunince Company i 1)44 in NJ)
',Luc I arm Ilakmmil ti'nra (NJ • Ffiwne (Alice.: Bloomington. Illinois lot of this onto herself."
"She just got a little confused in
her life and found herself hanging
around with people she shouldn't
have been hanging around with,"
Simpson said, describing friends
she made near the end of her life as
"drug addicts, drug pushers and
hookers."
Simpson is scheduled to field
questions from the public on Thursday in an Internet session sponsored by Entertainment Network
Inc.
Simpson was acquitted of murder in a criminal trial but was found
liable for the 1994 deaths of Nicole
Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman in a subsequent civil trial. He

(Yawl O'Aeczni Xotn2 aw.aitA
Let Kopperud Realty help you
find the home of your dreams!

Executive home in Saddle Creek SAD, features
BR. 3-1/2 bath. elaborate & professiona
study Much, much more. MIS 03001981
4

Spacious 4 BR, 35 bath home IT ceilings.
hardwood floors, spacious rooms garage
area for 5 cars Upper VW's M1.S 5315 19$7

has for future cooperation. We are
now making plans for next year.
Murray State University has been
offered an invitation to send faculty
and students for a three-week program on Korean history and culture
at Taegu early next summer. This
initial program is really a pilot to
see what the best mix of intensive
English instruction, administrative
briefings and extracurricular activi4
ties can be developed for the future."
Dr. Guangming Zou, director of
the ESL Program in the Institute for
International Studies, said that he
would like to thank everyone who
has helped to make this program a
successful one. "Without the genuine and generous support and help
from our ESL instructors, MSU administrators and local business people, it is unthinkable how we can
run a program like this."
Another group of 61 Japanese
students from a women's university
in Tokyo will be visiting MSU in
September. "With the same support," said Dr. Zou,"we will have
another success in hosting special
groups."
Located in Woods Hall on the
MSU campus, the Institute for International Studies includes the
English as a Second Language Program, International Student and
Scholar Services and the Study
Abroad Program.

"It's no accident
State Farm
insures more
Simpson:Ex-wife partly
cars than
responsible for death
anyone else."

Short Roll starting at $1.99-$4.99 sq. yd.

000

Foreign group visits MSU

Laminate

The Georgia Boy is back
with great deals on carpet!

boo

Through a cooperative program sponsored by the Institute for International Studies, a group of
university administrators from Taegu University, South Korea, are visiting Murray State University to see first-hand how an American institution of higher learning is run. The visiting group is
pictured above with MSU administrators (back row, from left) Dr. Guangming Zou, director of
the ESL Program; Dr. Michael Basile, Institute director; and (far right) Dr. Gary Brockway, interim provost.

;real location, 3 RR, 25 RA,formal DR. great
room. FP wigaft loga, 3 car garage, 2.250 aq ft
LA priced at $179,000 MI-S 1300187A

Great family home with large yard for children. 4 BR. 2 bath - must see. $74,900.00
MLS 03002000

was ordered to pay the victims'
families $33.5 million.
He has maintained his innocence
and says the online session will
give him the chance to speak directly to an audience.
"I'm definitely a victim," he
said. "I was convicted by the media."
He said he would not be paid for
his participation, except for a
pledge from the company to contribute money to three charities.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July 26
2000 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Marke
Report Includes I Buying Stations Receipts
Act. 25 Est. 45 Barrows & Gilts steady Sows
steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs
.$43.00. 44.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
.$38.00.43.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
437.00 - 41.00
US 1-2 200-215 lbs.
437.00 - 40.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$25.00. 27.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
$27.00 29.00
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
$29.00 34.00
US 1-3 325 & up lbs.
434.00 36.00
US 2.3300.500 lbs.
$24.00. 26.00
Boars $13.00
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711 Main
Street
Murray
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room. $109.000 MLS 30018311

Charming home fresh on the market and located near university
MLS #3001994

KOPPE= REALTY

753 1222

We Offer Underneath Structural Repair,
Floor Bracing. Temp Vents. Moisture Barriers and
Foundation Induction Fans Installed
We are your headquarters for help in solving these problems.
You can trust us to help solve your problems at a price
that is reasonable. Call us for a FREE inspection.

434433

(WII..L7".S3-

Hwy. 121 By-pass - Murray
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
41.ASSIFIE1) Al) RATES

753-1916

$6.75 Column Inch,00% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period )

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

CZ

Just Say "Charge It"

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS

340

Houses For Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

YARD SALES

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Legal
Moues

Card of ThattkJ

Legal
Notice

Help Wanted

I

COOK

Full-time 5AM to 1PM pre-

NOTICE

CARD OF THANKS

All stored items in storage unit 161 at Key Mini
Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121 South,
Murray, KY 42071, have been abandoned and
if all charges for storage unit 161 are not paid
in full on or before August 10, 2000, Key MiniWarehouses will have legal possession of all
items stored in unit 161. A sale date for said
items stored in storage unit 161 will be posted
at a later time.

" Thefamily of the late Virginia Smart
would like to deeply express our gratitude to everyone who showed their
care toward our mother in so many
different ways. Your thoughtfulness
meant a tremendous amount to our
family and will not be forgotten.
Although she is not with us anymore
she touched many people here on Earth
and willforever live within our hearts.
May God comfort and take care ofher.
God bless!
Thefamily of Virginia Smart 41

PUBLIC AUCTION
The Calloway County School District will be conducting a public auction on Thursday. August 3,
2000, at 10:00 a.m. at the Calloway County Schools
Bus Garage, 1343 Highway 121 North, Murray, KY.
The following vehicles will be auctioned:
2-1983 passenger bus
1-1984 passenger bus
2-1985 passenger bus
1-1984 Chevrolet car
1-1974 Chevrolet truck box bed
Vehicles may be inspected at the bus garage only
during the hours of 6:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m..
Wednesday, July 26 - Wednesday, August 2, 2000.
Complete settlement day of sale - cash or check with
proper identification. All items must be picked up by
the end of the day unless otherwise noted that day.
Not responsible for accidents. Announcements on
the day of sale take precedence over all printed material. This auction is being conducted by public
authority pursuant to KRS 330.040(1)(a).

train good cook who would

b

4

Pieties

Lost and Found

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
STORE Closeout Sale
Checkout Counter- $950.
&
Settees
Wicker
Cushions- 1/2 Price.
Baker's racks. Greatly discounted.
$75.
displayGlass
Computer, printer, etc. With
software.
inventory

LOST: Hwy 94W. Green
Foot Stool. Call 753-8866.
MISSING: Justice Road
area. Black & brown make
up box. Jewelry inside.
Reward offered.
1-800-232-0222. Ike or
Loraine.

Package $1500. Steel
racks- $60. each. Can be
seen at Sole Mates on the

Square or call 767-0223
Notice

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

HOUSE Of Lloyd. Gifts
Cookin' and Christmas
now has openings for
demonstrators. Also booking parties. 753-6050 or
send letter of interest to: 60
Wildwood Drive, Murray.
KY 42071.

The Egyptian Collectors Association, Inc
One Of The Nations Oldest Arms Collectors Association Pr,

THE PADUCAH, KY.

GUN & KNIFE SHOW
JULY 29th & 30th
SATURDAY 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-4 P.M.

rAecuflue

inn Paducah, KY
larA Am. the Midwest's Top Traders Be
there as they return with their great displays of

Knives • Guns • Coins • Ammo • Reloading
Supplies • Outdoor Sports Equipment •
And Much More Too
BUY - SELL - TRADE
E(CA Inc.
Centralia Illinois
618-495-2572

ADMISSION $4.00

PEACHES
Tree ripened from

Bremer Orchard of Metropolis
at the Blondie McClure Apartment
Complex Property North of Wal-Mart
Entrance On 641 North
Tentative Schedule:
Most days of week, weather permitting
Arrival approx. 10:30 a.m.
Selling until 7 p.m. if necessary
August will feature wonderful peaches'

MURRAY
LOCATION

LOST: Blue Healer on
Bethel Rd. 759-2267.

ACCEPTING Application
Mon, Tue, Wed. 10am2p.m. Thurs. 9:30am- 12 &
Light
4p.m.
2p.m.Industrial and Clerical. All
clerical applicants must
have ,good typing and
proofreading skills, general
knowledge of computers
and general accounting.
Apply in person at People
Lease Inc. 1406E North
12th Street. Murray. In The
Village Office Complex.

1301 N. 12th St.
Hwy.641
\ext to North's Car Wash

COPELAND
ORCHARDS
Peaches, Sweet
Corn, Nectarines
& Vegetables

IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel. Contact Excel office
at 759-8383 for more infor-

Mayfield

FULL-TIME route driver,
Commission /pay between
$400/$450 weekly. Apply
@ 411 N 4th

623-8312

Yaktma
Biscoe
Cresthaven
Elberta Queen

Current
July 28 - Aug. 10
July 28 - Aug. 10
Aug. I - Aug. 12
Aug, 5 - Aug. 15
Aug. 10. Aug. 20

Aug. 20 - Aug. 31
Aug. 20- Sept. 1
Please keep this ad for future reference
For additional information or requests.
telephone the orchard at

1-618-524-5783
Dale Bremer Orchard of Metropolis

enjoy working with the elderly. Good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere. Apply in person

Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium ViewDr
EOE.
TRAINEES
DRIVER
NEEDED NOW! Werner
needs entry level truck
drivers. No experience
necessary. Earn $600.$800. per week plus benefits and get home weekly
and during the week in
many areas. No CDL? 15
day COL training program
available. Call today
1-800-242-7364.
DUTCH Essenhaus
is now accepting application.Apply in person
1674 St. Rt. 121N
FT/PT, Positions for day &
night. No phone calls
please. Apply from 2-4PM.
Arby's Hwy. 641, Murray.
NEW Beginnings Learning
Center now has two full
time openings available.
Call 759-1926 for more
information.

Crawford's Bar-B-Que is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9 p.m.
Lunch from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dine In or Take Out

Help Wanted
SWIM COACH NEEDED1
Immediate position available for highly motivated

WORK From Home
$672- $4,947./ mo. PT/ FT
1-8E18-360-9148 or
WWW cash-street corn
HUTSON'S Ag
Equipment, Inc
John Deere Dealer
Looking for AG technician.
Must have own tools.
Some expenence needed.
Excellent pay with benefits.
Please call 270-247-4456
M-F 8:00 to 4:00.
Ask for Keith.

individual to coach the
Paris Piranhas Swim
Team. Individual needs to
have knowledge in the
sport of swimming, prior
coaching experience and
work well with children.
Part time position, salary
based on experience.
Lifeguard Certification is
required, but will train the
right individual. Call 901642-3992.
MEN'S Clothing Store
Seeking FT experienced
seamstress. References
required. Apply at Dan's,
1205 Chestnut St., Murray.

SIGN- ON. BONUS
Shady Lawn Nursing
Home. Cadiz has an opening for lull time RN/ LPN
charge nurse position.
Evening shift. Apply in person E 0 E

CLA S..S/F7EC3
IN MURRAY
Immediate opening for an energetic, moti‘ated iii,11

\Idual with a congenial personality.

\REQUIREMENTS
Ideal candidates should be able to work 44 ithot;
supenasion and function efficiently under time pre

RESPONSIBILITIES
• Typing & word processing

• Computerized bookkeeping
• Various secretarial and receptionist duties
Send resume with references to:

P.O. Box 429, Murray, KY 42071.

Be Your Own Boss!
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a route carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times

Ages 3 & Up

REGISTER NOW!
Corner of 9th & Fairlane
489-2308 • 753-0330
Tues., Aug. 1, 2000
11:30 a.m.-6 p.m.

T-ina's Action wear
753-4647 FOR ALL
DANCERS supplies
• Pizza

Get your Bar-B-Oue
here!

• Catfish
• Bean roll
• Sat. Breakfast Buffet
• Sat. Night Fish Buffet
• Sun. Lunch Buffet

The Shed
Café
Located 8 miles
north of Murray, KY at
Dexter. KY.

We sell our Bar-B-Oue
by the pound Ask about
our specials
Open Tuesday thru Sunday
from 7 am to 9 pm Closed
every Monday
Phone 437-4568

Special Price

Help Wanted

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Taking applications for cooks. car hops
and counter help for all shifts
Apply in person. no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

West Kentucky
Technical
College
Tractor/
Trailer Driver
Training
888-722-1919
Tuition Reimbursement Available
Train in Mayfield KY

Let us put you on
the road to a

NEW
CAREER
-4 Week Program
.Day or Evening
Classes
•Job Placement
Assistance
:..v • •
Equal Equcxcr•
Opponunites • ki F

INSIDE SALES SUPERVISOR
Supervises inside sales team, the inventory
management process, the A/R process, the

administrative reporting for the branch.
Tracks branch expenses against budget
Conducts regular branch meetings. Acts as
the point of contact for the branch with the
corporate office and vendors. Responsible for
training the inside sales team. Occasionally
visits customers and travels to suppliers.
Supports the outside reps and branch manager with reports, information, etc. Drives
the company culture in the branch and

throughout the company. Applicant must
have a high school diploma, minimum :1
years sales/customer service experience
including 1 year related industry experience
and 1 year supervisory experience.
Computer literacy and proficiency required
in MSWord and MSExcel. Excellent oral and
written skills required. Send resumes and
salary history to: MSC Industrial Supply.
1211 Hwy. 641 South, Paris, TN 38242.
ATT'N: Branch Manager

Interested persons should apply in
person to Janet Walker
after 10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

r

Crawford's Bar.13-Que

Sandra's School of
gymnastics
`Dance

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads

sures.

Delicious Pork Bar-B-Que, Ribs, Chicken,
Tenderloin & Custom Barbecuing

North of Murray at Intersection
464 dr 1824 •(270) 753-1934

Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

060
Help Wanted

mation.

Approx. Ripening Time

Variety
Glohaven

Finale
Encore
Sweet Sue

fer expenence, but will

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

060

060

060

010

VISA

1x2 ad
$7.50

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $7 00[minimum lit day 10e per word per day for each additional consecutive dd!.
$2 50 extra for Shopper (Tikes Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $250 extra for blind box ads

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Ad Deadlines
Publish

WQTV • MURRAY
cizet qametarstit Static*
UPN46, the area's fastest growing television station owned and operated by Murray State University has an opening for a full-time account
executive to service existing UPN46 advertisers and work closely with
the Station Manager, Productive Director and Marketing Director to create new advertising and marketing opportunities for businesses in the
area. Specific duties and responsibilities include but are not limited to
preparing sales packages and presenting them to advertisers in the purchase area, making weekly sales projections, keeping abreast of station
activities (programming, community events, promotions). keeping
abreast of news and events effecting the purchase area, doing evaluations of potential clients/advertisers as to what their needs are and customizing a specific advertising plan for them. meeting sales goals and
projections. To qualify, you must have a Bachelor's degree in broadcasting, advertising, marketing or related field and have previous electronic media sales experience, be computer literate, have superb interpersonal skills (this is a client-contact position), be organized, a selfstarter(must take initiative), take direction well, be able to handle multiple tasks and most important be results oriented.
This is a great position with superb gro%th and compensation
opportunities!
To apply, submit cover letter and resume to Stan Marinoff. Station
Manager and Search Committee Chair. UPN46.804 Fine Arts Building.
Murray, KY 42071. Closing date is July 31. 2000. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D,
AA employer.

Murray-Call,Akidy County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality heafthcare in Western
Kentucky and ,Northuesi Tennessee, announces
the followingjob openings
EXER_ME SPEciALIST:
FULL-TIME WITH EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Administers fitness evaluations and determines exercise prescriptions for clients of all ages. Requires B S
degree in Exercise Science. Health Education or related field BLS required, ACSM. ACE, or other professional license preferred One year experience in similar
capacIty

HEALTH EDUCATQ_R;
FULL-TIME SALARIED WITH EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Responsible for health education, community education and health promotion programming. Requires B.S
degree in Health Education. Certified Health Education
Specialist certification preferred. Two years expenence.
in similar capacity

MEDIAL TECHNQLOGISFAIEDICAL TECHNICIAN:

FULL-TIME WITH EXCELLENT BENEFITS - 11P-7A
and every third weekend State-of-the-art automated
equipment, continuing education opportunities and
offers competitive wages Must be ASCP certified or
equivalent Experience preferred, however new grads
or eligible will be considered

For details contact:
Human Resources
(270) 762.1106
Equal Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
CAIIMAY

couNn

HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071
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060
Ho Wanted

&COSIoon

Salesperson for
busy locally ow ned
retail %tort
Outgoing and
friendly personality
a must. knowledge
of household appliances & electrical
a plus. SOnd
re%tittle
wireferences lo
P.O. Box 63.
Murray. KY 42071

RN/LPN
Green Acres Healthcare in
Mayfield is seeking qualified individuals looking for
full time positions. Those
available are afternoons.
2p-10p, 10p-6a MondayFriday, and
weekend
option 6p-6a Saturday and
Sunday. Midnights receive
shift differential of $0.65/hr
Full time benefits include
health, dental, vision life
insurance, personal days.
vacation, and 401K Apply
at Green Acres Healthcare
For more informetrah contact April Cornelius, ADON
at 270-247-6477.
WENDY'S
HIRING for daytime help &
night time closers Must be
able to work weekends
Apply between 2&4 M-F
Ask to speak to a manager

& Cliidems

LIVE In Female house
keeper/ cook for olde
widow Prefer non-smoker
no alcohol References
background check. Safe
driver, large home near
park. 615-748-3608.

CHILDCARE available Al
shirts Mon-Fn Almo area
Call 753-2086
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

COME GROW WITH US
EXCEL Group, LLC National Contractor has
immediate employment openings for full time,
part time and seasonal jobs. Choose to work
indoors or outdoors. Competitive salaries and benefits. Drug screens required. Applicant must be
able to perform the essential functions of the job.
Shift work and overtime required, must provide
own transportation to and from work.
EXCEL Is An EOE Employer

For More Information
Call

(270)759-8383

Professional Employment
Director sought for 11-county regional Adult
Education Consortium. Responsible for
supervising the day-to-day operations of the
consortium and for enhancing the quantity
and quality of adult education programs in
western Kentucky. Provides regional training and technical assistance; serves as advocate for adult education and literacy at local,
regional, and state levels; promotes the combining of resources to meet the needs of adult
students. Position requires bachelor's degree,
excellent grant writing, computer, and public
relations skills. Masters degree and experience in working with non-profit programs for
at-risk populations preferred. Extensive
travel. Salary, $30,000 - 35,000. lb apply,
send cover letter and resume with three references by August 18 to

Jayne Crisp
WICEC

Sales

GE People.
The Power of Potential.
Doing whatever it take. ,
t
help you achieve your
potential. Its what we're
all about at GE Financial
Assurance Long Term
Care Division. That's whs
we listen Co our people and
identify their needs. We
also provide them with
resources like quality
leads, training, and management development. We
figure it's the least we can
do for people who are positively affecting the IRes
of so many.
We offer Independent
Sales Agents the
folis,ng:
*Quality Leads
Oslo Cold Calls)
'High Income Potential
*Superior Training
'Complete Marketing
Suppon
'Management
Development Program
-Industry Leadership
To pursue this yen, special
opportunity, please call or
forward your resume 10
John Cooper, Regional,
Manager. FOE
Ph:(800) 227-1394
Fax:(859) 2%.9983

Bldg.
MSU
Murray, KY 42071-3340

338 Special Education

EOE

WestView
P4

*4 S I

0 0 Pc• I

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Prefer certified hut will train.
Full or Part-time.(7-3, 3-1 1, 11-7 shifts).
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental/Life insurance, Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement
plan. Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Tuition reimbursement. Competitive salary
with 2% increase after successful
completion of 90 days.
Contact Cathleen Haley, RN,
(o' 762-1591. EOE
270-767-3550
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071

NECC*
Are you an experienced parent?

GE Financial Assurance
Long Term Care Division
%e bring good things to life.

If so, help us help a child in need: Children are currently waiting for safe, caring foster homes. Whether
you're a homemaker..fanner. doctor (Jr lawyer. you
can make a difference to a child. Become a foster parent with Necco Therapeutic Foster Care today - a
child is waiting for your lose and attention.
Cormier Tio Itirdkins

& Chtidcora
HOUSEKEEPER Needed
Part time at Irvin Cobb
Resort $700 a cabin Call
436-5811
WILL Clean houses & apts
489-2544, leave message
CUSTOM CLEANING
Tailored
To Customer
Cleaning
Needs
Commercial & Residential
270-474-8340
Please
Leave A Message
100

Business
0OPortunitY
ABSOLUTE GOLD MINE!
Nothing down, est
York Mints rte, w/22
locations in your town.
EZ work, 6-8 hrs weekly.
No selling Net $52K yrty.
800-535-4385, 24 hours.

Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.

New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S

436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard

Went to Buy

I.

150

Appliances
GOOD dependable Capn
Washer & General Electric
dryer $225 00 489-6221
electric
MAGIC
Chef
range Excellent condition
$75 00436-2781
PANASONIC Microwave
Stove. 1 4 cu. ft. tyr old,
$65 Tappan in wall oven.
Almond, $50. 759-0196.

DINING ROOM Table with
eaf & 6 chairs $200 obo
25" Zenith TV, $40 obo
Call 759-8412 or 753-0208
ETHAN Allen corner china
cabinet Dark pine in mint
condition. 753-3896
NEW Shipment!
All sofas, loveseats, recliners, bedding, and all
instock merchandise on
sale! We will save you
money!
Carraway Furniture
105 N. 3rd
753-1502

ALL Toys & Collectibles
Made before 1980
270-759-3456
igli
fieery Equipment
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
20' Tr -Axle equipment
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
trailer. Call 435-4308,
Entire Estates. Call
leave message
753-3633.
CASE Backhoe 69 model,
CASH paid for good, used
77-F-700 dump truck 24 tri
rifles, shotguns. and pisaxle trailer. 9,000 Will sell
tols. Benson Sporting
all or part. 492-8956_
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
Mask*
HOMES,
Apartments,
Commercial, Farms. Quick
Closings.
Baker/ BALDWIN upright Early
Investments. 1-800-531- American piano Full-size.
Good condition. Brass plat2246.
ing sounding-board. recent
MEADOWCRAFT Metal
replaced felts & pads
lawn furniture in dogwood
$1000.00 753-4623,
pattern 753-9331
ELECTRIC Guitar for sale.
Fender Squire Telecaster
150
in excellent condition.
Articles
Excellent sound quality,
For Sale
new strings. Asking $300.
WIDE Plank Flooring. Tung obo. This is the guitar
& Groove. 10" white pine Metallica uses. Call 759up to 16 boards. About 140 9215
sq. ft. Aiverez professional LOWERY Pageant electric
acoustical guitar, hard organ. Two keyboards All
case, tuner, new. 10" Delta instrumentals, all rhythms,
lamp,
Compound mitre saw with bench,
music.
little use. Pool cue, meucci Beautiful cabinet Original
hook. Black with hard price $4500.00 Asking
case. Several 245- 50ZR- $750.00 436-5400
16" Firestone Indy RAM
PIANO FOR SALE
tires. Used, Entire Coin Take on low monthly paycollection. U.S. & Foreign ment. Beautiful console
coins, Paper money dating piano. No MONEY down.
back to 1775. Will sell as 1 1-800-371-1220.
lot only. Serious collectors
PIANO lessons. Beginners
need to call on this one
only.
Certified
music
after 5p m. 270-492-6134.
teacher. 753-9014
TOUCH screen cash register terminals vso/ printer.
Homes For Sale
Sharp model #3300 full
programmable, 3 terminals, 1 cash draw, 3 print- 1985 14x70 Fleetwood
ers used 1 1/2 yrs. 2br, 1 bath. 2 porches, al
Datasym model 2020 cash appliances, outbuilding
register w/ drawer. used 1 Call 759-5911, leave mes
yr. 270-753-2334 ask for sage.
1989 14x80 3br. 2 bath
Calvin.
753-3600, 753-3114
STRAW for sale $2 bale.
Call 489-2436 if no answer, 2BR Rent to Own. Riviera
Courts. Grogan Court.
leave message
Coleman RE. 759-4118.

l

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST:

Toll Free
Foster Parents receive up to S1.055 per month willowsc

The Rape Crisis Center of Murray has immediate opening for a Secretary/Receptionist.
Responsibilities include: answering incoming
calls, greeting client/guests, taking messages,
scheduling appointments, typing, photocopying, filing, maintaining office supplies, supervising children in waiting areas, assisting with
correspondence and dictation. REQUIREMENTS: Combination of relevant two year
degree and/or equivalent experience to demonstrate competency, professional attitude, good
knowledge of MS Office, excellent communication skills. No prior history of criminal
behavior. Wage starts at $7.17 per hour. Send
resume to: Director, Rape Crisis Center, P.O.
Box 8506, Paducah, KY 42002-8506. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

ED NECCO & ASSOCIA-1 I s

I\

Emerson Tool Company
Paris, Tennessee
Has immediate openings for the following positions:
Quality Supervisor:
Requires the ability to work with a variety of quality issues involving
metal fabrication and assembly. Will be responsible for supervision of
quality department employees ensuring compliance with standards.
Ideal candidate will be degreed in related business or technical field,
with 3 to 5 years of experience in a related manufacturing
supervisory role.
Quality Analysts:
Will require operation of coordinate measuring machine. Requires
good spatial relationship. Will be responsible for prototype
acceptance, gage calibration and control.
Ideal candidate will have training in the area of drafting or design
with I to 3 years of related experience.
Waste Water Treatment/Process Technician:
Will assist in operation of wastewater treatment facility and a variety
of plant processes. Requires ability to perform and interpret basic
chemical titration tests. Requires physical strength to handle bulk
reagent material.
Ideal candidate will have minimum of high school education or equivalent, possess working knowledge of basic chemistry. Experience in
related position helpful hut not required.
Send Resume in confidence to:
Industrial Relations Manager
Emerson Tool Company
P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Homes For Sale

LIKE New Little Tykes
Race car bed $65 Jenny
Lind Style baby bed &
Sells
changing table
together $100 753-3305
between 12-8p m or leave
message

(877)444-3091
merit lot each child pliwed in their home.

320

SAWN
PV Sale

JOB ADVERTISEMENT
VICTIM ADVOCATE: The Paducah Rape
Crisis Center is accepting applications for
the
position
of
Victim
Advocate.
Responsibilities include: providing advocacy
services for clients including accompanying
victims to court, providing legal information,
liaising with police, attorneys and court
staff, and documentation/tracking of communications and court process. Also includes
assisting in volunteer training, providing
referral services, participating on multi-disciplinary teams. Salary position at $23,625.
REQUIREMENTS: Bachelor's degree in
Human Service field and two years relevant
experience or high school diploma with four
years court system or human service field.
Outstanding
communication
skills.
Experience with MS Office. No prior history
of criminal behavior.
Send Resume to
Director. Rape Crisis Center
P.O. Box 8606
Paducah, KY 42002-8506
Equal Opportunity Employer

Fer HIM

3

1981 Gilbrator 1470 1BR ,
all
appliances
3Br , 2 bath, refrigerator, University $325/mo 1y
gas stove, dishwasher. lease+ deposit. no pets
C/H/A $8,000 OBO Call 1br., furnished downtown
489-2641
(upstairs) $255/mo lyr
38R • 2 bath mobile home lease+ deposit, no pets
w/ extra mobile home 2br,, furnished downtown
hook-up on approximately (upstairs) $285/mo 1yr
4 acres of land 753-5086 lease+ deposit, no pets
2br , stove, refrigerator, w/d
Wilson Real Estate
ID *128 98 Bank repo hook-up. C/H/A, 15 miles
mobile home 16x80 3+2 north of town $285/mo 1yr
located in local park. Set- lease+ deposit, no pets
753-4937 8-5 M-F
up and ready to move in
Easy financing
1BR Furnished apt Low
utilities $100 dep No pets
Call Conseco
800-554-8717 Ext. 774
$225/ month
753-3949
RELOCATING
16x70 1992 Clayton
1BR Like new, all appliExcellen condition
ances Diuguid Dr. Also 1
$16,500 345-2283
br studios near campus
Coleman RE 759-4118
TRAILER & Lot
$11,000 753-2738
1BR, Stove, refrigerator,
two blocks from MSU low
income, clean. 436-5685.
Homes For Rent
garbage, water
2BR
10X50, $150/ month. Plus Deposit & lease required
deposit
Near Cypress $275/mo 753-8355
Springs Resort 436-2096 4BR,2 bath. Available now,
2br in Country on 1/2 acre Diuguid Drive. Also 4br
lot. Stove & refrigerator. townhouse. Coleman RE
Nice deck, plus storage 759-4118.
building No pets $2501 AVAILABLE immediately
plus deposit. 437-4386.
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
2BR. 2 bath. New carport, bedroom handicap accesfreshly painted. 3 miles sible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
East of Murray. $260
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
month plus deposit. No
Phone 759-4984
pets Yard work included.
Equal Housing
Call 270-623-6314.
Opportunity
MOBILE Homes For Rent
BRADLEY Apts. Has openIdeal for retirees Call
ings, 3br, 1 bath Approx.
474-8027
1,000sq. ft Located on
NICE 2br. Mobile home
campus behind Bradley
No pets 753-9866
Book Company. New car285
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1/2 acre. $100,mo 753
6012.
LOT Available in small
quiet park On HWY 641S.
492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

300
Business Rental

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

WANT
to rent house.
would prefer house in
Southwest School District
would consider elsewhere
Call 492-8119 or 753-8507
leave message
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444

GOING TO
MURRAY STATE
WALK TO CLASS.
Now leasing new 1
br town house apts.
One block from
business building.
Located at 1617 &
1619
Olive
St.
Available August 1,
2000.
Washer,
dryer. dishwasher,
stove & refrigerator.
Lease
required.
S400/mo.

Call 753-4358

pet, C/H/A. $375/ month.
Also available, 1 br with
new carpet. $250! month
759-4696 or 435-4632
EFFICIENCY
APT.
Partially furnished. Water &
trash 'disposal paid. W/D
available No pets! 7679037.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income. Mobility impairment accessible, Phone.
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
9-11am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW Duplex. 3br, 2 bath.
C/H/A, w/d. No pets, lease,
$600.
deposit
$600.
month. 1600 OakHill.
Cellular 559-2097.
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
house. W/D, furnished,
near
MSU. 753-1252
before 5pm, 753-0606 after
5pm.
NOW available- 1br apartment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown.
No pets. 436-2755.
RED OAKS APTS.

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325

3BR. 2 bath Cathedral
ceilings in living room
Large DR. Large kitchen
12x27 deck 2 car garage
2100sq ft $800/mo
435-4044

SMALL house on lake 527'
3113 leave message

4BR, 1 bath 2 miles from
MSU Compact but CUTE
house With Central gas
HiA, washer dryer. dishwasher, appliances $575/
month Lease/ deposit No
pets 753-8734 or cell
559-2842

EASTSIDE

4BR, 2 bath C/H/A, 1
block from MSU. 1yr.
lease $600/ mo. 753-9636
501 South 6th Cottage
3br, LR, DR, 1 bath
Upstairs bonus room
$550/ month 753-8220,
615-748-3608
9TH St
3br., 2 bath. $.495/mo.
+ security. No dogs.
270-474-2520.
EXECUTIVE
Home,
Gatesborough. 3br, 2 bath
LA, FR with fireplace. Sun
room, garage, extremely
nice. 1yr lease, references.
deposit. 753-8220, 615748-3608.
FOR RENT
3br.. 2 bath house in
Cambndge Subdivision
For information
call 753-6236

VERY Large 2br, duplex in
private area. C/H/A, utility
room. All gas. Available
Aug_ 1st. No pets. Lease
plus deposit. $475/mo.
759-1087.
WOW!
No waiting list!
Southside Manor Apts
1,2,8.3br. apts
Section 8 housing
EHO

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
&Supplies
AKC Registered Shih-Tzu
puppies Shots & wormed
Ready to go last of July.
$350 Call 901-352-2144

Monday,July 31 • 6:30 p.m.
Near Big Sandy, Tennessee
Only 3 Miles from Kentucky Lake
3 BEDROOM,2 BATH BRICK HOME & 7(1
ACRES To Be Offered in SO, eral Tracts
628 Tom White Road off Lower Big Sandy
Road Between 641 and 69
3 Bedroom Brick House with 2 Car Garage
Central Air & Heat All Conveniences
Smoke House - Fruit Trees
on 5 Acres
65 Acres to be offered in several tracts
Barn - 2 Nice Fish Ponds, approx. 30 acres
Good Timber. Gentle Rolling Land.
•
A Late Everftng Sale with refreshments and
music by B.J. & Beverly Martin.
Free Drawing for Color Television
Contact Delta for Plats & Details
Announcements made at auction take precedence 0% er all other
advertisements

13,

TN 36

Ir.
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1.: DELTA
.0.7...

B"TAT•CO.. 04C.

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
2850 AUSTIN PEAY )410MWAY • SUITE 103
MEmeNig, TENNESSEE 30121 (00)) 382-5731

1-800-592-2288
email: deltaauction@mindspring.com
www.delta-auction.com

TUESDAY,AUGUST 1 •6:30 P.M.
265 ACRES PRIME LAND
To Be Offered In 5 Acre Tracts & Up
Henry County. Tennessee
Directions: From Paris take Hwy. 641 south to
Reynoldsburg Road, go west I mile to Pleasant
Hill Road, turn left on Pleasant Hill Road, go 3
miles to property. Property is located on Norwood
Road & Pleasant Hill Road.

IDEAL for SMALL MINI FARMS
GOOD NEIGHBORHOOD
Close to Paris, Camden & Kentucky Lake

2BR & 3br.
753-4109.
3BR
House
near
University. Stove. refrigerator, C/H/A, w/d hook up.
$535/mo
1yr.
lease.
deposit. No pets.
753-4937. M-F, 8-5.

FENCED & CROSS-FENCED
Woods & Open Land
GOOD LAKE SITE • GREAT BUILDING SITES
YOU MUST SEE This PROPERTY TO Appreciate II.
INVESTORS - DEVELOPERS &
CATTLEMEN HERE IS OPPORTUNITY
Free Drawing for Color Television
FREE Bar-B-Que To All
Music By B.1. & Beverly Martin
Announcements made at auction take precedence over all
other ad‘ertisements

1213 N. 16th St.

Now accepting applications for 2 Br
townhouses, basic rent $305/month.
Office Hours:
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Call 753-1970
Equal Housing ()Pportimil%

2BR. Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A $325. Also 2br,
$275. Coleman'RE
759-4118

CREEKVIEW STORAGE S20-$40 On Center Dnve
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

HIGHLY IMPROVED PASTURE LAND
MORE IMPORTANT - Great Building Sites
for Good Country Living

753-8221

APARTMENTS

1BR.,
furnished
apt
$225/mo No pets. Next to
121 fairgrounds
753-3139
2BR Duplex $375/ mo
759-4406
2BR Near MSU $325,
water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR. 1 bath. 900sq. ft.
duplex
C/H/A,
w/d,
microwave, dishwasher,
stove/ refrigerator 600
Northwood Drive. $425/
month Call 753-0569 after
5pm

STORAGE
119 Main •753-6266

LAND AUCTION

Call Today!
753-8668.

FORREST VIEW

in

Rents%

A

TN 35

DELTA
.....,..
OFFICi•

MO •USTN Pt Y 0410MAINY • sun 100
tottoormi. MINIM( 311,211•0111,1•1•31

1400-592-2288 • email deltaauctionOmindspnng.com
‘.. V.

w.delta-auction.com

REAL ESTATE &
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Saturday, July 29, 10 a.m.
1592 Yarborough Drive, Murray, KY
Near New Concord Community
See Thursday Ledger & Timesfor more details or see ourflyer
on our website at wwwfarrisauction.com

Home • Cattle Farm • Equipment• Mobile Home
• Boats • Lots More

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
IN. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer • Joe Thomason- Apprentice Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker
"The .Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149• Hazel. KY •(270) 492-8796

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
460
Somme For Sets

Pets & Supplies
AKC Shih-Tzu Males &
COUNTRY Living
females all colors, shots & (Lynnwood Estates)
wormed
901-352-0037 2290 sq ft 3Br, 2 5BA.
901-642-5151
LFi./DR FR Den, office 2
CHIHUAHUA Pups AKC car garage sunporch, dou$225- $250 Cairn Temer ble lot $105,000
Pups AKC $200- $225 Call 753-6307 before
5 OOPM
270-382-2831
FOR Sale or Rent
CHIHUAHUA'S 2 long &
3br, C/1-1/A, new kitchen
short hair 270-522-6865.
gas logs, garage $500/mo
DOG Obedience
759-9305
Master Trainer
GRAVES COUNTY
436-2858
Stately 2 story home on
PEG'S Dog Grooming
35 acres, corner of 121 &
753-2915
2205, 3 miles from
UKC Rat Terner 4 1/2 mo
Mayfield 2697 soft, 2
old Almost completely
C1-1/A units 4 bedrooms
housebroken
To good
$167,000 247-4108
home only Call 759-9215,
after 6PM
ask for Ellen or leave message.

i

llinsawsFor Saie

I

NEW home Mb 9uU W.)
Call 270-437-3999
OPEN
Daily
7 00am2 Wpm New 3br. 21'2 bath
home at 1306 Fleetwood
Dr
in Campbell Est
2300sq ft plus an additional 1000sq ft walk out
basement that can be finished out for extended
family or teenagers Call
753-3903 after 4p.m.
REDUCED
BEAUTIFUL New Home
Southwest Villa
3 bedroom., 3 bath.
huge family/game room
3800 sq ft. fireplace.
gas heat
753-5024

OPEN House Toclayl
3 Floors walk out basement 1/2 acre wooded lot
4 plus bedrooms, 2 full
baths Approx 4,000sq ft
under roof Room for large
family or rentals to college
students 701 S 16th St
Murray 753-0699
UNFINISHED
Country
Cottage
Oak
Rustic
Framed, post & beam On
1 acre, built 1996 Best
offer over 37K Call
489-6108

1999 HONDA Foreman,
400 4x4, hunter green
Low hours Take over payments 270-492-6446
97
Harley
Davidson
Sportster Excellent condition Black, forward controls. Screaming Eagle
package, convertible windshield, saddlebags 7530864.

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•1000i loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Auto Pwts

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

A set of running boards to
it full-size truck Call 7592176

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

400
Yard Sakes

LARGE
GARAGE
SALE

LAND FOR SALE

Tract I 227 acres & Tract 2: 1V7 acres
Buy both tracts or only one
Call Pat Rey 1-800-676-7625
Prudential Professional Realty
2515 Wilma Rudolph BI N d.

410 N. 8th St.
(across from Park)
July 27, 28, 29
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Furniture, rugs,
tools, household
items, appliances,
etc.

MOVING
SALE
218 S. 11th St.
Thurs. through Sat.
7 a.m. Lots Of handicapped
items - walkers, back
braces. Furniture,
clothing (men &
women's), baby items,
home decorations,
books, Christmas
items, record albums.

[

1211
Sport Utility Vehicles

Scott Fitts Road; 424 Acres total in
2 tracts; priced @ $1500.00/acre

1997 GMC Yukon
owner, 43,xxx miles 2wd,
white, sharp $22.500 4365673

Clarksville, TN 37040

931-50378000
or a local real estate professional

Used Cars

1986 CUTLASS Ciera
Good work car $1500
753-0980 after 5p m

SOLD:

Wells Painting Co.
Interior • Exterior
Commercial • Residential
Pressure Washing

1995 Ford F-150 XLT

(270) 753-4832
(270) 376-2863

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
Specializing in Custom Workkransnip

2BR, 1 bath Duplex Good
rental history. Great neighborhood. 1304 Peggy Ann
$68,500. 753-6870
3BR, 2 bath, brick. On 11/2
acres. 5 miles from KY
Lake at Elm Grove. New
roof, completely remodeled. 270-395-4448 or 270437-4002.
313r1, 2 bath. 2 car garage.
On 1 acre lot. C/H/A, located between Murray &
Hardin Day call- 4374390 After 4p.m. 4374057.
38R. 2 Bath. C/H/A.
has
bath.
Master
Whirlpool. Sun room, 32ft
front porch, patio pnvacy
fenced perennial garden
with water pond 2 car
garage, 7 miles North of
Murray.
753-1967.
BEAUTIFUL vacation or
starter home w/ fall view of
lake_ Located on 2 lots in
restncted area of Keniana
Estates w/ full access to
dock boat ramp & picnic
area. Country style home
w/ fireplace. Has 3br w/ full
basement that could be
Attached
unit
rental
garage & work shop w/ full
wrap around desk All this
for only S59.500. Call Mrs.
Helm 0 270-436-5582
Kopperaud Realty 0270753-1222. MLS4 3001883

*CUSTOM HOMES
•SPRAY PAINTING
•PRESSURE CLEANING

*DECK RESTORATION
*FAUX FINISHES
*SPECIAL COATINGS

753-6895

1-901-247-3756

1999 90hp Evinrude Still
under warranty Must sell
753-0123(work)
759-1525(home)
32FT US Coast Guard
documented Gibson house
boat Newly rebuilt engine
$14,500 OBO 753-9826
Mak
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages. Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Quality
Workmanship.
Affordable
Rates
Licensed
753-7860 753-9308

ADAM S Home
Improvements
Remodeling, Repairs,
Painting, Decks
No lob too small
437-3192
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters. etc
436-2867
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to '
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs*
Custom Cabinets.
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building.
additions,
remodeling
Rotten floors. sagging
roofs Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding
References Call Larry
Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales.
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots
•Stnping
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

"T‘

1-800-909-9064

Serving The Area For 27 Years

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.

III Cement Boards
II Grouts II Mortars

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 •Sat. 9-4

Installed In
Your Home!

WE DO!Over 34 Tsars
Experience!

Visit Our Showroom Today
CAR

TAIL

RC

Tom
Taylor
Rd

Moe,,.

P/us...all other home improvements

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

A

Dish Network

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

•Install moisture barriers

SEIRtlirIeES COFFERED

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

•Replace rotten or water damaged floors
•Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
•ReplaCe Or repair water and drain lines.

1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. • Sat By Appt.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

10E SMITH CARPET

Wiggins Furniture '99.95
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Phone 12701759-4734

David's Home Improvement

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958..,.

David Borders

JEROME IMIPR.CENFIEMIENITS

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

HOME
FURNISHINGS

-Vinyl Siding & Fencing •N1obile Homes
•Brick •All External (leaning
.Acid (leaning Available
•We Use Hot Water Waking Lots & Dri‘ok.r, •

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

Cleanup Sert,ice

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Po al Lamb
Removal

ilt
riZ
ir
l

"We .S.pet•inIi.;-:e in Cleimini:

The Trimming

24 Hr Service

•- e'
".

David's Cleaning
Services

& sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED ii INSURE I) F", 1.2,timates

EXTERIOR
CLEANING

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns

AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES:
LICENSED & INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

IL •VINY

460
Howes For $ak

5.8 L.

16' INVADER (Fiberglass
$200 489-2908
1988 CHEETAH. 19r 2 ft
V-6 Merc- Inboard Motor
$5700 Excellent condition
Call 753-9237

FENCE g SHED

Lamb Brothers
0
'1 1 Tree Service

• ...,

Nick Wells, Owner
Dave Warsow, Owner

TILE • OMP

PRIME building site. 6.9
acres 759-1309.

1994 FORD Ranger XL
V-6,
52,xxx
miles
Automatic, AC Looks and
runs great 753-9748
1994 FORD Ranger XLT
E/C, matching glass topper 5spd aic p/b p/s,
37,xxx $5800
270-759-3093
1997 TOYOTA Tacoma
PU Dk green 53,xxx,
loaded $11,950 270-3288957 after 6p m

FC11111 5/%1LIE

TREE
SERVICES

PAINTERS

, RAMI

12 acres for sale in
Kirksey 759-0289
after 6 00 pm

1985 Chevy S-10 Blazer
Sport AT, V-6, 4x4, PW
PDC, PS, AC, CC. AM/FM
cassette, 170.000 miles
Asking $3500
(270) 759-0583
'73 Chevy Pick-up $500
OBO 436-5759
97 Dodge Ram 1500. V-8
1994 Chevy Silverado Ext Magnum 13.000 actual
cab loaded wi 305, V-8 miles Like new 753-0114
High miles $8500 OBO
759-1274
a Skein

FROM BASEMENT TO CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED FOR YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENTS!

COMFORTABLE
Farm
home. 25 tillable acres.
$67,000. Terms. 753-9302

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract.
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call:
270-441-2253.

1979 FORD Van $125
435-4694
1995 DODGE Caravan
One owner. good condition Low mileage Call
759-5238 or 753-2905
83 Ford van Removable
wheelchair lift, can be used
in other vans Good condition $3 Q00
753-7573

Ofkred

ligill0W1Ttudis

1986 CHEVY S-10 Cal
492-8342 after 5p m
1986 CHEVY Silverado
New transmission, rebuilt
motor and fixed power
steering Excellent condilion 759-2228
1987 Nissan ext. cab V-6.
5spd 759-4476

SL 4dr, maroon. P/L. P/W,
cruise, 89,xxx miles.
489-6182.
1992 MAXIMA Gold, tilt
power windows/ locks
Spoiler, tinted windows
Iliad Trucks
keyless entry New brakes/
tires, 162,xxx miles $5450
1982 SWB Scotlsd
Call 489-2742
1993 MAZDA MX-3 91,xxx 6 cylind:
obo Cal
miles Runs perfect, red
cd player Firestone tires
489-2839
1995
MUSTANG
GT
80,xxx Green with tan
interior Custom wheels
loaded $8800 759-0461
2000 FORD Taurus SE
Loaded, V-6, 27,xxx miles
Hunter Green $14,900
270-247-5265
85 Toyota Corolla 170.00/'
miles, runs great, $600
753-2423
94 Maxima, Pearl Beige,
118,000 Still nice car
Ext. cab, 2 wheel drive, auto., air,
$5400 00 753-4437
power locks, seats & windows,
96 Lincoln Town Car. Like
new $14.900. 270-927leather seats, Mark Ill Conversion,
9769

LAKE LAND PAINTING

1111 acm."

-1111111100111rdo

1987 CHEVY Suburban FORD '92 Taurus Wagon
489-2112 After 6p m
LX, tow pkg all power
155.xxx miles. good cond
140
$3200 OW) 753-0071

1982 CUTLASS Supreme
83.000 miles Very nice
car $1.400 1989 Probe
Needs work $600
759-9988

1

HOME IMPROVEMENT
15 Years Experience

1

Used Can

1998 FORD Explorer XLT
Excellent condition Day759-4979 Night- 753-9382
86 Dodge Ram 4x4, PS,
97 Lincoln Town Car. Like
PB, $2000 0 B 0
new. $19,500. 270-927753-1635 night
9769
762-3110 day

906 Cherry Corner Rd • Murray, KY 42071

LOTS for sale. Starting at
$11.000. Price includes
water. septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838.
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale,
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040

Vality Vehicles

1992 CUTLASS Supreme

Global Mortgage Link

MINIATURE Donkey Jack
Very friendly 38 inches
lyr old Halter broke $200
270-527-7888
QUARTER Horse Gelding
Reg Black Bay 15.2, very
gentle 14yrs Anyone can
ride. Stocky, $1700 270527-7888

I
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Wood
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s7Zrs1
Electronics, Inc.

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS HELP!!!)
.

753-0530

=Moving—

FREE to PRIMESTAR

Cross Country Or Local

Customers!!

d. II)
sii

Licensed cfc Insured
Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb•

Best Prices On Pages & Cell Phones
Come see us at our new location

408 N. 12th St.

HALL'S HEATING &

MECHANICAL, INC.

Fabrication
Shop Repairs

1244 State Route. 121 North

74-itarkao Sitoreizted

i

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

•
hlvf 641 .114 min scall
i
Knogihrs
753-7728 Mi,ri5TomTrRt
r-o.re. .
1503 yards
1 -3-1HV"/• DOOMOHVH • lANIA • 3111 &NOD • 3111 '1101VH30

0
4 0

GUARAN74.I.: ON M.,4 'FRIA!
& WORK W.V.S111P
WE CA.V .SA VE FM' MON / I

Hut,

KEN-LAKE WELDERS

IV

ASPHALT
,4
0
1 1r
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST! AV'

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

DIRECTV

?Next to

,i,pthill troin ,,..
Sun, oxidation, ater penetration.
and many other harmful factor.
that rob your aphalt of itself '
Asphalt Doe.s ,Vot Improve
1%ith Age And That Is Win

ProlcLt )
,Olir

FREE ESTIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS

e

Call Us

The

Asphalt Doctor

We Service All Brands
Certified Thi 1A Heat Pump Contractor License *M02182

270-7591953

SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR
I,Wh 2! Years 1-.tpiriem c li:
Hottrite Griffin
The Acptiati Imhof,s
()miner

Business On A Budget?

270-759-2288

SAVE $195 with this 2x2

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Debra at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1 916 For Details

1001 Whitnell Avenue
Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

2x2 - $205 — 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

•

VISA
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Services°Owed

WEDNESDAY, JULY 26, 2000

Memorial golf event planned

Mind

BACKHOE SERVICE
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
ROY HILL Septic system, Tnmming, removal. stump
drive-ways hauling. foun- grinding firewood Insured
dations. etc 436-2113
489-2839
BOB'S Plumbing Repair GRAVEL & top soil for sale
Free estimates All work We also build driveway e.
guaranteed Call 753-1308 roads
BRYON S Lawn Service
270-437-4838
Free estimates 759-0276
GUTTERS
Seamless Aluminum
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for Gutters Variety of colors
Free estimates
motor home. boats. RVs
West Ky Seamless
and etc. Excellent protecGutters 753-0278
tion, high quality. excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
HANDYMAN Jobs
Decks, replace shingles
CONCRETE Finishing.
gutters. painting, plumbing
•Dnveways
electrical, vinyl. shower
*Patios
doors, brick & block work
•Siciewalks •
No job too small, 753-Free estimates.
7416

PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing Mowing,
Landscaping 753-5904

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization
bed
mulching Free Estimates.

759-9609
YARD TECH

435-4619.

CREATIVE Endeavors
Construction
Framing, concrete siding
installation, remodeling,
repair. 270-474-2408.
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging.
Free Estimates.
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159.
Cell 853-4188.
OM)ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.
ELECTRICAL

New construction,
remodeling, or just replacing a switch.
Licensed & Insured.
753-0834

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-877-902-5262.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates.
Call Today.

Full Lawn Care.
Flower bed maintenance.
437-4723 or 210-6268.

Free Column
FREE Lab Mix Puppies to
be given away 436-6383.

WANT ADS
WORK

753-5827
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

FREE
PALLETS

FENCING

Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, custom wood
pnvaey fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.

U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

753-1916

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Share news Tonight: Go where the
music is.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, July
27. 2000:
You offer a lot and give a lot. Whatever
you decide to do often becomes easier
than you anticipate. Years of expansion
and networking pay off. You don't need
to push hard — others simply respond.
An associate or partner still acts unpredictably. You are often confused. Just
accept this person. If you are single, a
friendship develops into more, or a new
love relationship also develops as a
friendship. If you are attached, you might
have issues with your partner, but you
aren't changing him. Focus on the total
picture. Look at your goals as a couple.
GEMINI is always a friend.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 2I-April 19)
**** Jump up to an opportunity.
Don't back off. Take a greater role in
your immediate community. Follow a
cherished hope. Brainstorming quickly
brings better results. Add that extra touch
and pizzazz. be it in words or actions.
Intentions get muddled. Tonight: Have a
good time.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You help support the economy.
Not only' do you make money, but you
spend it as well. You impress higher-ups
with your ability to grasp the total financial picture. They trust your professional
abilities; know when to pull out. You
have personal expectations that conflict
with work. Juggle. Tonight: Evaluate
expenditures.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Opportunity strikes when
you extend past your normal limits. intellectually or professionally. Your style
warms others up and brings you better
results than even you could wish for.
Unexpected developments trigger creativity. Tonight: Your actions help another smile
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
* *.* * You know what you want
financially, and you know how to get
there. What seems like a daydream can
hecolne a reality. Start acting rather than
hypothestzing. Relationships build.
Finatnces allow greater flex. Your purpose:might work against another's. Talk.
Tonight: Do something just for you.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*10*** Join others. Schedule meetings:Get together with your friends. You
gain- through groups and networking.
Anuppate the unexpected from others.
Nothing will change here. You inadvertently challenge another. whose reaction
reflects this attitude. Tonight: Where the
gang is
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
* lor.* Buy time rather than react
Tliopgh you have a lot of insight, you
migtit be wrong about a co-worker or a
work-related issue. A boss passes along
an iiteresting piece of information. You
gairi through developing this association
on 4 deeper level. Tonight: Go ow of
your way for an older friend or associate.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
** Your vision takes you down a
*
new path. Make calls. Willingly jump on
an ipportiinity that enhances your professional appeal and/or helps expose you
to 0ther customs and ideas. Talk about
your long-term objectives with a friend.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You gain feedback from a
trusted associate. Another's perspective
about a professional matter might not be
the same as yours. A boss makes an offer
that seems too good to be true. Evaluate
the terms and conditions with care. If you
need money, ask for it. Tonight: Spend
time with your best friend.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Confirm everything you hear
as well as all meetings. You quickly discover that what you say might not be
what another hears, and vice versa. News
involving a legal or written matter

brightens your day. Another proves to be
a big plus in your life. Tonight: Just ask.

The Jeanne Falwell Memonal
Leukemia Golf Tournament, sponsored by the Oaks Country Club, to
benefit The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society will be Aug. II at
the Oaks club golf course.
This tournament was first held
in 1984. In 1985 Falwell was diagnosed with leukemia.. After Falwell's death in May 1987, the tournament became the Jeanne Falwell
Memorial Golf Tournament in her
honor.
Registration for the two-person
golf scramble will start at noon
with a shot gun start at 1 p.m.
The cost which includes green
fees will be $25 per person or $50
per team. Awards and prize drawings will follow the tournament.
Any business can sponsor a hole
for $50 or anyone wishing to make
a donation should mail the information to Norman Lane at 1507 London Dr., Murray, KY 42071.
All proceeds will go to the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society to
support patients in Kentucky fighting blood related cancers.

BENEFIT TOURNAMENT...Pictured are members of the Oaks Country
Club at the planning
meeting for the 16th annual Jeanne Falwell Memorial Leukemia Golf Tourname
nt to be Aug. 11
at the Oaks club.
It you wish to enter the tournament, sign up at the Oaks Country
Club or send entry with payment to
Lane at the above address.
The Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society is a national voluntary

health agency dedicated to curing
leukemia, lymphoma, Hodgkin's
disease and myeloma -- and to improving the quality of life of patients and their families.
Leukemia, lymphoma and mye-

Ionia are cancers that originate in
the bone marrow and lymphatic tissues. Society figures show an estimated 108,000 people in the United
States will be diagnosed with these
diseases annually.

TRADE to receive chapter award
TRADE (Tri-State Association
of Diabetes Educators) will receive
the Outstanding Chapter of the
Year award at their annual meeting
of the American Association of
Diabetes Educators(AADE) to be
held in San Diego in August. The
initial announcement was made at
the TRADE meeting held recently
in Murray.
"TRADE is dedicated to providing educational opportunities for
the professional growth of diabetes
educators in Kentucky. Illinois and
Indiana," said Ann Ingle, RN, Certified Diabetes Educator who is a
past president and member of
TRADE."This award was based on
our chapter's programs for professionals and its involvement in diabetes-related activities in area communities. TRADE submitted to
AADE a notebook which represented highlights of the past year.
TRADE has regularly sponsored
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's annual camp for children with
diabetes, and we included the camp
brochure along with other TRADE
information from the MCCH newsletters for employees and physicians and hospital's Vitality maga-

(270) 688-3056 or Ingle at 1-800342-6224, extension 490.

Dr. Glen VanLoon. a Benton endocrinologist, is pictured giving
an update on diabetes treatments to the meeting of the TriState Association of Diabetes Educators(TRADE) held in Murray. TRADE promotes educational opportunities for health care
professionals involved in diabetes education and helps provide quality diabetes education for those who have diabetes.
diabetes educators with 109 chapIngle will be among the TRADE ters.
members who will be in San Diego
For more information on
to accept the award. The AADE TRADE, contact TRADE president
has a membership of over 11 .000 Rosemary Kyle, C.D.E., R.N., at

Pictured is Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Certified Diabetes Educator Ann Ingle,
R.N., announcing to fellow
members of the Tri-State Association of Diabetes Educators that they have been selected nationally as Outstanding Chapter of the Year.

YMCA strives to treat everyone equally

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Discuss the implications of an
adjustment at work. Another might not
By Angie Lee Morris
exactly agree with your decisions, but he
While on a recent trip to Clear
supports you nevertheless. Remember.
water, Fla., I found myself touched
everyone expresses caring in their own
way. Don't finalize any money agree- by a random act of kindness.
My dog, Lily, and I were
ments after noon. Tonight: Do something
stretching our legs at a gas station
you love.
somewhere in Cobb, Ga., when
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

***** By being spontaneous. you suddenly a man appeared from bedraw a lot of happiness and joy, and you hind the fence that I was leaning
also give others the same. Another might on. At first, I was startled, thinking
go overboard expressing his feelings. I was alone in the dark. It was obviKnow that communication means a lot. ous the man had not
bathed,
Others and their intentions could confuse shaved, cut
his hair or had clean
you. Make no decisions. Tonight: Make clothing in
a very long time. My
it light and easy.
heart sank!
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
I stood there in my $80 shoes
*** Your actions result from deep caring. Others understand that you come with my $225 dog while on my
from a place of real security and depth. way to a week at the beach. I felt so
An offer involving work and day-to-day sad for this man who had once been
living will benefit you. Break out of pat- a mother's newborn baby. He could
terns. Remember what is ultimately be a brother, a father, or a dad's
important. Say no to a rut. Tonight: Stay son. I wondered if he had been
close to home.
plagued with mental illness, child
abuse or never having that one perBORN TODAY
son in his life that cared about him.
Ice skater Peggy Fleming (1948)
I ran around the other side of the

YMCA
fence to see where the man had
come from. Nowhere. He came
from a black, darkened woods,
which I am sure he calls home.
Suddenly, two pretty young girls
pulled up in this great little convertible, only to be followed by a
cute young boy in a great-looking
Corvette convertible. As these people sat talking and laughing, the
man walks up to the young boy and
stares with wide eyes at the car. I
was so afraid the young kids would
tell him to go away and say hateful
things.
I stood there wondering what I
should do to intervene. The girls

eta,

sped off, with their hair blowing
everywhere. Much to my surprise
the young man stayed and
alked to the old man, telling him all
about his car. It was like watching
two 6-year- old boys with a new
toy. I was touched and relieved, to
say the least.
As the young man said goodbye
to the old man and drove off into
the dark, the old man retreated to
his home in the darkened woods.
The young boy had instantly become a young man in my eyes.
Someone had taught the young
man to respect others and treat others as your equal. He had a great

mentor in his life and he, too, was a
great mentor. He had not given the
man money, but he had given him a
smile, kind words, respect and a
moment of his time. He gave back
what he had been taught, and it had
cost him nothing.
That is very similar to what we
do here at the YMCA. With our
childcare programs, we change
lives daily. We teach love, caring,
respect and that dreams can come
true.
We,as people, should always try
and reach out to those less fortunate
than ourselves. Kindness will cost
you nothing and, in the long run,
the rewards are greater than we
know.
What if the old man had been a
YMCA kid? Would his life have
been different? I certainly believe it
would, and the great part is we
could have done it without costing
him a penny. At the Murray Family
YMCA,everyone is equal.

Boy convicted of shooting Arkansas police officer
FAYETrEV1LLE, Ark.(AP) — dence, Mr. Nichols knew what
he
A juvenile court judge on Tuesday was doing,"
Zimmerman said.
convicted a 12-year-old boy of
The judge also ordered Nichols
shooting a police officer who to meet with a psychiatrist before
caught the youth heading toward she pronounces sentence.
his school with a shotgun.
Defense
attorney
Kent
Michael Nichols was charged McLemore unsuccessfu
lly argued
with attempted murder for the May that Nichols should be found guilty
II shooting in a hayfield north of of second-degree battery, which is
Prairie Grove Junior High School. recklessly causing serious injury
Judge Stacey Zimmerman ordered with a deadly weapon.
Nichols held until his Aug. 22 sen"This is not a bad apple who
tencing.
didn't know right from wrong. He's
"Based on • circumstantial evi- a sweet little kid who was out of his

mind," he said.
But the judge said an Arkansas
Supreme Court ruling kept her
from considering an insanity defense, an issue that was raised earlier in the day.
Prairie Grove police officer
Greg Lovett was pelted with birdshot in the face, neck, shoulders,
rib cage. lower back and buttocks
after confronting Michael after the
boy had left school. Witnesses reported seeing a boy walking along

Museum to host badge day
The National Scouting Museum
invites all area Boy Scouts to our
annual Fall Merit Badge Day. This
popular event offers Boy Scouts an
opportunity to earn up to two merit
badges from over 25 offered during
this one day workshop.
Instructors from Murray State
University. the Murray community
and the surrounding region are offering their expertise to teach these

classes. This event has grown with
each offering, and we anticipate another great response. Spring Merit
Badge Day 2000 had over 480 registered Scouts from six different
states. so register early.
Admission to visit the official
museum of the Boy Scouts of
America is included in your registration fee. Registration is limited

to the first 500 received, so call the
National Scouting Museum to receive your registration form at I 800-303-3047.
The National Scouring Museum
is open Tuesday - Saturday,9 a.m.4:30 p.m. For more information.
contact Melissa Finklea at the National Scouting Museum by calling
(270)762-3383 or 1-800-303-3047.

a rural road during school hours.
Lovett returned Michael's fire,
striking the boy in the abdomen. He

applied first aid to Michael, who
was hospitalized several days before being arrested.

Downtown Manhattan,Kan.,
apartment building explodes

MANHATTAN. Kan. (AP) —
A natural gas explosion tore
through a downtown apartment
building Tuesday, engulfing the
building in fire and cutting electricity to a large part of the area.
All of the building's 21 residents
were accounted for, authorities
said. One suffered a minor injury

and was treated at the scene.
Smoke hung over the city immediately after the blast and was visible for several miles. At least two
vehicles were smashed by falling
bricks as the building's front side
collapsed into the street.
Fire was contained to the apartment building, officials said.

Don't Neglect Your Tires
This Summer - Arrive Safely!
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
*Excellent Warranties
*Free Balancing With Tire Purchase
e
jA
l Accepted

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

MURRAY LEDGER 8, TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR READER: Lithium is a marvelous drug for certain hyperactive
emotional states. However, it can be
exceedingly dangerous if the amount
of medicine in the body rises to toxic
levels. Lithium toxicity is associated
with irritability, trembling and lack of
coordination, among other side
effects. You should have periodic
measurements of lithium blood levels.
In this way, the dose of medication

DEAR DR. GOTT. After months of
depression, fatigue, a lack of stamina
and a 35-pound weight gain, I was
diagnosed with hypothyroidism and
prescribed Synthroid 0.125 milligrams
daily. My symptoms have improved
somewhat after a month of therapy.
However, I'm far from normal. My
husband thinks I'm crazy and lazy, but
the doctor says to be patient, continue
the medicine and check back in six
months. Will I eventually lose weight'
DEAR READER: Thyroid deficiency such as yours will often cause
depression, weakness and a loss of
energy. This can make you appear to
Oe "crazy and lazy." (I hope your
rather insensitive husband will eat his
words once you have recovered.) The
use,of thyroid replacement, of which
Synthroid is a popular brand, should
— in the proper dosage — reverse
these symptoms. Be patient.
However, you may need more
Synthroid to achieve a full therapeutic
effect; your doctor can assess your
requirement for additional medicine
by performing a simple and reliable
blood test. I think that your dose of
thyroid medication is on the low side;
therefore, I suggest that you be
checked more often than every six
months until your condition stabilizes.
Hypothyroidism almost never causes significant weight gain. Patients
with thyroid deficiency will gain a few

DEAR ABBY: I recently took my
father to my 11-year-old son's Little
League game. While my son's team
was at bat, a ball was hit up the
first base line. The first baseman
made a gallant attempt to catch the
ball, but missed and it went into the
outfield.
The right fielder stopped the
runner at second base, and my
father shouted to the first baseman,
"You should have made that play!"
Concerned that he would hurt
the boy's feelings, I told Dad he
shouldn't shout at the boy. My
father then became angry with me
and said the boy needs to know that
he "screwed up" so he would "learn
from his mistakes."
My father's loud lecture embarrassed me. I told him after he
calmed down that I would be sitting
in the bleachers. A few minutes
later, I looked for him and saw that
he was walking home. I had driven
him to the game. We have not
spoken since.
I feel it is the coach's responsibility to instruct the players. Parents
who attend should be supportive,
not negative. Was I wrong to defend
the boy and "insult" my father?

can be altered to better suit your
needs. Also, you should have blood
tests for thyroid function, because, in
the presence of goiter, you may have
developed an overactive thyroid
gland.
I doubt that your symptoms are
age-related; more likely they are the
result of the lithium or of a malfunctioning thyroid gland. Ask your doctor
to order the necessary tests.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is a
Baker's cyst?
DEAR READER: This is a painless
swelling behind the knee, produced by
leakage of joint fluid that becomes
trapped in a membrane near the sac
surrounding the joint. Ordinarily, a
Baker's cyst is not associated with
symptoms other than a sense of fullness and occasional discomfort. The
FRUSTRATED
cause is unknown. Such cysts are
LITTLE LEAGUE DAD
harmless and do not need to be
removed unless they interfere with
DEAR FRUSTRATED: The
the normal action of the knee joint.
job of parents and grandparC 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
ents at children's sporting

DR. GOTT

pounds, usually from fluid retention,
and may appear puffy and swollen.
However, they will not gain appreciable fat unless they are overeating. The
view that obesity is caused by
hypothyroidism is a misperception. In
order to lose weight, you — and most
other obese people — will have to cut
down on the calories you consume.
Dieting should bring your weight

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

under control. To give you related
information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Winning the
Battle of the Bulge." Other readers
who would like a copy should send 62
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: For 10 years, I've
been taking 1,200 milligrams of lithium a day. I feel better and am no
longer suicidal, but I've developed a
goiter. Also, my hands tremble and I
am clumsy. Are these symptoms'
because of my age (60) or are they
from the lithium?

events is to cheer them on. Your
father's remarks were not helpful. They were hurtful to the
first baseman's self-esteem. The
boy couldn't help but know that
he goofed.
Call your father and point
out to him that he didn't like
being corrected in public — he
got angry and walked home —
so why would he think a young
first baseman would appreciate
being yelled at by a stranger?
Perhaps that will help him view
his actions in a different light.
If it doesn't, buy him some
peanuts and Cracker Jack —
and leave him home.
***

A domestic cat can run 30
miles an hour, beating the fastest
human, who reached 27.89 mph.

IC,A II L

DEAR ABBY: It's rare nowadays
to find nice people willing to help a
complete stranger. That's why I
want to share this With you:
I live in Cheyenne, Wyo. I was
seven months pregnant and was
driving alone to Thermopolis, five
hours away.
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"50 SAUCY LAWNS 10
DRWIE HIM WILD WITH

/JACK'. I
DIDN'T KNOW
THIS WAS IN
HERE!!
•

"WHAT MEN REALL4
WANT '401.0 DO TO...
WAnnTht
I DON'T---'PEOPLE To THINK I'M
READING TtlAT...

NOT LOOKING!
NOT READING'!!
DIO NOT BU4
TrItS FOR -I-MSS
ARTICLE S f!

WHATEVER HAPPENED
TO THE 000D OLD DAYS
WHEN IT WAS SAFE
TO READ A WOMEN'S
MAOA ZANE is PUBLIC?

41.4*wen.

LOOKING BACK

of National Merit Scholarships.
Published is a picture of Pat
Miller Sanders and Lynn Richard
dipping ice cream during Leadership Murray's lee Cream Social at
Murray State University Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Births reported include a girl to
Carolyn and Richard Gregory, July
20; a girl to Tina and William Holt
and a boy to Patricia and Terry Ayers, July 21.

A wonderful couple checked into
their room and invited me to share
it with them. Then they bought me
dinner. They refused to accept anything from me except my profuse
thanks.
I never expected to meet people
willing to put themselves out for
someone they.didn't even know. In
this age of distrust, it's reassuring
to know that there are still wonderful people out there.
VALERIE GII3SON

Twenty years ago
A note burning ceremony for the
new building of Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted Masons
was held July 25 at the new lodge
hall on Highway 121 North and
Robertson Road.
Dan Key, junior at Calloway
County High School, and his basketball coach, Chic Nute, participated in the BC All-Star Basketball
Camp in Rensselaer, Ind., for high
school players between sophomore
and junior year.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Barker, July 2.

DEAR VALERIE: Thank you
for sharing your experience. As
more and more people have
written to me relating random
acts of kindness, it is clearly
apparent that generosity of
spirit is alive and well in our
country.
*5*

Good advice for everyone — teens to
seniors — is in 'The Anger in All of Us
and How to Deal With It." To order, mend
a business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
81054-0447.(Postage is included.)

Thirty years ago
Published is a picture of Crystal
Parks, Eleanor Miller, Mildred Las,
siter and Mildred Lowe, local
teachers, who are enrolled in a
three-day summer student teaching
workshop at Murray State University. Dr. John Taylor, conductor, is
pictured using an audio-visual
teaching aid.

East dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
*AJ2
VJ 6 2
•KQ53
4,Q 9 4
WEST
EAST
+73
•Q10964
V Q7
•10 9 5 4
•J 98 2
•10
461{J1063
4875
SOUTH
e K 85
A K83
* A 76 4
•A2
The bidding:
East; South West North
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — two ofdiamonds.

This is one of those hard-luck
hands where you can't help sympathizing with declarer, even
though you might not have played
his cards exactly the way he did.
West led a diamond,taken by
South with the ace. Declarer had method of play — without the beneight solid tricks and quite a few efit of peeking at the East-West
chances for the ninth. He started cards — is to allow East's ten of
out by leading a low heart to the diamonds to hold the first trick!
jack at trick two. This gave him Assuming West led from a fourtwo chances for an extra heart card suit, East is then forced to
trick: one if West had the queen, return aspade,a heart or a club,all
and another ifthe suit was divided of which hand declarer his ninth
3-3. But East took the jack of trick.
Tomorrow: Another string to the bow.

42 Animal
45 "— — Clear
Day"
47 Call
49 Pintail duck
50 Drinking
vessels
52 Pate de —
gras
54 Precedes
ess
55 Teutonic
deity
56 Blotches
59 Iridium
symbol
61 Period of
holding
63 Biblical
mountain
65 Hindu guitar
66 Pamper
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1 Majority
7 Grates
12 In the .
preceding
month
13 Ideal place
15 In response
to
16 Prophet
18 Chaplain
(abbr.)
19 Supposing
that
21 — — even
keel
22 A state
24 Dec. holiday
26 Supercilious
person
28 Shade tree
29 Cafe patron
31 "— Lang
Syne"
33 Old pronoun
34 Smoke and
fog
36 First king of
Israel
38 Roman 101
40 Believe — —
not
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short
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5 Center of
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38

The curtain of night
enveloped the fleeing
lovers.

Though fiery trials
had threatened,oceans
of longing had kept
them together

Now,a new icicle of
terror stabbed at the
embroidery of their
existence.
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One year ago: Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright and her Russian counterpart, Igor Ivanov, announced a second WashingtonMoscow hot line would be installed
to help avoid misunderstandings
like those that had developed over
Kosovo. Cary Stayner, a motel
handyman, described in detail for
an off-camera jailhouse interview
with San Francisco TV station
KBWB how he'd killed a naturalist
and three Yosemite sightseers.
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Fifty years ago
Primary elections will be held
throughout the state of Kentucky
on Aug. 5. A light vote has been
predicted.
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor of First
Baptist Church, Murray, is attending the Baptist World Alliance in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Youlanda McClure and Ewing
Stubblefield were married July 22
by Bro. Henry Hargis at his home.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Mitchell, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Crouse and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Cyrus Miller. July 23.

Today is Wednesday, July 26,
the 208th day of 2000. There are
hearts with the queen and returned 158 days left in the year.
a heart. When South played theAToday's Highlight in History:
K,he learned that the hearts were
On July 26, 1775, Benjamin
4-2.
became Postmaster-GenFranklin
Declarer now tried a low club
to the queen, hoping to find West eral.
On this date:
with the king. But East took the
In 1788, New York became the
queen with the king and returned
11th state to ratify the U.S. Constithe jack of clubs to South's ace.
The situation took a further tution.
turn for the worse when declarer
In 1952, Argentina's first lady,
next led a diamond to the queen, Eva Peron, died in Buenos Aires at
hoping West's opening lead was age 33.
from a three-card suit. But East
In 1956, Egyptian President Gashowed out,and South decided that mal Abdel Nasser nationalized the
his best remaining chance was to Suez Canal.
try a spade finesse.
In 1964, Teamsters president
So he led a spade to the king
Hoffa and six others were
Jimmy
and finessed the jack on the reof fraud and conspiracy
convicted
turn. East won with the queen and
handling
of a union pension
the
in
put
cashed his remaining clubs to
the contract down two. All of which fund.
In 1971, Apollo 15 was
indicates that bad luck comes in
bunches,though it's true thatSouth launched from Cape Kennedy.
could have made the contract easIn 1986, kidnappers in Lebanon
ily had he known the queen of released the Rev. Lawrence Martin
hearts was doubleton.
Jenco. an American hostage held
One reasonable but unusual for nearly 19 months.

CROSSWORDS

WHEN WILLI.Be
BACK")
—

Forty years ago
Published are a story and pictures about the Hazel Volunteer
Fire Department organized four
years ago. The story is by Staff
Writer James Harmon.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James C. White and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moss,
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club heard Ruth
Parsons, district chairman, speak at
the club meeting July 21 at Triangle Inn. Marjorie Shroat Huie is
club president.

Bad Luck Comes in Bunches

02000 King Features Syndicate Inc
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Nesbitt, July 20.
Barbara Lynne Brown and Dennis Ray Goodwin were married
June 20 at First Baptist Church.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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THEY SAY HAVING A
PET CAN LOWER YOUR
BLOOD PRESSURE

Births reported include a boy to
Ten years ago
Scott Gordon, son of Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. James Kesterson, July
Mrs. Steve Gordon, and Michael D. 18; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. David Chadwick, July 19; a boy to Mr.
Hill, are Murray High School sen- and Mrs. Clifford L. Pittman and a
iors who have been named winners boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Dwain

Three hours into my trip, I found
myself in a major snowstorm. I
couldn't go on and I couldn't turn
back, so I left the interstate the first
chance I got. The nearest town had
only one gas station, one motel and
two restaurants. Neither of the
restaurants accepted credit cards,
and all the rooms at the motel were
already booked. I waited with other
stranded motorists for the weather
to clear. Unfortunately, it just got
worse. The highway patrol eventually closed all the roads.
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Firefighters
help fight fire
in Colorado
The Kentucky Division of Forestry announced that 35 of its .firefighters have traveled to Colorado
to help fight a forest fire in the
Mesa Verde National Park. The
current estimated size of this fire is
12,000 acres.
The Kentucky firefighters departed for Durango. Colo., after the
US. Forest Service notified the division that it needed assistance with
the Colorado fire.
The division has a cooperative
agreement with the U.S. Forest
Service to provide assistance during forest fire emergencies. The
federal agency assisted Kentucky
last fall when the state had its worst
outbreak of fires in a decade.
"We are happy we could provide
some help," said Mark Matuszewski, director of the Kentucky
Division of Forestry. "We are very
familiar with how vital out-of-state
resources are during such emergen
cies. Last fall, we received assis
lance from several states and the
U.S. Forest Service."
Division employees volunteer
for these opportunities to assist
other states. They will be placed on
leave from the division and will actually be paid by the U.S. Forest
Service during their volunteer service.
Fourteen days plus travel time is
the maximum number of days the
firefighters will be away from
home.

Teen-ager arrested
in newborn's
drowning death
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) Authorities have arrested an 18year-old girl they say let her newborn baby drown in a tub after giving birth to him at a family reunion.
Irene Duarte of Portland went
into labor before the reunion early
Sunday, Clackamas County Sheriff's deputy Angela Blanchard said.
Duarte locked herself in a bathroom at her cousin's home and
filled the tub with water. She then
apparently gave birth to a 9-pound
boy and made no attempt to take
him out of the water, Blanchard
said.
Relatives, who were not aware
of the pregnancy, became concerned for her safety and forced
their way into the bathroom. They
found the infant in an empty tub
with no pulse.
An autopsy determined that the
baby died from drowning.
Duarte has a 2-year-old son who
was released to the care of her
mother. Duarte was expected to be
arraigned on a murder charge.

Brick-attack
suspect to
be released
NEW YORK (AP) — A judge
on Tuesday ordered the release of a
homeless man charged with attempted murder after he confessed
to bashing a young woman's head
with a five-pound chunk of concrete.
Criminal Court Judge John
Walsh ordered the release of Bentley Louis Grant. 35, without bail
after a prosecutor told the court that
new evidence shows that Grant
might be the wrong man.
A felony complaint filed at
Grant's court arraignment said at
least three witnesses had seen him
attack Tiffany Goldberg or had
seen him fleeing.
Assistant District Attorney Amy
Schwartz told the judge that her office had "discovered new evidence
that raises substantial questions
about Grant's identity as the perpetrator of the crime against Ms.
Goldberg."
Schwartz said the investigation
into the attack was continuing.
Charges against Grant had not been
dropped.
Granevlawyer, Natasha Lapiner-Giresi, said she believes surveillance videotapes from several
stores exonerate Grant.
"I believe he confessed because
they (police) questioned him for 20
hours and he wanted them to stop,"
Lapirier-Giresi said.
Grant is due back in court Aug.
17 to hear the results of a psychiatric exam.
Grant was picked up July 19 and
charged the next day with attempted murder for allegedly hitting Goldberg, 25, of Madison,
Wis., in the back of her head with a
chunk of concrete on July 9.
Goldberg suffered a cracked
skull, broken teeth, a black eye and
cuts and bruises after she was hit
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Check Out Our Super Specials
On Thursday, Friday 11( Saturday
New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
8:00-1:00
Fri. & Sat.
8:00-8:00

Prices Good
July 26 thru
August 1

7004(

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

700t 90exee

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors.

We Do Custom Bar-B -Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

••

AMMAN 42,
1Ma

Field Boneless Kentucky Legend
Ham
Half or Whole

Light Wieners

Lb
*
2
69

$ 1 29
u.S. Choice Boneless Sirloin

Tyson Boneless Chicken

Tip Roast

Breast Tenders
3-

Drinks

99°
Kentucky Farms

Whole Milk
go

'I

$ 99

B.G. Total Cereal, Raisin
Bran, Corn Flakes,
Brown Sugar Oats
12-15.25 oz.

Rainbow

Orange Juice

Sugar

'I

$ 99

4 Lb.

/ Coke, Diet Coke, Mello Yello,
Sprite, Mr. Pibb

6

Bugles

4339

Snacks

Pringles

Potato Chips

$279

Tropicana Premium

64 oz

$299

6„

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello,
Mr. Pibb

99'

2 Liter

19
5-6oz

Chicken of the Sea

Napkins

oo
ct 2/5

Prairie Farms

2% Milk
Bath Tissue
Cookie Dough

Tuna

6oz

Nabisco Ritz
4 Roll

11.4-20 oz.

89

999

Crackers

Asst. Variety

Rice-A-Roni

79
'
$239
si 99

4.3-6.9 oz.

2/89' Cereal
99' Apple Juice
Barno103 Pure

99 Candy Bars

Soft & Gentle

99
'

Chex Rice, Corn or Wheat

Hershey Asst. Variety Pk.
1/2 gal.

99
'

64 oz.

$399
2P5" Detergent
1000z
Diet Coke, Sprite,
2P5" Coke,
Diet Cat. Free Coke
'219
All Ultra Liquid

14 5-16 oz.

aoiscc

Wafers

ACPAI_LI

11-12oz.

>a

-<

AmnresAciriurdcAor

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Owen's Best
Boneless

Baked Ham
$429

Chicken
$219

Cheese
$399

Owen's Best
Barbeque

Owen's Best
Deli

Owen's Best
Storemade

California

Sno White
8 oz.

U.S. No. 1 Red
5 Lb Bag

Beef
$28[9

Roast Beef

Cole Slaw
$ 39
[t

Cole Slaw Mix
$1 19

Mushrooms

Potatoes
$ 39

$499

Field
American

Golden Ripe

Bananas

Large
Stalk

Large
Head

Celery

Lettuce

$ 1 00 89c

99'
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Freedom Fest adds flavor to tourism
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The Nov. 30 closing of the National
Scouting Museum on the campus of
Murray State University will undoubtedly have an effect on tourism in Murray and Calloway County.
However,Murray Tourism Commission
director Judy Gargus, buoyed by the
success of the recent Freedom Fest that
brought thousands of tourists to the
Murray community for the Fourth of
July weekend, is confident that the area
will continue to be an attractive location for tourists to visit.
"We're sorry to see the Scouting Museum go and it will be a loss for us, but

there are lots of opportunities out there
for Murray," Gargus said. "We're keeping our eyes and ears open to different
kinds of attractions that Murray would
be a natural fit for."
Gargus noted that even when the Scouting Museum closes its doors for the last
time, Murray and the surrounding area
have plenty of other tourist attractions
on hand.
"We already have several assets like
our proximity to Land Between the
Lakes, Murray State, the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum and Playhouse in the
Park, and we are always looking for
new; innovative ways to bring more
tourism to the area."
• '•,_f
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Home of Murray State University
and the National Scouting

Museum
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

These signs located on the outskirts of town greet visitors to the area.

PINE CREEK RESORT
LYNN GI ROVE, KY

(270)435-4231

or
(270)435-4237
Now Taking
Reservations
For Weddings,
Company Parties,
Class/Family
Reunions
& Private
Parties.
Beautiful surroundings - clear water, lake with fountains and waterfalls,
white sand beaches, covered bridges and gazebos, large picnic pavilion and
kids playground

One of the
ways that the
commission has
done just that is
by focusing their
efforts on organizing a number
of special events,
from the Freedom Fest celebrations and a
variety of activities at the lakes
an
to
area
numincreasing
ber of youth
sports camps and
tournaments and
the second annual Ice Cream Festival, which will
be held this September.
"Tourism activities are really
event-driven,"
said Gargus, who
explained how
much of an ecoimpact
nomic
tourism can have
for a community."We rely heavily on special
DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo
events to bring The annual Freedom Fest concert draws crowds from the area.
people to our
"We've had the calencommunity and use our events and allow event
hotels, eat at our restau- organizers to promote dar since the beginning of
rants, stop at our gas sta- events further outside of the Web site two years
tions and those kinds of the immediate area in ago, but we've tweaked
order to gain the atten- it several times to make
things.
"When we get people tion of tourists and invite it more user-friendly," Gargus said. "It's easier to
to come to our communi- them to visit Murray.
"We want to know about access the events, and the
ty from elsewhere, the
smarter
is
economy trickles down ideas for special events," database
and has a positive effect Gargus said. "We can pro- because it puts events in
vide assistance in plan- the correct chronological
for everyone.
"Hopefully the attrac- ning new events and mak- order.
Most of the changes
tions we have, like the ing sure they don't conlakes and the Hazel flict with other dates — have made Mings simpler
antique shops, will invite that's what we're here for. for us to log in events,
"It takes a team effort but the user benefits from
these tourists to stay for
to organize a successful having a more accurate,
a little longer."
Gargus mentioned that event, and we want to be up-to-date calendar."
Meanwhile, just down
the commission has an a part of that in helping
open-door approach when the community to make the road in southern Calit comes to suggestions for events work. We're very loway County, the small
new special events, and it knowledgeable in a lot of town of Hazel is also leaving its mark on the Interis willing to provide assis- those areas."
net.
addiGargus said that in
tance with organizing such
Within the month, the
events with its resources tion to reaching the comthat rests on
community
at
759phone
by
and experience in handling mission
critical planning matters 2199 or 1-800-651-1603, the Tennessee state line
such as traffic control,secu- interested parties can also should have an official
access the commission's Web site of its own.
rity and promotion.
"We'll have a calendar
Funded by revenue Web site at www.murreceived from hotel room raynet.com. Gargus was of events on-line, but the
taxes,event funding grants pleased with the site's primary purpose is to proare also available from the upgraded calendar of vide information about
commission to assist the events, which is updated Hazel," said Hazel mayor
W. Dan Farris, who creddevelopment of any new weekly.
ited city clerk Mike Greene
and West Kentucky Rural
Telephone for their efforts
in developing the site. "To
sponsor the Web site, we
will have hyperlinks to
those businesses in Hazel
that want to participate."
But what really has Farris smiling of late is the

The Carver
3amily
Welcomes you
To Sirloin
Stockade
UFFET

Whitney & Sydney
Carver

• See Page 5

"When we get people to come to our community from elsewhere, the economy
trickles down and has
a positive effect for
everyone. Hopefully
the attractions we
have, like the lakes and
the Hazel antique
shops, will invite these
tourists to stay for a
little longer."
— Judy Gargus
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Maupin brings fishing to life
ing that day, and I saw
the water come up for the
first time."
Maupin cultivated his
love for the outdoors into
a job with the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources.
"I was assigned a 22mile stretch from the
Agness Ferry Bridge to
Paris Landing," Maupin
explained. "It was a fulltime job ... I was in constant contact with the fishermen and outdoorsmen.
"I had worked there for
about a year when they
found out I could fish. So
they assigned me to the
VIP fishing tour. I was
teaching high-ranking military and political figures
about fishing and the out-

service, I have the oppornever get back in my boat tunity to practice and teach
that's because they were rude
people techniques that
and didn't do what I asked
they can find useful," said
them to do," claimed Maupin.
Maupin.
"But most people are really
"I'm not only a teacher
nice. I've met so many wonderful
- I also show people where
people ... One of the toughest
the best areas to fish are
things about guiding is not deal... The bottom line to guiding with the people, but dealing is opening doors to
ing with the weather."
people and teaching them
According to Maupin, the
about the outdoors and
unpredictable weather of westhow wonderful it is."
ern Kentucky can wreak havoc
From governors to stock
on fishermen and outdoorsmen.
brokers to Hollywood
"The barometer is the key,"
stars, Maupin has, come
he said. "The sudden changes
in contact - and made
can be a problem. But it's basifriends - with many difcally the same everywhere you
ferent people.
go."
"There are people from
"Everywhere" could describe
the east coast and the west
the places Maupin has been
coast who come down here
when it comes to fishing.
to fish with me," Maupin
Maupin lists bodies of water
explained. "I've even had
in Florida, Alabama, Mississipone guy who drove from Jeanne Maupin is pictured with her 2 pound, 11 oz. crap- pi, Kansas and Mexico as places
New York. He was a Wall pie.
he has visited on fishing excurStreet millionaire who had
sions. In Florida is where he
never seen large or small- doors," he said. "They all want to learn recorded his biggest catch.
mouth bass or wild how to fish on dad's rod and reel ...
"I caught a 13-pound bass while fishturkeys ... But we Sometimes they'll wind up catching more ing on Lake X," he said. "Lake X is a
changed that!"
fish than dad. And that's priceless."
25,000-acre compound where they test
Some of Maupin's more
Maupin's tours are open to anyone new equipment. You can only fish there
famous clients
have ready and willing to learn „about fish- by special invitation, and I received an
included
actor
Jack ing and the outdoors.
invitation to fish there."
Nicholson, former Speak"There's only been three times in my
er of the House John life where I've had people who will • See Page 8
Gregg and Jim Voyles and
Denny Zahn - attorneys
for former heavyweight
boxing champion Mike
Tyson.
"Everything was kept
Goe0
kind of quite when Jack
Nicholson was here,"
noted Maupin. "He was
here visiting a friend, and
he wanted someone to go
fishing with ... It worked
out great. He's one heck
of a fisherman and a great
guy."
Needless to say, Maupin
no shortage of
Ledger columnist Jerry Maupin and Barbara Messina hold a 35- has had
pound drum the two caught while on a fishing trip earlier this interesting people to fish
with. However, he claims
year.
that his best fishing trips
are
with a younger genadded.
was
doors,"
he
much fun ... There
Because of an unfortu- eration.
always a burning fire
What are the advantages?
Call Today For Your Digital Experience
"The thing I like most
circumstance, Maupin
to
nate
inside me that wanted
*See your portraits the same day!
lost his job as a KDFWR is being with young peodo those things."
*More Creative options than we have ever
It was during those officer. However, that was- ple - teaching them how
had before!
that n't the end of his career to fish and enjoy the outformative
years
eftetouching easier, and more retouching
Hwy. 121 North Bypass • Murray
available.
Maupin witnessed the as a fishing tour guide beginning of what would it was only just the begineventually become his ning.
Since then, Maupin has
lifestyle.
"I remember standing in become a self-employed
Blood River before the lake fishing guide at Kentucky
was impounded," he Lake.
noted."We were bass fish"In doing this guide

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
For over 30 years, he
has past on his -dove of
fishing and the outdoors
to people from all walks
of life.
There's no doubt that
Jerry Maupin has brought
joy to the lives of many
aspiring outdoorsmen. But
it took the encouragement
of an older relative and a
twist of fate to produce that
window of opportunity.
"My grandfather, Rowland, lived out in the county and close to the river,"
said Maupin, who writes
a weekly outdoors column
for the Ledger & Times.
"He was a quail hunter and
a fisherman, and he made
those things look like so

aM1:15Er

OAKWOOD STUDIO

753-7050

You'll find hours of fun, adventure and history with hands-on
exhibits, robots and interactive
videos. Plus, experience one of
America's truly

Pictured is Jim Simpson with his crappie.

OFFICIAL MUSEUM OF THE

great art treasures - 52 original
Norman Rockwell paintings. A visit
is certain to engage your mind, capture your heart and set your spirit
free.

BoY

SCOUTS OF AMERICA
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Purcell nets wins for Murray
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Many talented athletes have
passed through the annals of
Murray State University's tradition-rich athletics department.
However, one would be hardpressed to find a more decorated MSU alum than Bennie
Purcell.
To a more recent generation,
Purcell is known only as a Hall
of Fame tennis coach. But to
many Murrayans, he will be forever remembered as a vital cog
in the Racers' well-oiled basketball machine.
"A few older people remember when I played basketball
here," said Purcell, who is a
member of five halls of fame two for basketball (Murray State
and NAIA) and three for tennis (Ohio Valley Conference,
Kentucky Tennis and ITCA).
"Basketball still holds a special place in my heart. It was
my first love. Tennis just kind
of came along by accident," he
added.
Purcell began making a name
for himself at Murray State and
throughout the nation as a star
guard for four Racer teams.
From 1948-52, Purcell teamed
with the likes of former MSU
greats Garrett Bashear, Howie
Crittenden and Melvin Deweese
to guide the Racers to a 66-41
mark - including a 21-6 OVC
championship campaign during
the 1950-51 season.
According to Purcell, the Racers' first OVC title, under head
coach Harlan Hodges, helped
start the school's winning tradition in the now 51-year-old
league.

he said. "We went to the NCAA
Tournament for the first time
in 1963-64, and we lost to bayola-Chicago.
"I was fortunate enough to
coach a lot of good players Claude Virden, Jim Jennings,
Hector Blondet, Jimmy Young,
Les Taylor ... We had some
great teams back then."
•
•
•

BENNIE PURCELL

"That was the season that we
beat Western Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky on the same day
for the championship," Purcell
noted. "We were ranked No. 16
in the nation that year. That's
the highest Murray State's ever
been ranked."
During the 1951-52 season,
Purcell led the Racers in scoring with 532 points (18.3 points
per game). He claimed Most
Valuable Player honors in the
NAIB tournament, which saw
MSU defeat Centenary, West
Texas, Whitworth and Portland
before falling to Southwest Missouri.
Purcell is a member of the
Racer 1,000-Point Club with 1,054

points in 116 games. He is also
ninth on the MSU career list
for free throws made with 170.
Following a two-year stint in
the Army, Purcell continued his
basketball career with the NBA's
Baltimore Bullets and later went
on tour with the world famous
Harlem Globetrotters.
"We played games in every
state when I was traveling the
Globetrotters," he said.
But Purcell found that his
travels always led him back to
Murray State - this time as an
assistant coach under Cal Luther.
From 1963 to 1972, Purcell
helped the Racers to three more
OVC titles.
"I was Cal's main recruiter,"

Purcell is a testament to the
fact that good things can come
along by accident.
While serving as a basketball
coach under Luther, Purcell was
asked to consider filling a void
in the men's tennis program.
"The way I got into tennis
was a funny thing," he explained.
"The (tennis) coach left before
school started in August. So
they asked me if I would coach
the team, and we wound up
winning the OVC tournament
in my first year."
And the rest, as they say, is
history.
Purcell and MSU went on to
win 10 consecutive conference
titles and 11 in 12 seasons. For
16 years in a row, the Racers
finished no worse than second
in the OVC standings.
"In many ways, Murray State
tennis is a lot like our basketball team - we've only had three
or four bad teams in the history of the program," said Purcell. "We've enjoyed great success as a mid-major school. And
I think that makes the envy of
the other schools in the OVC."
Among the tennis greats under
Purcell's tutelage were his sons,
Mel and Del.
"Del was my No. 1 player
for two years, and he was very

good. But he wasn't much interested in a professional (tennis)
career," he said.
"You could see at an early
age that Mel had great handeye coordination. He had the
advantage of playing against my
players when he was growing
up, and he played on the national circuit every summer. That was
a big advantage for him."
Mel went on to become an
All-American at the University
of Tennessee and later climbed
to as high as No. 19 in the
world as a professional.
Following his pro career, Mel
returned to Murray and has
since taken over for his father
as the men's tennis coach at MSU.
"He had a great career as a
pro. And when he retired, he
pretty much took over this program from me," Purcell said. "I
help him out a little bit. But
when you've been a world class
player like he has, you really
don't much help."
Reflecting on his career in
both sports, Purcell lists his AllAmerican status as a basketball
player and a special honor for
tennis among his biggest accomplishments.
"I'm proud of what I was
able to do as a basketball player and a coach at Murray State,"
he said. "The real highlight for
me was when they named the
tennis courts after me. I thought
you only received an honor like
that after you were deceased."

COME SEE WHAT'S IN
OUR BACKYARD

THE

JENNIESSIIICAN

Resort

Restaurant

Motel

Marina

Te '4, a, piftte4 9,et etetta,v vo,a'ee ‘cectet 049,et/
wr Pontoon & Jet Ski Rentals! wv.

Golf Club

Monday - Friday

$3900

Saturday - Sunday

$4900

Patron

$3500

CYPRESS
SPRINGS
Located on Cypress Trail
off KY 121 South.

(270) 436-5496

C1kti/1.4 0-OUSE
55541
jjsi
Murray's Largest Buffet

CHALLENGING BY
DESIGN.
r
EXTRAORDINARY BY
NATURE.

* Fresh Buffet
* Soup
* Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
* Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
Served 7 Days
A Week
DINE-IN • CARRY OUT
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
BANQUET Room

Paris, TN (near KY Lake)

Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

642-7271 • 877-991-FORE

406 N. 12th St. • 759-2348

www.tennesseangolfclub.com

Next to Pizza Hut

006j
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Bolin makes tracks around town
to read the Bible
By MIKE OHSTROM
from cover to
Staff Writer
"Terminator 3" may be on the cover each year,
way to a theater near you, but beginning with
if Arnold Schwarzenegger wants the New Testato make a sequel to "The Run- ment. According
ning Man," he should consider to his diary, he
casting Duane Bolin for the lead ran 1,300 miles
and read 1,212
role.
Bolin, 44, a history professor chapters in 1999.
A graduate of
for four years at Murray State
University, has kept up a cou- Webster County
ple of streaks that would put High School in
Bolin
baseball All-Star Cal Ripken Jr. 1974,
for
legplayed
to shame.
An avid runner and former col- endary basketball
lege basketball player, Bolin has coach Eddie Ford;
run at least three miles a day •he had his picevery day since Jan. 1, 1997, a ture taken with
span of over 1,300 consecutive NBA legend Jerry
days. His stretch of reading three West at a basketchapters from the Bible a day ball camp at
— five on Sundays — started Campbellsville
Bolin
College.
a year earlier.
"I think I'm compulsive," said went on to play
Bolin, a native of Webster Coun- basketball at Belty. "I read the Scriptures every mont University
Nashville,
day, I run every day, and I tell in
my wife and children that I love Tenn. before getting his doctorthem every day as part of my ate in history from the University of Kentucky.
compulsion."
"I think (running) was just a
Bolin's schedule allows him

DUANE BOLIN

way to stay in shape," said
Bolin, who completed his first
marathon in 1992 in Memphis
in under four hours but will
have to increase his mileage to

consider such a distance again.
"I was still in basketball shape
after college and I was training
for a marathon when I had knee
surgery. I haven't run those kinds
of distances since then, and I
think I would like to run another marathon."
Bolin then taught history and
coached basketball at Webster
County and moved to Madisonville Community College and
Williams Baptist College in Walnut Ridge, Ark. before settling
in Murray with his wife Evelyn, a native of Calvert City,
and their children, Wesley, 11,
and Cammie Jo, 6.
Bolin usually runs in his neighborhood but varies his workouts by running around the MSU
campus or with his 1-year-old
dog, Maddie, although he says
that "most of the time, I enjoy
the solitude."
He has managed to keep his
streak alive while on business
trips or on vacation as he has
several favorite places to run in
Lexington.
"(Running) has just become a
habit for me," said Bolin, who

ran 10 miles with a former Belmont teammate from the Kentucky Dam Village to the darn
and back prior to his wedding
to Evelyn Dec. 18, 1982. "My
mother thinks I'm crazy, and
my wife had to wonder what
she was getting into."
"Sometimes, we just have to
eat without him," Evelyn Bolin
said. "I think it helps him to
have the discipline, but sometimes we have to work our lives
around the running."
Bolin, who had covered 701
miles as of July 10, averted a
possible end to his streak that
day by running,three miles prior
to a 9 a.m. dentist's appointment.
"I think that if I didn't run,
I'd weigh 300 or 400 pounds
because I eat so much, so it's
a good way to keep the weight
off," Bolin said. "I thought I
would try it for one year, but
each year I just decided to keep
going."

• Freedom...
From Page 2
fact that the town's largest event, the
Hazel Celebration Day, was recently
selected by the Library of Congress to
the Local Legacies Program in the National Archives.
First District Congressman Ed Whitfield nominated the annual event, which
brings approximately 7,000-10,000 tourists
to Hazel on the first Saturday in October, for the program.
After completing an application packet, Hazel Celebration Day was chosen

"Authentic
Mexican
Cuisine
At It's
Finest"

and placed on exhibit not only in the
Thomas Jefferson Building in Washington, D.C., but also on permanent display at the Library of Congress' Web
site, www.loc.gov.
"This is all part of the Library of Congress' 200th birthday and millennium
celebration," said Farris, who added that
the First District had more events nominated than any other district in Kentucky.
"Each congressman and senator in the

•Fajitas
•Taco Salad
•Chimichanga

41

eQuesadilla Rellena
•El Meson Durrito
(more items on menu)

4A)4.7
.wq&C-A111

U.S. nominated an event or community
from each state, and we tried to provide a flavor of what Hazel is about
when we sent in our application. It's
quite a nice distinction, and now we're
on display there on the Internet."
In addition to Hazel Celebration Day,
for which the 2000 edition is set for
Oct. 7, and its participation in Murray's
Freedom Fest activities, Hazel, famous
for its antique stores, has several other
events that it is well-known for.

The annual Southeast Bike and Scooter Show each Memorial Day weekend
brings 2,000-3,000 tourists to town for a
collection of bikes and scooters from the
1930s, '40s and '50s.
Also, the Hazel City Christmas Open
House, held during the last weekend in
November, brings the town's antique
shops to life with the holiday spirit as
participating businesses decorate their
stores and offer festive refreshments as
part of a city-wide sales promotion.

Freedom Fest

Rodeos

Concerts
Athletic Events

Come In Ancl Join us For Great Food! Great Taste!
1006 Chestnut(Next to Cheri Theatre)

Trade Shows

759-9247

//u1
EET
STR
N
MAI
\O
MUSIC
312 Main St., Murray, KY

270-759-0420

Authorized Dealer
Alvarez, Sigma, Austin, Rogue
Crate Amplifiers
& Pro Audio Equipment
Hours: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
12 p.m.-4 p.m. Saturda

With so many different special events taking place in
Murray, you need a guide to point you in the right
direction. The Murray Tourism Commission, with its
official Visitors' Guide, has the details about

What's Going On!
For more information about special events,
contact the Murray Tourism Commission,
Murray's Events Headquarters, at

805 N. 12th St.
270-759-2199
1-800-651-1603
murtour@apex.net
www.murraynet.com
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Parks ready to complete projects
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
A one-lump allocation from the General Assembly is being looked at as a
short-term source for many projects at
the Murray-Calloway'County Parks and
Recreation Department in the next year.
It solely depends on the $150,000
from the state legislature," said interim
parks director Brad Steele, who noted
that a wish list includes renovations,
paving and adding new lights on baseball, softball and soccer fields.
But parks officials have also looked
long-term by trying again to place a recreation tax on the ballot.
The proposed tax -4 cents per $100 asessed property valuation - was expected
to generate about $408,000 in additional
revenue. Part of that would be used to pay
a bond on a proposed aquatic center that
would replace the parks department's old
Pool.
An attempt two years ago to impose
a 3-cent rate per tax failed 3,937 to
3,504.
In the meantime, Steele, who was
made interim director following the June
departure of Skip Dobbs, and parks
board members await the state allocation, which was due to arrive before
Oct. 1.
Among the projects on the wish list,
Steele said, are:
• Renovation of the old courthouse
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & hmes photo
and one-room school in Central Park.
on a park project.
work
begins
director,
parks
Brad Steele, interim
• Adding lights to the
Under-12 soccer field in
the Bee Creek Complex
and irrigation for it and
eight others;
• A covered pavilion
PAR 3 GOLF & SPORTS CENTER
and picnic area near the
four main fields in CenBent Grass Green
tral Park.
18 Holes
• Adding lights to the
110-200 Yards
Public Welcome
girls' softball field on Arcadia Circle.
Par 3 Golf Course
• Building batting cages
9 Holes
$3
18 Holes
$5
at the old softball field in
Weekends & Holidays
Park.
Chestnut
9 Holes
$5 18 Holes
$8
Steele said plans calls
Goff Carts
for the renovation of all
9 Holes
$7.00
50 18 Holes
of the softball and baseRental Sets
$2.00
ball fields, including restDriving Range
$2.25
rooms, fences, dirt mixMiniature Golf
$200
tures on the fields and
Softball & Baseball Batting Cages
50e
building new dugouts
with roofs and fenced
270-753-1152
From Hwy.641. turn 11est at Skating Rink - 1 Mile - Murra. KY
backs.
PGA Tiwehhig Prafessional 1..vnit Sullivan Golf Lessons S2(1
Not all of the plans
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include work on ballfields.
"I would like to see the
Gary Holman fields parking area sealed," Steele said
of the front lot at Central
Park, which is already
paved.
Also, Rotary Club and
the parks department plan
to team up to build an
amphitheater in the bowlshape area near the old
tobacco barn in Central
Park.
Early plans call for the
club to provide builders
and the parks department
to provide labor and
equipment, the latter of
which "is probably going
to be provided by the city
and county," Steele said.
The first step is to build,
probably starting this fall,
a walking trail around the
perimeter of the amphitheater, Steele said. He was
unsure when construction
of the amphitheater itself
will begin.
Steele said he also plans
to suggest building a sand
volleyball court near the
pool area in Central Park.
The 27-year-old main
pool itself is an ongoing
project, and the repair - or
replacement of it - was
one of the selling points
for the recreation tax in
1998. The pool was built
for a maximum life
expectancy of 15 years.
regulations
Current
demand that if the current one-filter system,
which now services the
two pools left open, fails,
each of the three pools
must be outfitted with its
own filtering system.
That would mean a complete overhaul, said Steele,
who added that it would
be cheaper to build a new
pool. Estimates for one
similar to the current one
are close to $1 million.
Steele said he has gotten estimates for a regu-

lar pool and a wave pool.
Discussions have included a pool that goes from
zero depth to about 10
feet, which would include
a diving board and slide
and would be handicapaccessible.
Some projects and events
have either wrapped up
or are in the final stages.
The parks' baseball fields
also played host recently
to a regional Pony League
tournament that saw 24
teams from Kentucky, Tennessee and Indiana compete in three age divisions.
An ice cream festival,
co-sponsored with WKYQFM in Paducah, is slated
for Sept. 9.
Fifteen-foot additions of
safety netting were added
in July to the backstops and
along some foul lines at
Central Park ball fields to
protect spectators from
foul balls. Also, the new
scoreboards on all of the
fields and the new bicycle motocross track were
expected to be up by the
end of this month.
The BMX track, which
opened last October,is slated to host approximately
two races a month through
Oct. 21. It was also the
site of a state qualifier earlier this month.
An invitational soccer
tournament is slated for
Nov. 3-5 at the Bee Creek
Complex.
That will bring Steele to
near the end of his tenure
as interim director, which
was to last to Nov. 30.
Steele said he would like
to hire a full-time maintenance person and have
another person in place to
assume his parks foreman
duties - IF he becomes
parks director.
"I'd be very interested
in that," Steele said. "I'm
excited about serving the
community."

Wrather gives
look at history
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Housed in the first permanent building of what
is now Murray State University, the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum has
been privy to a lot of history in its hallowed halls.
The trick for museum
director Kate Reeves, however, is getting visitors to
explore those passageways.
"A lot of people have
the misconception that we
only have one floor from
what they see right when
they come in," said Reeves
of the building, which
when constructed in 1924
was the campus — the
site of classes, chapel, pep
rallies, debates and meetings as well as the bookstore, post office, dining
room, science laboratories
and administrative offices
— of what was then known
as the Murray State Normal School.
The building was placed
on the United States
Department of the Interior's National Register of

•

Historic Places in 1975
before it was extensively
renovated and converted
into a museum in 1982.
Reeves, who has been
at the Wrather helm for
three years, says that most
visitors are unaware of the
exhibits located on the
museum's second floor and
basement. But even she
admits that she doesn't
know exactly how many
exhibits are on hand at
any given time.
is
entrance)
"(The
deceiving; (visitors) don't
realize there's so much
more to see," said Reeves,
who noted that one of
Wrather's many hidden
treasures is the surveyor
chain in the basement that
was used to mark the
boundaries of Calloway
County.
"I don't keep a count
of the number of exhibits
we have because we have
exhibit in each room,
btit, sometimes we have
exhibits within exhibits
and there are things on
II See Page 8
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Artists face small-town challenges
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
While their styles and
opinions no doubt differ,
one thing remains the
same for four western
Kentucky artists - they
all call Murray and Calloway County home.
Emily Wolfson, Phillip
Powell, Mary Jane Littleton and Wayne Bates are
just a select few of several local artists who have
gained
regional and
national recognition for
their work.
Painting and weaving
have been as much a part
of Wolfson's life as anything since the late 1930s.
A former art teacher at
Murray State University,
she has honed her craft
for over a half century.
"I've been painting for
a long, long time," said
Wolfson, who paints
mostly landscapes and
flowers. "I'm lucky in the
sense that I've been able
to do what I like to do for so many
years."
Wolfson later added weaving to her
list of art hobbies while teaching at Indiana University.
Since returning to Murray, she has
continued her association with MSU and
the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery, located
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
"I'm usually there (at the gallery)
about one day a week," Wolfson
explained. "We're trying to keep it open
every day."
Even though her teaching days have
past, Wolfson keeps busy with her artwork and with an occasional workshop.
"I have students who say they've seen
things they haven't seen before," she
• said. "I think people can gain so much
pleasure out of seeing new things in
that way - especially
people who have
never
painted
before."
Wolfson credits
Clara Eagle with
helping to keep art
alive in Murray and
Calloway County.
"I think she did
a lot to help get
(artists) into Murray," said Wolfson.
"She helped raise
the awareness of art
for the students. A
lot of what's been
done here (in art)
is the result of her
work."
Murray's location
can be detrimental
to an artist. But the
quite, rural setting

TEE
4FF

artist, me and my wife
moved back here ... For
me, it doesn't really matter where we live."
A native of Ballard
County, Powell began
painting wildlife scenes at
the age of 20.
Powell's talents have
since earned him several
awards and honors,including Artist of the Year for
the Rocky Mountain Elk
Foundation in 1997. He
has also been the featured
artist for Kentucky Duck
--. tamps in 1992 and 1997.
"I would say that getting to do the duck stamps
was a big honor for me,"
he said.
According to Powell,

can be an advantage, according to Wolfson.
"Murray's always been somewhat of
a disadvantage for an artist because it's
so far away from major cities," she
noted. "But, on the other hand, it can
help you develop you're own style."
While many artists crave the "big city"
connection, Powell sees the area around
Land Between the Lakes as an ideal
location.
"I do mostly wildlife and nature (paintings)," Powell said. "This area has some
of the best locations in the country ...
I like to paint barns, and some of the
best barns are around here - that's what's
so neat about Calloway County.
"I went school at Murray State, and
I've always liked it here. So when things
worked out job-wise to be a full-time

EMILY WOLFSON

$10.00

•20 Holes

$20.00

Call 762-2238!

Driving Range

+ Above & In-Ground
+ Repairs
+ Guardex Chemicals
Hayward Products
+ Specialize in Concrete
Marbilized Pools
+ Customized Pools
+ Opening & Winterizations
+ Cleaning
+ Safety Covers
+ Diving Boards
+ Renovations
+ Water Analysis

wy. 121 • Stella, KY • 753-9925

Cart Rental

W H
US!

MARY JANE LITTLETON

Call Today and
We'll Be Glad To
Give You A Free
Estimator

$17.00
*Guest
$12.00
•Faculty, Staff & Seniors
Membership
$125.00
*Students $9.00 Semester
$9.00
*Twilight Golf
Sunday
Saturday,
' (Every day after 3p.m,
& Holiday Green Fees will be $17.00 til 3 p.m.)

Chipping Green

• See Page 8

Order Your Summer Fun Now!

Green Fees — Monday thru Friday

Putting Green

restaurant - Fifteenth &
Olive - routinely display
the work of several local
artists.
Fifteenth & Olive coowner Jeff Yates said the
local restaurant has provided the forum for local
artists since its inception
over two years ago.
"My sister is an artist,
so we decided to let some
of the local people display
their art in here for free,"
noted Yates. "We will sell
their pieces for them, and
then we'll receive a certain percentage of that sale
... More than anything else,
it's like a small art gallery."

WAYNE BATES

ace ei de Otele
94 aunded, eft ?''ea Zeatacleet/

09 Holes

being an independent artist
is a challenge - especially
from a marketing standpoint.
"Marketing is a big part
of my business," he
explained. "I spend so
much time marketing and
framing my work that I
don't have a lot of time
to paint. So I wish I could
spend less time doing those
things and more time
painting."
•••
Despite its lack of art galleries, the Murray community has done its part
to showcase artists like
Wolfson and Powell. The
Murray-Calloway County
Public Library and a local

MILLER

LF

Open
Year-Round
For Your
Pleasure!

COURSE

Located on Hwy. 280 Off Hwy.94 E

f

Hitching Post Gifts
and
Old Country Store

lP Highway 68 - Aurora • 474-2266

Largest and most unique gift shop in
Western Kentucky. One of the area's
best selection of tee shirts & sweat
shirts.

23rd Annual

7
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AURORA
COUNTRY
FESTIVAL
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October 20, 21, 22 2000
Located on Hwy.68 in Aurora, KY
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

FRIDAY
*Craft & Flea Market
*Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
SATURDAY
*Craft & Flea Market
'Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
COUNTRY STORE ITEMS INCLUDE: 'Entertainment All
Candies, jelly, sorghum,cider, fireworks, Afternoon
tee shirts, sun bonnets, souvenirs, and SUNDAY
*Craft & Flea Market
fresh fudge.
'Open 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
'Entertainment & Quilt Raffle In The
SUMMER HOURS 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Afternoon
SPRING & FALL HOURS 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
FESTIVAL INFORMATION

GIFT SHOP ITEMS INCLUDE:
quilts, afghans, figurines, jewelry, dinner
bells, music boxes, Boyd's Bears', Hadley
pottery and more.

Browse among antiques &
memorabilia in the Antique Mall

Festival Chairman
Russ Claborn - 270/474-2222
Craft 8c Flea Market Chairman
Beth Carlson - 270/474-8337
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• Artists ...
From Page 7
Yates estimated that since the
restaurant's opening - in April 1998
- it has displayed the work of approximately 26 local artists.
We'll keep the display for a month,
and we usually have a good amount
of people who will come in and
discuss the paintings. They're good
conversation pieces," he said.
"We also try to have a reception
for the artist. We can get to know
them, and we also get to show off
our food. We weren't sure this idea
would work. But people have
responded to it."
•••
Littleton discovered her craft a
little later in life than most artist.
However, the native Calloway
Countian has found her pottery no
less satisfying because of it.
"I started working with clay about
15 years ago," Littleton said. "I
worked outside in the yard and loved
working in the dirt so much that
I figured clay would be the perfect
answer for me."
Many pottery makers produce
usable items - such as glasses plates
and other forms of dinnerware. But
Littleton's creations are somewhat
different from the norm.
"That's not something that I do,"
she said. "I take coils of clay and
form them into shapes. It's some-

thing that I discovered on a
trip to Mexico.
So what I make
is not something
you would normally put food
in - although I
made
have
some pieces like
that."
Littleton took
her new-found
love to another
level three years
ago with the
opening of a
personal
art
gallery, located
in her home.She
also has disin
plays
Nashville and
New Harmony,
Ind.
In addition to
marketing her
own work, the
retired educator
JEFF YATES
has also won
awards from the Murray Art League on my art. I'll do that for seven or
eight months a year.
and other regional art clubs.
"So its really an ongoing project
said
(art)
a
hobby,"
don't
call
"I
Littleton. "I spend about five or six for me."
Bates has continued his "ongohours three days a week working

ing project" as a porcelain artist for over two
decades in Murray and
Calloway County.
At his in-home studio,
Bates produces handthrown pieces of pottery
with a technique known
as "sgraffito".
"It's a process of cutting from one color into
another," Bates explained.
"I do platters, bowls, dinnerware - just the normal
household things."
Recently, Bates began a
bridal registration business, which caters to local
couples.
"We (Bates and the couple) actually design the
(dinnerware) together," he
said."People can make any
kind of changes they want
to make, and they can get
any kind of mixture they
want ... The whole process
takes from six months to
a year to complete. But
it's something the couple
can have for the rest of
their lives."
To make time for his
new hobby, Bates has cut
work
his commercial

almost in half over the
last three years.
"I have shops and galleries that order things
from me. But I've cut down
on that in the last few
years.
"Ninety-five percent of
everything I did used to
fall into that category. But
I've cut that back to about
50 percent now."
While a rural location
can be a disadvantage for
many artists, Bates said
Murray suits his career and
lifestyle just fine.
"If it hadn't been for
my wife's work, I probably wouldn't be living in
Murray. I would not have
looked around and picked
Murray," he explained.
"But Murray's a great place
to live and work."
"One drawback is that
this is not a big community.
"But now you can live
in a remote place like this
because we have UPS and
all of this technology. It's
really remarkable how fast
you can get things out of
here."

people don't get to visit
the Speed Museum or the
Smithsonian, so it's a real
coup for us when an exhibit of this kind of quality
comes to western Kentucky."
The Wrather Museum,
which aims to highlight
and promote an understanding of the social, cultural and economic development of west Kentucky
and the Jackson Purchase,
is also a stop for traveling exhibits from the Kentucky Historical Society.
Currently in the museum's
Civil War Room is a display featuring the life and
times of Daniel Boone, the

state's first settler.
The museum has also
held the "World War II
Remembered," an exhibit
which helped Wrather set
several attendance records,
as well as: "Drawing on
Her Memories," a gallery
of paintings by Kentucky
folk artist Helen LaFrance;
"Discover a New World:
Women's History," which
examined the roles women
played in U.S. history; and
"Those Were the Days,"
which featured antique
tools and equipment used
to farm tobacco and told
the story of tobacco and
how the crop related to
Kentucky's past.

noted. "I've been fishing
at a lot of different places,
but I've always been glad
to get back home. (Kentucky Lake) has the best
quantity and quality of
fish you will find anywhere."
On Kentucky Lake is
where Maupin hopes to

remain.
"One of my goals is to
be able to continue my
guide service and to see
the lake recover the bass
population that we used
to have here," he said.
"It's going to take some
action from TVA, but I
think it can be done."

• Wrather
From Page 6
display in the halls that
may not qualify as an
exhibit but are of interest
because of its relation to
MSU or the area."
But there has been no
mistaking the majority of
the exhibits that have been
shown at Wrather over the
years, beginning with a
gallery of black-and-white

photographs sent to the
museum from the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C.
documenting the lives of
Appalachian women and
continuing today with
another important exhibit
called Miss Toyama.
In June, the J.B. Speed
Art Museum on the campus of the University of

Louisville sent Miss Toyama, a 72-year-old doll and
Japanese ambassador, to
Wrather, where it will
remain on display in the
main hall for a full year.
To combat mounting
tensions between Japan
and the U.S., the Doll Messengers of Goodwill project sent over 12,000 dolls

from U.S. children to
Japanese children as messengers of goodwill. The
government
Japanese
reciprocated with 58 ceremonial dolls; one of the
32-inch-tall dolls, complete
with official doll passports
and ambassador credentials, was sent to Kentucky.
"The story of Miss Toyama is about the friendship
between the children of
Japan and the children of
Kentucky," said Reeves,
who explained that acquiring such an exhibit is the
goal of every museum
director.
travels
"Everybody
around some, but some

KENLAKES .
HOT AUGUST
BLUES
FESTIVAL
• Maupin
From Page 3
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While his biggest catch
may have come from someAueust 25-2C-2/. 2000
where other than Kentucky
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Sunday August 27
LITTLE CHARLIE AND THE NIGHT CATS
Mike Griffin and the Unknown Blues Band
The Kelly Richey Band
Dave Ray
Harper
Admission: Advanced $14 • Gate $16 • Gate opens at 10 a.m.
Music Starts at Noon
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Lake, Maupin wouldn't
give up his location for
any other body of water.
"All of the pros who've
ever fished Kentucky Lake
have rated it among the
top 10 in the nation," he

•• Closest To Land Betweenie Lakes ••

Saturday, August 26

The Scott Holt Band
Clarence Dobbins
The Bagdaddy's Blues Band
PURYEAR,TN
The Beat Daddys
THE ANDY GURLY BLUES PROJECT
Lew Jetton and 61 South
Admission: Advanced $8 • Gate $10 • Gate opens at 12 noon
Music Starts at 2 p.m.
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BAITS-N-BUILLETS
THE LAKE AREA'S LARGEST
TACKLE & GUN STORE

Friday, August 25
Delicious Blues Stew
The Harper Brothers Band
Jim Diamond and the Groove Syndicate
Admission - Free on Friday
Music Starts at 6 p.m. on the front lawn
Proceeds go to Shriners
For Ticket Location & Information
call 1-800-325-0143
"Malf

Jerry.Allen@mail.state.ky.us
www.kystateparks.com/agencies/parks/kblues.htm
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• Live Bait & Tackle
• Rods & Reels
• Fishing & Hunting License
• Guns & Ammo
• Black Powder Supplies
• Gasoline/Diesel
• Snacks & Ice
• Westvaco/LBL Hunter Permits

15663 US 68E • Aurora, KY 42048
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(270) 354-8886
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OPEN DAILY 5 AM - 9 PM
IN SEASON
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Pro-Shop

&sit Our Web Page at: www.kentuckylake.comgmb
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Fencing club looks for support
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
More interest and exposure
That's what the Murray State
University Fencing Club is seeking after 23 years of existence
on the western Kentucky campus.
"Our goal is to see this club
become a program that is fullyaccredited by the university,"
said Jason Purcell, a senior fencing instructor for the club, which
was started by a group of MSU
students in 1977.
Despite the prominence of
other more traditional sports on
campus, Purcell is convinced the
MSU fencing program can grow
with just a little promotion.
"One of the things we can
do toward our goal is to make
our tournaments bigger, more
attractive and more professional," he explained. "We have to
use those things in order to get
more support from the public
and from Murray State."
The club - which regularly
meets Tuesdays and Thursdays
through the fall and spring
semesters - claims a membership of about 15-20 persons.
"We've had times when 25
people have showed up, and
other times when only five people came.
"But we basically have the
same group each time," Purcell
said. "One problem we've had
is keeping people involved ...
We probably have about two people a semester who will get
heavily-involved."
The sport, Purcell said, attracts
mostly male participants. However, he said the club welcomes
interest from females.
"Women see it as a contact

weigh about one mesh mask, a glove on the
pound," said Purcell. weapon hand and thick cloth"It's designed simply ing to prevent serious injuries.
for training.
"Anyone that is really seriare
areas
target
"The
ous about fencing needs to purthe torso and crotch, chase their own equipment," said
excluding the arms Purcell.
and head. You can
The MW club is open to the
only use the weapon
general public and does proto point.
vide a limited supply of equip"Epee requires a 1sword, ment.
1/2-pound
"We welcome anyone who
which is a much stiffer
blade than the foil. would like to learn more about
You can only thrust fencing or for those that are
with this weapon. The interested in competing in our
entire body is the tar- meets," Purcell noted.
get," he continued.
Two competitions highlight the
"You use a 36 inch fencing season at Murray State
blade in Sabre. It - the Racers' Edge during the
weighs a little less fall semester and the Spring
than one pound. Most Steel match during the spring
of it is cutting and academic session.
thrusting.
"We plan on using the Region"You move a whole
al Special Events Center for these
lot faster in this par" Purcell said. "We
ticular style. The tar- competitions,
get areas are from the don't receive any funding from
the university, but we're hopwaste up."
Purcell said fencing ing that these tournaments will
can offer a lifetime of increase awareness about our
enjoyment for partic- club."
In past years, the fall and
ipants - no matter
MIKE OtisTRomitedger & Times photo what the format.
spring matches have attracted
"I like basketball, participants from all over westREADY FOR ACTION...Two participants spar during a match in the Murray State Fencing Club's Spring Steel event, held last spring at the Regional Special Events Center. but I have a hard time ern Kentucky and from Atlanta,
The club hopes to garner more support for their fall and spring events.
seeing myself playing St. Louis, Mississippi and
"The biggest challenge we it for a lifetime," he said.
sport, so it sort of clashes with
Louisville.
mind
a
of
more
is
as
it
"Fencing
view
who
people
is
have
"Our
claimed.
Purcell
them,"
"We're expecting over 100 peoclasses on campus are mixed. theatrical fencing - like what game than it is physical. It can ple for our next tournament and
I'd say probably close to a guar- you see in 'The Three Muska- be enjoyed for a lifetime."
about 200 weapon entries," PurOne possible drawback to the
ter of (students) are women. But teers'. Overriding that thought
cell explained. "Kentucky has
getting them to stick with it process is sometimes very dif- sport is the cost of equipment, fewer clubs registered with the
which can total as much as $125.
ficult."
long-term is difficult."
USFA (United States Fencing
Three styles of fencing are used Practice weapons range from
Many casual observers relate
Association) than any state
fencing to what they see in by the MSU club - Foil, Epee $35 to $45 while competitive
weapons can reach as high as around here.
movies, which somewhat differs and Sabre.
"So we're hoping to create
"The weapons in the foil corn- $65.
from competitive fencing, PurFencing attire includes a steel some interest."
petition are three feet long and
cell said.
ESOP
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RV Park & Campground

7534652 ,...4i,- F0
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Owners:
Arvin & Martha Crafton
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Full Service Hookups • Dump Station
A Modern Heated Bath House • Tent Spaces Available
Open Year Round

A

I

National

For more information
Facilities Available For:
call
'Weddings 'Rehearsal Dinners
'Receptions 'Reunions
(270) 753-4938
Now accepting bookings
704 Vine St.
for 2000 & 2001
Murray, KY 42071

Located Near Murray State University
Scouting Museum & Expo Center

000017 102 Park Street • Murray, KY
-v
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We salute the women of our community who give
so generously of their time and talent.
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ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA

On Beautiful
Kentucky

)
Forming Fall Leagues

)

Beginners Tournaments
Hwy. 94 East
Murray
759-9303

Special

LADIES NIGHT Ladies Shoot FREE All Night)

•

"
V1411
racu.attes
Start Mier
'tabor Dal;

*Coin Laundry
•Compleie facilities for all types
•Playground
of recreational vehicles & tents
*The Comer Cupboard Gift Shop
•I & 2 Bedroom Park Model Cottages
•3 Bedroom Deluxe Mobile Homes w/cable TV. MARINA OFFERS:
microwaves. Mr Coffee. toaster, linen service. *Full Service Marina w/covered slips
*Guide Service .Boat Rentals
& dishwasher
BOAT WORKS OFFERS:
Central Heat & A/C
•Parts & Service for EvOirude. Mercury.
.Large Pool
OMC, Meramiser & Volvo Penta
•Grocenes

eall iadav 74ss Rewtoetteastia. al A 7Tee

Visit The

9 Ball Race To 3 Tournament

DAILY
SPECIALS

DJ ••• Country Line Dance 8 P.M..)

Corner
Cupboard
eltlei(etet

1-800-326-3625
VISIT OUR WEB SITE: www.kentuckylake.corn/anchor • E-MAIL: anchor(0 ‘ci.net
12RU US Hwy. ME • Benton, KY 42025 • camping/Cottages: 270/354-8493 • Marina: 270/354-656R

"Home of the Best 6 oz.
Ground Chuck Super
Burgers!"
Get 30 minutes FREE with
purchase of a meal.

41::;11
SAT Play Pool 6 p.m. - 12 a.m. for MOO
thru Thur

SUN.

8 Ball

Tournament
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Cowboy action shooting growing
By

scorr

NANNEY

Staff Writer
The perception of firearms

has been "under the gun"
for quite some time.
But one area man hopes that
those stereotypes will soon
change with the emergence
of a new activity.
Cowboy Action Shooting is
a sport that is not new to
northern states, but is a relatively new concept in this
region - thanks in part to Joe
Keith.
The Boaz resident has
recently begun a Cowboy
Action club that he claims provides a safe and fun environment for gun lovers.
"It just seems as though violence is everywhere, and you
hear so many negative stories about guns," Keith said.
"A lot of gun clubs have kind
of hidden in the woodwork,
and they won't come out to
talk about it.
"But the issue of gun control is not going to get any
better."
While most gun activities
include at least a little danger, Keith insists that Cowboy Action Shooting provides
a safe alternative in which
to use firearms.

Participants in a Cowboy Action Shooting match gather for a recent competition at a range in Boaz, Ky.
The Kentucky Regulators are one of a growing number of organizations involved in this recreational
shooting activity.

"We've had a few scratches, but no serious incidents,"
he explained. "We have safety officers at each stage, and
no one is allowed to carry a
loaded gun away from their
station.
I/
We're not afraid to "Everybody in the sport is
considered a safety officer
stop a match for safety because we take turns watching each other load and
concerns - it's too impor- unload the guns ... We're not
afraid to stop a match for
tant not to."
safety concerns - it's too
important not to."
- Joe Keith
As with any activity or
hobby, most hunters and gun

club members use modem or
even more high-tech equipment. However, Cowboy
Action Shooting prefers to
remain in the past.
"All of the weapons we
use are reminiscent of the
1880s and 1900s," Keith noted.
"We mostly use single-action
pistols and lever-action rifles.
"We also like to dress in
the (time) period - more of
what cowboys wore at that
time. A lot of guys do research
on these people ... We want
(matches) to be as realistic
as possible."

7aot4 Peead-cuct
'lexoteecAectsc Ezfre,reescce.,.
A Privately Owned
A Guaranteed Lowest
Rates
A 40 Units

A Cable TV
A Air Conditioned
A Weekly Rates
Available

Equipment for each gaatch
includes a firearm, arrununition and up to 20 metal targets per range.
"Most ranges use metal targets because they make a
nice ringing sound. So you
know
instantly
whether
you've hit it or not," he added.
Keith said speed is the
object of Cowboy Action
Shooting.
"Scoring is done by elapsed
time," he said. "The fastest
score wins the match ... All
of our targets are big and
relatively close. So if you miss

a target, you'll get charged with a fivesecond penalty."
A typical shooting match begins at approximately 9 a.m. and lasts until 2 or 2:30
p.m. For $15, a shooter has paid to compete in a match.
"The range is on my own private property. So we're not required to get off the
stage at any certain time," he said. "We
have side matches after the main competition, and they will last as long as a shooter wants to shoot."
Also included for the price of a shooting event are door prizes and a meal at
lunchtime.
"We distribute some prizes, and everyone has an equal chance to win them,"
said Keith. "We also try to provide a pretty good meal because we think the shooters appreciate it ... So far we've had a lot
of positive comments about what we're
doing."
During two April matches, Keith's range
drew around 25 participants - reflecting
the interest the sport has generated with
very little publicity
Keith thinks further awareness of Cowboy Action Shooting will eventually draw
new fans to the sport.
"Hopefully, we'll have about 40 or 50
shooters by August and September," he
claimed. "Some people who live in Tennessee have been going all the way to
Memphis to participate in these types of
matches.
"We want to let them know that there's
a range much closer than Memphis. They
can make it here in about 45 minutes,
instead of two or three hours."
According to Keith, several Murray residents - including Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott - are involved in the activity.
"It's a growing sport, and it's going to
grow even bigger," Keith said. "It's taken
a while to filter down here from Illinois
and some of the other northern states.
"But it's catching on with a lot of people."

Get The King Of The 4-Wheelers For
Only $129 A Month And No Money Down!
Yes, get the 600 2000 Grizzly for $129
a month with the rate at 13,99 for 24
months, To get yours today follow these
easy steps:

GRIZZLY

1. Call the 4-wheeler specialists at
270-753-8078 for details.
2. Give a short credit application
in the store.
3. Wait usually 3 minutes and if bank
approves, load it up!

For A Limited Time Only
— Sawflidted 1953 —

MURRAY PLAZA COURT

Town

Country Yamaha

Hwy.94 East • Murray, Kentucky

ATVs wet engne sizes or DOco or greater are *commended Ipr use onry
Mose age 16 and ceder • `farness recommends that $N ATV nclent take an
elflmeld traseng course Fa safely and traseng oforrnstron see your deer
or GO the AN Safety InsIttule at 1-600-867 2667 • ATVs can be hazardous to
operate For your safety Always awed paved surfaces Neer nde on pubic
roods Afweys wear a hairnet eye protector, and prONICINI? &ANN, never
carry Passengers never engage in stunt ndog. nceng and alcohoudrugs don't
rrer aroal excess
.
, weed and be Peno
,
larrY care,o,00 drff.uft ferraln

Johnny Rickman, Manager

Callfor details today!

U.S. 641 South • Murray •(270) 753-2682
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NAPA Parts • interstate Batteries • Ozark Boat Lifts • Custom Boat Docks
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HUNGRY BEAR
Serving Murray's Best Breakfast For Over 30 Years!
1310 Main Street • Murray, KY
Open 7 Days A Week • Take Out Orders Call 753-7641
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Located on Blood River with the
best access to Kentucky Lake

RENTALS
\1 Pontoon Boats

s145 ,er

day

t
Superman Size
breakfast
Daily Plate Lunches
we've got sometrung
for everyone!

MARINA

Slips availablefor boats 1240 lect.

•Deli Sandwiches •Fuel
•Live Bait
•Picnic Supplies
•Licenses •Fishing Tackle
Rooms available on the lake, sleeps up to 4, kitchenette,
beautiful lake view from all rooms, fish from your balcony!

$8043
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(270) 436-2525
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"Conic scc our pct Bass"
Owner:

Hwy.94 to Duncan's Market,
right at 732,follow signs to
Irvin Cobb.
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